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Higher Education and Borderlands
Telecommunications in Texas,
California, and Arizona
Armando A. Arias, Jr.
Beryl Bellman*

Resumen
La difereneia en las aspiracions educativas y el logro obtenido
por los Mexico-Americanos de la frontera y los nacionales Mexicanos
difiere de aquellos que viven en otras partes de este pais, ya que hay
un efecto posidvo de los rnedios de comunicacion Mexicanos en
aquellos que viven del lado de los Estados Unidos. Este artfculo
examina como esta idea es fuertemente reforzada y en gran parte la
consecuencia del indiscutible impacto de las interacciones
telecomunicativas en ambos lados de la frontera de Estados Unidos
y Mexico. Nosotros revisamos y sugerimos como estos individuos
estan actualmente y prosperaran en el future a consecuencia de los
programas educacionales binacionales que son o estaran designados
para utiliza las tecnologias telecomunicativas.
*Armando A. Arias, Jr. Ph.D., is the Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at Texas A & I University. Beryl L. Bellman,
Ph.D., is Associate Professor of Communications Studies at Cali
fornia State University, Los Angeles. Both authors are the founders
of BESTNET of the Binational English and Spanish Telecommuni
cations Network

The United States-Mexico border forms a unique "mass
mediated culture" area (Real, 1977; Wambaugh, 1984). It has been
characterized as an almost separate nation that is socially, economi
cally, albeitnotpolitically,independentof either country (Montejano,
1987). There exists, rather, in a truly anthropological sense, a
"human culture," one that is "culturally mediated," yet "culturally
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invisible" (Rosaldo, 1989) because most studies only focus on the
cultures as they are located in two"distinct" countries. Our research
demonstrates how it is that Mexican Americans and Mexican
nationals live in a culture that is "mediated" by two mass cultures.
Most studies of Mexican American urban barrio life are not
universally valid to this region. For example, studies describe the
low rate of literacy in the Spanish language (Brown, et. al, 1980) and
of the syncretic dialects of Spanish spoken in urban barrios, which
is contradicted by a relatively high Spanish literacy rate and the use
of Northern Mexican dialects along the border (Cornejo, 1985;
Griswold del Castillo, 1984). The differences between the U.S.
Mexico border and the rest of the country are the consequence, in
large part, of the positive impact of telecommunications on higher
education, between the two sides of the border, and the effect of the
Mexican media on those living on the United States' side.
This article has several foci, these include a definition of the
"borderlands," higher education as found in the borderlands, an
examination of existing non-traditional forms of higher education
in South Texas, the utilization of telecommunications (nationally/
binationally), and the idea of a telecommunications consortium for
serving the South Texas region. We also focus on the existing
differences in educational aspirations and attainments of border
lands Mexican-Americans and Mexican nationals, and how this
differs from those in other parts of this country. We examined how
this idea is strongly reinforced and in large part the consequence of
the binational telecommunications interactions. We review and
suggest how these individuals are presently and will futuristically
prosper from binational educational programs that are or will be
designed to utilize telecommunications technologies that are inter
active (e.g., computer mediated communication, two-way com
pressed video systems, and the like), and not simply "one-way" as
is the case with traditional broadcast television or radio. As
identified by the authors, this is a topic rarely taken in account by
social scientists that examine the U.S.-Mexicoborderregion (Arias,
1985; Arias, 1988).1
Our research paradigm is similar to that of Samarajiva and Shields
when they point out that the focus of their work:
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...is not communication and development as a whole
but telecommunications and development, a new
subfield that emerged around the same time as the
publicly announced demise of the old paradigm.
.. .First, instead of examining the content of commu
nication, researchers in the field of telecommunica
tion and development look at channels and networks
of communication and their underlying technolo
gies. Second, they focus on interactive communica
tion media rather than on one-way media. Third,
they shift the emphasis of development communica
tion away from persuasion (p. 84).
The fact that Texas has lagged behind other states like
California and Arizona in its development of applications for new
telecommunications technologies along the borderlands can only
serve to enhance future planning. As a backdrop, we will examine
several instances of experimental telecommunications efforts in
both California and Arizona that Texas telecommunications archi
tects must take into account, that is, if they are to fully impact the
borderlands region in the manner in which they may maximize its
usage to serve ever-changing populations of students. This is
especially timely, inasmuch as two major institutions of higher
education—the Texas A&M University and the University of
Texas—have recently incorporated existing South Texas institu
tions, and both have major telecommunications systems and exper
tise that must become more accessible to South Texans. Once, we
have established the nature of telecommunications along the TexasMexico border, we will propose the idea of a "South Texas Tele
communications Consortium On Higher Education" (SSTCHE)
in order to better serve technologically underserved populations in
this massive region.
Borderlands Defined
Because we are proposing an instructional telecommunica
tions entity be established, most particularly one that is binational
in focus, it is important to point out that we are primarily concerned
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with the "borderlands" between Texas-Mexico.
The boundary of what has become popularly known as
"borderlands," is a factor of the flow of populace and information
between the two sides. Professor Torres-Raines (1990) describes it
in this way:
The Southwest Borderlands region is that area stretch
ing north and south along the 2,000-mile United
States-Mexico border. Here, the two nations share
geography, economy, agriculture, and natural re
sources as well as history, culture, and life-style.
Along the border, residents of the United States and
Mexico might have more in common with each
other than with citizens of their own countries (p. 2).
In the borderlands region known by locals as"the valley" of
South Texas (a.k.a, the Rio Grande Valley), including such counties
as Cameron, Hidalgo, Willacy, and Kenedy, there is such a tremen
dous exchange of people and information with the populace from
Matamoros and Reynosa (in Mexico), that the situation reflects the
Torres-Raines definition of the term "borderland." Again, this
includes "borderlands" far to the north of "the valley" and the actual
U.S.-Mexico border, and yet closer to Laredo, Texas across from
Nuevo Laredo In Mexico. Also considered within the borderlands,
one hundred and thirty miles to the north of Brownsville, lies
Kingsville, a rural community with a major university.
Texas A&I University in Kingsville, houses a long standing
program in the College of Arts & Sciences called the Southwest
Borderlands Cultural Studies & Research Center (SWBCSR). The
SWBCSR is especially focused on the Texas-Mexico borderlands
region and "committed to developing activities and specialized
courses of study that focus on borderlands processes..." (TorresRaines, 1990). Present academic planning for the SWBCSR also
includes the creation of an international curriculum development
program for the professional colleges of the university.
Texas A&I University's professional colleges, in
conjunction with the SWBCSR Center and the Span
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ish Language Department, are in a unique position to
model academic programs that integrate border
lands studies, language instruction, and interna
tional internships into the technical offerings of
professional colleges (Torres-Raines, 1990: 2).
This university has historically offered extension courses in
"the valley" and has gained quite an excellent reputation for serving
Mexican-American and Mexican nationals interested in pursuing
courses in engineering and business. Hence, students attending
specially designed courses in the Rio Grande Valley often will
travel further north to Kingsville, in order to take additional courses
and obtain a college degree. Whether they study in "the valley" or
in Kingsville, these individuals see themselves as residents in the
borderlands region.
Also seeing themselves as borderlands residents are indi
viduals that live/work/dwell in areas where there is a large United
States metropolitan city like El Paso, or adjacent to the border, such
as is the case of San Diego, California, where the distance is
relatively short, from the port of entry at San Ysidro to Chula Vista
approximately six miles to the north.2 However, where there is a
large Mexican city across from rural U.S. communities, as is the
case of Mexicali and Imperial County in California, or Laredo (in
the U.S.) and Nuevo Laredo (in Mexico), the borderland is delin
eated in the minds of individuals living in the region, primarily by
a twenty-five mile radius or the limit permissible to holders of
Mexican "border crossing cards".5 Thus, in the former instance the
so-called "borderlands"ends at Chula Vista; whereas in Imperial
County, across from Mexicali—the capital of Baja California
Norte—it ends at Brawley (some forty miles to the north), and
includes Calexico, which is located directly on the border. The
symbiotic relationship of Laredo and Nuevo Laredo can be per
ceived in this same manner. Similarly, the next border crossing to
the east of the San Diego-Imperial County in California is San Luis,
Baja California and San Luis, Arizona. Twenty-six miles to the
north of San Luis is Yuma, Arizona which is located just outside the
range permitted by the border crossing cards. Consequently,
although Yuma has a relatively large Mexican-American popula
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tion, it is socio-culturally identified with the United States.4
Most media in the Yuma area emanates from the United
States and is predominantly in the English language. By contrast,
the major telecommunications flow in San Diego-Imperial County
in California and in Cameron, Hidalgo, Willacy and Kenedy Coun
ties in South Texas is in Spanish from Mexico into the United States
(Fowler & Crawford, 1990). Because of the direction of this flow,
the Imperial and Rio Grande Valleys provide important data regard
ing reactions and effects of media that directly pertain to the other
parts ofthe Southwest border (Arias, 1988; Arias & Bellman, 1985).
Individuals living within the borderlands are, generally
speaking, Mexican-American or Mexican nationals. In most in
stances, the Mexican national has some form of legal status. Most
have close family members living on both sides of the border, and,
frequently, interact with them (Keefe & Padilla, 1987). It has been
estimated, for example, that there are approximately 15,OCX) border
crossings per day at the Calexico and Laredo ports of entry (Arias,
1985; Arias & Bellman, 1987). In a number of cases persons who
have legally immigrated into the United States possess valid work
permits or green cards and are employed, but still maintain their
primary residence in Mexico. They either use an address or rent an
inexpensive dwelling on the United States' side to continue their
U.S. residency and legal work status (Griswold del Castillo, 1984).
Likewise, children of many middle and upper-class Mexican fami
lies attend school on the United States side, using either a relative's
address or attending a private Catholic school that does not have a
residency requirement (Lacy, 1988).
On Higher Education In the Borderlands
Again, our premise is that Mexican-Americans and Mexi
can nationals who live in the borderlands region differ from those
in other parts of this country in placing a greater value on higher
education. This is evident in comparison with recent statistics on
Hispanic enrollment in higher education. As pointed out by the
Institute for Urban and Minority Education (March, 1984):
.. .only 4.1% of all associate arts degrees from com
munity colleges and fewer than 2% of all combined
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bachelor's, master's, and Ph.D. degrees were ob
tained by Hispanic students. The report cited a
decreasing percentage of Hispanic high school gradu
ates enrolled in college between 1975 and 1980, and
that these students had a much greater tendency to
receive terminal associate arts degrees. According
to a report by the Hispanic Higher Education Coali
tion (1984), between 1970 and 1980 Hispanic fulltime undergraduates increased only from 2.1% to
3.7%, and Hispanic college enrollment as a percent
age of Hispanic high school graduates declined from
35% to 29% within the same period. In addition,
Hispanic enrollment of 18 to 24-year-olds fell from
20% to 16.1% in 1980 (Arias, 1985: 257).
And, according to a Department of Commerce report on
"Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States: March 1982"
(January, 1985):
.. .the median school years completed for persons of
Spanish origin was only 10.9 with 43.4 percent
completing high school, and 16.5 percent having
one or more years of college. The general decrease
in Hispanic enrollment is particularly serious when
read in the context that Hispanic populations have
increased by 61 percent during the 1970-1980 cen
sus period, which is more than five times the rate for
the general population (c.f. Bogue: 1985).
The California Superintendents' Council Report (1985)
estimates that by 1999, Hispanics will comprise the States largest
labor force.
In South Texas, Dr. Jaime Chahin, Associate Vice President
at Southwest Texas State University reports that:
Even for those who complete high school, Texas
Hispanic students experience disproportionately low
college and graduate college and graduate degree
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completion rates. While Hispanics comprised 25
percent of Texas graduating high school seniors in
1988, Hispanic students made up only thirteen per
cent of the students enrolled in Texas universities.
Only ten percent of the bachelor degrees awarded in
Texas go to Hispanics, as do only seven percent of
the masters degrees and five percent of the doctor
ates (The Tomas Rivera Center, 1990: 5),
Like Laredo, Texas and San Luis, Arizona, the high school
attrition rate in San Diego-Imperial County, California, although
reflecting the high Hispanic nation-wide figure is, nevertheless,
significantly below the national average. In Calexico and San
Diego, California, communities which are located on the border
have a 97 % Mexican American high school enrollment; the dropout
rate is around 33%. This, once again, is below the national Hispanic
average for regions with high concentrations of Mexican-Ameri
cans not located in the borderlands. Thus, there is an increased
tendency for Mexican-Americans in the borderlands region to
remain in high school and continue into postsecondary education.5
The demographic characteristics of the adjoining Yuma and
La Paz counties in Arizona are very similar to many of the features
of Imperial-San Diego County as well as several counties in South
Texas (as above). That is, there is a very large proportion of
Mexican-Americans who live in dispersed and educationally-iso
lated communities. Dr. David Montejano of the U niversity of Texas
at Austin stresses that the borderland counties are amongst the
poorest and educationally undeserved in the country (Montejano,
1987):
Until the recent mergers of universities in South
Texas with the University of Texas and Texas A&M
University systems, the region of Texas with the
largest Hispanic population density was not served
by the state's major higher education institutions.
This not only served as a barrier to access to higher
education for South Texas Hispanic students, but it
also retarded economic development possibilities
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for the region. There are still only seven doctoral
programs at the public institutions in the parts of
Texas with the largest Hispanic populations: one in
El Paso, one in Kingsville, five in San Antonio and
none in the Valley (The Tomas Rivera Center, 1990:

6).
Similarly, Arizona Western College is a two year lower
division located in the isolated desert of Yuma, Arizona and serves
a dispersed Mexican-American population, San Diego State
University's Calexico campus, also in the desert, but across the state
line, is the closest four-year institution of higher education and lies
60 miles to the west. The nearest institution of higher education in
Arizona, being Arizona Northern University, is 250 miles to the
north. In addition to its Yuman campus, Arizona Western College
has two satellite campuses in the borderlands, with an overall
enrollment of approximately 3800 students, most of whom must
travel distances similar to those in San Diego-Imperial County,
California and the South Texas region. Although these regions are
dispersed and isolated, there is nevertheless, a strong interest in nontraditional forms (albeit: utilizing telecommunications technology
and weekend schedules) of education (Arias & Bellman, 1990).
Existing Non-Traditional Forms of Higher Education In The
Borderlands And Telecommunications Utilization
Due partially to rural or isolated conditions, traditional
higher educational programs have for the most point been programs
for the traditional college student. Welcomed societal changes,
however, coupled with theever growing numbers of non-traditional
or re-entry learners, there has been a tremendous increase in the
types, as well as modes, of delivery of non-traditional forms of
higher education in the borderlands (Arias & Bellman, 1992a;
1992b). This includes the large increase in English as a Second
Language (ESL) courses at the adult level being taught in both local
academic institutions and in neighborhood community organiza
tions. For example, in the Imperial Valley of Southern California,
San Diego State University operates a satellite campus. This is an
upper-division, two-year institution, with an enrollment of approxi
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mately 450 students, who attend classes in the late afternoon and
evening. In addition to these students, from early morning through
evening, there's a number of ESL classes taught under the auspices
of the ESL Institute, which has an average enrollment of 350
students. The latter pay $140 per course, which is in excess of the
regular state university tuition. The courses taught in The ESL
Institute involve six levels of instruction, from beginning through
advanced, and incorporate a varied curricula, including ESL with a
computer emphasis and classes in teaching English as a Second
Language. Thus, besides being a mechanism for learning English,
the institute provides a variety of classes for persons with limited
English proficiency in several different vocational and interest
areas.
For the past eight years, San Diego State University has
operated an Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) system
which has provided a link between its San Diego and Calexico
campus. Students in Calexico take a number of courses from
different academic disciplines in this manner for which there are no
faculty available on that campus to teach them. These courses are
required for the satisfaction of major and minor requirements for
graduation. Thus, the ITFS system precludes students from having
to travel over 125 miles to the San Diego campus. Students spend
time watching a live television lecture aired from the central campus
in San Diego and interact over a radio telephone with the instructor.
These telecourses have relatively high enrollments, strong commu
nity support, and an interest in both expanding and improving the
microwave system.
The only other public academic institution in Imperial
Valley is a community college, Imperial Valley College, with an
increasing enrollment of 2800 students. There has been a strong
interest in telecourses (courses via closed circuit television) with the
Imperial Valley since 1979, when the college instituted a program
offering classes that were microwaved/ transmitted to a learning
center off the main campus. Students watched the programs at the
center in the nearby community of El Centra and participated with
other students taking the same course on the main campus. Some
of the classes were cablecast for home reception, with students
coming to the learning center when taking examinations or partici-
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patirig in group discussions.
At both San Diego State University—Imperial Valley Cam
pus and the Imperial Valley College, there is an approximately 68%
Mexican-American enrollment. Although there has been some
decrease in overall enrollments for the past decade, with a dramatic
increase in the past two years, there has been a consistent 80%
matriculation rate from the community college to the state univer
sity (Arciniega, 1985).6
The Imperial Valley, therefore, has limited instructional
television programming for public education, and the adjacent two
counties in Arizona, Yuma, and La Paz do not have microwave
transmission systems. The demographic characteristics of the
adjoining Yuma and La Paz counties in Arizona reflect many of the
features of the Imperial Valley. There is a very large proportion of
Mexican-Americans who live in dispersed and educationally iso
lated communities and can benefit greatly from an inter-state ITFS
system.
Sometimes the location or access (via telecommunications)
to a program is the primary factor behind motivating "non-tradi
tional learners" into non-traditional forms of higher education.7 At
the Community College of El Paso, for instance, students are able
to remain on campus and take courses from the University of Texas,
El Paso (UTEP) campus via microwaved telecourses. The students
enjoy the option of attending the course either face-to-face at the
UTEP campus, or via a televised setting at the community college
and, thus, avoid travel, traffic, parking congestion, etc. As part of
the Southwest Border Consortium of Colleges they continue to
establish a relatively large computer instruction program in con
junction with Project Hope and the Ford Foundation. This program
is replicated at other sites along the entire borderlands area.
The time periods and/or accessibility to educational pro
grams is perhaps the greatest obstacle between a student (whether
traditional or non-traditional) and a college degree. There are
several instances where institutions in the borderlands are respond
ing to the needs of the non-traditional learner. At Texas A&I
University there is a high demand for a Ph.D. in Bilingual Educa
tion. This sorely needed program presently enrolls approximately
sixty graduate students. Most of these are working professionals
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and attend night class during the week. Sometimes the courses are
offered in the evening and may be scheduled for three, eight hour
days (Friday through Sunday). The majority of these students are
established professionals holding administrative positions and seek
ing further advancement. Thus, they are unable to take extended
periods of time off from their jobs, but none-the-less have the drive
and stamina to pursue a doctorate.
A Ph.D. degree in Educational Leadership has been ap
proved from the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. It
will be offered as a joint venture between Texas A&I University and
Corpus Christ! State University. It may take on the model as the
Ph.D. in Bilingual Education, but add to it courses that will be
offered in both the Corpus Christi and Kingsville communities
where these universities reside. Likewise, because the campuses
are interconnected via the Texas A&M University system-wide
compressed video system, Plans are underway to offer doctoral
level courses via the compressed video system from the College
Station campus to Laredo State University for a three year program
leading to a Ph.D. in Educational Administration. (The authors of
this paper are also exploring the integration of other intermediate
technologies.) Corpus Christi State University already has a proven
track record in use of the compressed video system, as a result of
their successful Nursing Program aired to students located at Laredo
Community College.8 The use of the new technologies would
certainly act as a recruiting factor for graduate students from the
region.
A Ph.D. in Business is being planned at the University of
Texas-Pan American. This isaresultof the growth of the maquiladora
industry (assembly plant) in Matamoros and the need for individu
als to become teachers for CEO's of future borderlands corporations
and managers of industries. Some may see this as "a trend to favor
a 'production-oriented' education as a function of the manufactur
ing sector sacrificing a more universal one." Now that there are
serious plans for a Free Trade Zone in conjunction with the fact that
Texas encompasses the U.S.-Mexico border greater than other
states, there appears to be a tremendous need for such a program.
Upon adapting telecommunications techniques the program will be
able to organize binational classroom settings and perhaps degrees
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as well.
Similarly, Texas A&I University recently began a Masters
in Business Administration weekend degree program that became
an instant success. Individuals from throughout the region flocked
to fill-up the program, not only because there was a dire need, but
also because the courses are offered on the weekend. The next step
in course delivery will involve the development of telecourses and
the use of computer communications.
Del Mar Community College, which is located between
Texas A&I University and Corpus Christ State University, has
already begun offering telecourses on cable television. They utilize
the local cable system for public education, hence, the "educational
channel". This is a most viable delivery system, as there is an over
85% cable saturation rate for the region. Enrollments in these
courses are equal to the average class size for those attending regular
courses on the physical campus, which strongly supports the viabil
ity for using cable educational channels for distance learning in this
and the adjacent dispersed South Texas areas.
Another precipitating factor for attending non-traditional
forms of higher education within the borderlands includes the
waiver of out of state/country fees for Mexican nationals who may
enroll for televised courses that are aired via cable systems into
Mexico. San Diego State University has done this for international
students. And, interestingly enough, U.S. students taking these
courses while living in Mexico have commented that they are able
to "attend class" (via television) and make fewer trips across the
international border. Texas Southmost College could design a
similar program by offering telecourses from their local cablesystem
into Matamoros and better serve the estimated two-hundred"border
crossers" that travel to campus daily.
In addition to public institutions there are a growing number
of special experimental advanced degree programs appearing in the
borderlands. These programs are offered by various private univer
sities to name just a few, the University of Phoenix, National
University, United States International University, University of
San Francisco and the University of Ohio. These programs gener
ally target specific populations, such as, teachers in the local school
district. By attending weekly seminar/classes for periods of up to a
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year and a half, teachers receive masters degrees in various educa
tion-related fields. These degrees result in an immediate bonus and
a yearly raise of approximately $5,000, which, when combined for
the first year, far exceeds the cost of tuition for the entire degree
program.
There are significant numbers of United States resident
students who are attending science and engineering programs at the
universities in Mexico (Arias, 1985; Arias & Bellman, 1987). Due
to the present lack of science and engineering subjects taught in the
postsecondary institutions on the U.S. side of the borderlands, those
U.S. students who are interested in those fields must either leave the
area for another part of the U.S. or, as is more economical, as well
as practical, enroll in institutions of higher education in nearby
Mexico. We are continually obtaining data on the numbers of U.S.
students involved, but atone institution, the Instituto Tecnologico
de Mexicali located in Baja California, we have confirmed that
approximately 150 students from San Diego-Imperial County are
enrolled in one of their four engineering programs. This attests not
only to the difference between Mexican-Americans in the border
lands region by educational aspiration, but also their expressed
interest in pursuing scientific, business, education, and engineering
fields (Arias, 1988).
We continue to observe the growing tendency for border
land Mexican-Americans and Mexican nationals to further their
education in non-traditional forms of higher education. Given the
numbers involved in all types of non-traditional degrees/certificate
programs, both the percentage of those involved in them and the
matriculation to more advanced degree programs greatly exceeds
the Hispanic national average.
Interactions With Borderlands Telecommunications: Cases In
Points Found In Southern California and South Texas
Rather than being oriented primarily for the monolingual
Anglo/Euro-American United States audience, much of the border
lands' media (radio, computer communications, newspapers, edu
cational microwave, and television: cable/satellite) are directed to
bilingual (Spanish/English) Mexican and Mexican-American inter
ests in the Spanish language. Fact is, most of the detailed news
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about higher education is received over the local radio stations
(Fowler & Crawford, 1990). Quite often the Mexican Secretary of
Education can be heard for up to one hour over nearly all the major
Mexican radio stations, speaking to parents about the importance of
attaining an education. Likewise, an abundance of radio commer
cial time is purchased by the out of town experimental educational
programs (as described above) promoting higher education in
borderland communities. The impact of these promotional cam
paigns for higher education is far greater than the purpose they were
originally designed. One curious measure of the impact from
purely a telecommunications standpoint may be to examine not only
the number of radio stations in the borderlands, but also their"watts
power". For example, in the Imperial Valley of Southern Califor
nia, from Calexico to Brawley (a distance of only forty miles), one
receives seventeen radio stations from Mexicali, Baja California
and ten radio stations from various locations throughout the county.
Depending on one's location only some of the ten United States
stations can be heard because most of them are of low watt power.
However, a much larger proportion of the Mexicali stations have
greater watt power and reach all areas of the border region within
San Diego-Imperial County. In addition to the proliferation of
Mexican stations, one of the United States' radio stations, KQVO
in Calexico, California is broadcast in Spanish. Thus, there are
eighteen Spanish-speaking stations with powerful telecommunica
tions capabilities penetrating into the United States, as compared to
the nine English-language stations with comparatively low tele
communications impact in the region (see Table 1). The "standard"
Mexican radio format allows for a great deal of time dedicated to
promoting education and educational analysis and activities, unlike
its U.S. counterparts just on the other side of the border.
Like the radio and newspaper mediums, television program
ming along the borderlands is largely dominated by Spanishlanguage programming and dedicates more air time to education
ally oriented activities. Again, the Secretary of Education from
Mexico City or Baja California can often be seen on local television
programs. It is often the case that primary/secondary borderlands
schools on the U.S. side will set time aside to watch the Mexican
Secretary speak, and this is often a family affair as well, something
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we rarely observe about the U.S. Secretary of Education. Even
those Mexican-Americans who subscribe to the United States cable
television services use it to view programs in Spanish from Mexico
City. In the Mexicali Valley located in Baja California, there are
three television channels, one whose programming is from Mexico
City and two that produce their own local programs (see Table 2).
Imperial Valley has only one television station in El Centro,
although a Yuma, Arizona station is also received in most parts of
the county. Nevertheless, three out of the five channels that can be
received without cable are broadcast in the Spanish language.
In the Imperial and Mexicali Valleys, there are cable televi
sion facilities on both sides of the border, which exchange program
ming with one another. Rogers Cable Systems of the Southwest,
Inc., microwaves programs to Calexico that are then distributed
throughout that community by cable. The cable also goes up to the
border, where the Vision Por Cable de Mexico takes it into various
neighborhoods inside Mexicali. In return the Mexican cable system
provides Rogers Cablevision with the three stations broadcasting
from Mexicali. Although this does increase the amount of English
language television inside of Mexico and in the border region of the
United States, the only people who subscribe to cable and receive it
are, for the most part, those who already command a mastery of
English. They are the more affluent, albeit, more educated members
of the community. Instead of decreasing the gap between the
"upper-class" bilingual and "lower-class" monolinguals, this tends
to increase the distance between the sectors following what Tichenor
(1970) calls the "communication gap hypothesis." He proposes
that:
...as the infusion of mass media information into a
social system increases, segments of the population
with higher socioeconomic status tend to acquire
this information at a faster rate than the lower status
segments, so the gap in knowledge between these
segments tends to increase rather than decrease.
In the present case, those who focus exclusively on the
Spanish language media are those who also cannot afford to receive
the English language stations. Consequently, those who subscribe
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to Vision Por Cable de Mexico become acculturated with United
States information; this allows them to participate in United States'
society with greater facility than other members of the community
belonging to lower social classes.
Very often news and local level political programming
broadcast on the Mexicali radio stations and the three Mexican
television stations are targeted for Mexican immigrants now living
on the United States side of the border. During the Mexican
elections, for example, the media strongly encourages those living
on the United States side, particularly those having property in
Mexico, to come to Mexicali to vote. Their voter cards are then
marked, thus offering the kinds of security afforded to those who
vote in the national and state elections.
In addition to the mass electronic media, there are four major
newspapers targeted for the Spanish-speaking populations on both
sides of the border. El Mexicano, Novedades, La Voz De La
Frontera and A B.C. newspapers have large Mexican-American
circulations throughout Imperial County. In a great many MexicanAmerican homes, these newspapers are the only source of written
news. The Imperial Valley papers occasionally contain stories and
present editorials against illegal residents and, in so doing, often
present a negative image of Mexican nationals (Arias, 1992). Thus,
many Mexican-Americans intentionally do not read those papers
and, instead, receive virtually all of their news from the Mexican,
Spanish-language electronic media and press.
Because Mexicali is the capital of Baja California Norte,
there is, as in other major Mexican cities, a relatively sophisticated
intellectual life. There are four institutions of higher learning,
attracting some of the most reputed faculty in Mexico to the border:
Centro de Ensenanza Tecnica y Superior (CETYS), Instituto
Tecnologico (IT), and Universidad Autonoma de Baja California
(UABC). There are ten public libraries, eighteen additional librar
ies attached to academic and other institutions that are under the
direction of the Secretary of Education for the State, and thirteen
journals in addition to the newspapers listed above. There are also
a number of civic and cultural organizations, including the Teatro
del Estado (State Theater) and the Centro Cultural. This access to
"culture" makes a strong contrast to the very sedate life of the rural
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fanning community culture of the Imperial Valley on the other side
of the border.
The Universidad Autonoma de Baja California (UABC)
operates a university radio station, "Radio Universidad," which
broadcasts intellectual and cultural programming, analogous to the
Public Broadcasting System (PBS) in the United States, in Spanish.
In fact, UABC regularly exchanges Spanish-language program
ming with the PBS station or KPBS, located on the campus of San
Diego State University, offering the PBS radio stations in the United
States and cultural reports received from Mexico City. Conse
quently, the populations on both sides of the border are in continual
interaction with very sophisticated media that greatly contributes to
the interest and participation of Mexican-Americans and Mexican
nationals in various types of educational and cultural experiences
(Gallardo & Miranda, 1985).
It is for these reasons that there is a general receptiveness
throughout the borderlands to create innovative educational pro
grams, as well as those that involve telecommunications in both
materials development and distribution (Arias & Bellman, 1987;
1990a).
South Texas Borderlands Instructional Telecommunications
The demographic characteristics of the Imperial and Mexicali
Valleys, as well as the borderlands region in Yuma County, reflect
many of the telecommunications features of South Texas. Given the
land mass to be covered in South Texas, however, the availability
of instructional telecommunications is very limited for public
education. The fact is, many dispersed and/or rural areas do not
have any such service. There are not only many "high tech"lessons
to be learned from the experiences gleaned in the case of the
telecommunications impact on higher education in the borderlands
regions in Arizona and California, but also many lessons on the
perception towards the use of telecommunications technologies for
use in higher education in the borderlands of South Texas.
For example, during the past year the Texas A&M Univer
sity System (TAMUS) has completed an instructional telecommu
nications project or TAMUSNET which is intended to serve South
Texas TAMUS campuses as described in a TAMUS report:
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TAMUSNET will form the base video/data/voice
network for the Texas A&M University System.
The video capability is a new opportunity and deliv
ery mechanism for the Texas A&M University Sys
tem. Many potential applications of this capability
exist within each part of the System. In the admin
istrative area, the compressed video technology will
allow for regular and impromptu meetings to be held
on site of the System parts. In research, it will
facilitate interaction among colleagues, graduate
students, and researchers on an informal basis. In
instruction, it has applications to credit, extension,
continuing education, and non-credit courses. The
data network capability will provide immediate sup
port for existing and disjointed administrative net
works. TAMUSNET will provide a focus for both
immediate data and future data requirements
(TAMUSTelecommunicationsTaskforce, 1990: iiiii).
TAMUSNET is arranged, for example, so that students
located near a "system part" like Laredo State University, may take
a nursing course transmitted from Corpus Christi State University.
Presently, only two courses are planned to be offered in this manner,
for which there are no faculty available on the campus to teach them.
These courses are required for the satisfaction of major and minor
requirements for graduation. Thus, TAMUSNET precludes stu
dents from having to travel great distances, in this case over 160
miles to campus. But, because of the composite vestigial "interac
tive compressed video" characteristic of TAMUSNET (in other
words it is not a full motion picture like you find on television), it
has proven curious for instructional purposes and thus, unattractive
to professors and students alike.
South Texas communities are for the most part geographi
cally isolated from institutions of higher education. That is to say,
there are few colleges and universities, and they are good distances
from each other, as related to the number of small rural communi
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ties. The majority of the population are Mexican-Americans, with
a large number of migrant families seasonally residing during the
agricultural harvest period. Because of the dispersed pattern of
residence, most students travel great distances to attend classes.
Having to travel great distances strongly restricts access to educa
tional facilities, including access to TAMUSNET, which is only
presently available on TAMUS "system parts."
Although several Texas A&M University southern "system
parts" (Texas A&I University, Laredo State University, and Corpus
Christi State University) are "warming-up" to the use of TAMUSNET
for offerings courses, there continue to arise questions surrounding
the pedagogical efficacy of the medium or interactive compressed
video. It is viewed, for the most part, as a "degenerative teaching
method" by those in the professorate who have never utilized it. In
order to curtail this popular opinion surrounding "compressed
video" and at the same time perform research on "electronic
instructional behavior," the BEST-NET project at Texas A&I
University has implemented several computer mediated courses
during the last two years that focus on the use of computer technol
ogy or computer mediated communications for instructional pur
poses.
The research and development focus of BEST-NET
is threefold. First, we have come to recognize that
computer conferencing itself involves social-psy
chological factors which must be taken into account
by both course and social network designers. It is
not enough to simply translate traditional teaching
practices to a new medium; nor can it be expected
that the same human interactions that occur in tradi
tional classroom situations are exhibited in com
puter conference learning. Thus, our second focus is
to tailor conferencing systems such that their fea
tures permit, explicitly suggest, and allow new so
cial forms and pedagogical methods to develop.
Finally, we are striving to develop conferencing
software which expands the ability of the network
to deliver information to the user by incorporating a
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variety of media including videotext, graphics, video,
voice/audio, etc. We are working with what we call
"intermediate technologies," while researching en
hanced forms of teaching and learning. Hence, we
are examining what we call "electronic pedagogical
behavior" (Arias & Bellman, 1990: 3).
Thus, at the present time we are performing "intermediate
technologies" telecommunications research for integrating interac
tive compressed video technology (TAMUSNET), together with
computer mediated communications (BEST-NET) for instructional
purposes. We anticipate the marriage of these two technologies to
make major contributions to existing scientific knowledge on
pedagogy and teaching in the electronic classroom (Arias & Bellman,
1992a; 1992b). At the same time we expect a significant increase
in "traffic" in both the TAMUS/UT telecommunications networks
and the ability to not only deliver telecourses to rural highly
dispersed South Texas communities, but to residential homes, just
the same.
A project is needed that will provide the opportunity for
students in dispersed parts of South Texas to fulfill college/univer
sity requirements without having to leave their local communities.
A "South Texas Telecommunications Consortium On Higher
Education" (STTCHE) consortium is sorely needed between The
Texas A&M University System (TAMUS), The University of
Texas (UT), and other private ((Digital Equipment Corporation)
and public (THEnet, Sesquinet and USAN/NCAR) entities, to
create educational opportunities and extend instructional telecom
munications to reach the thousands of South Texas residents that, at
present, do not have access to such programming and to expand the
current very limited distribution capacity of current instructional
telecommunications, such as, the TAMUS and UT interactive
video/graphics/data/voice/facsimile networks and/or systems. The
consortium should also involve a cooperative agreement between
the public and private sector to meet the objectives described below.
The objectives of the South Texas Telecommunications
Consortium would be:
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1. To improve on the delivery and dissemination of instructional
telecommunications from the TAMUS, UT and other entities with
broadcast (voice, video, print and/or data) capabilities.
2. To develop a regional center for encouraging faculty to experi
ment with and apply intermediate technologies (several mediums)
research in the classroom and at the same time propose projects for
funding from agencies that support these efforts (e.g., Annenberg
CPB Project, Southern Bell, GATE, and the National Telecommu
nications Information Administration).
3. To develop academic agreements within a university system
(TAMUS or UT) so that telecourses from one "system-part" may be
cross-matriculated to another "system-part" even when the receiv
ing campus has the same course, thus, improving upon access for
students.
4. To develop academic agreements between TAMUS and UT for
cross-matriculation of telecourse between systems.
5. To develop academic agreements with other systems of higher
education (in other states and/or in Mexico) to reciprocate telecourses for academic credit.
6. To develop the capacity for other public educational entities to
later enter into the telecommunications networks/systems to pro
vide distance education and staff development programs at various
South Texas school sites.
Borderlands institutions of higher education ought to make
the most of the usages of telecommunications technology for
binational educational degree programs. Some of the most reputed
faculty in Mexicoare drawn toeducational institutions on both sides
of the border and we should make use of that resource. We should
especially target Mexican faculty who received their doctorates
from U.S. institutions because they are fully bilingual and have abiparadigmatic view of two distinct educational systems. These
faculty may be incorporated into joint degree programs aired over
telecommunications systems in a give and take educational arrange
ment. Mexican-American students could take more science, math
and engineering courses that are either presently not available or
could be made more attractive if offered in a bilingual mode.
Telecourses could be produced in Spanish or English, which could
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be translated into either language and placed on separate audio
tracks, thus, allowing students to select the language of their
preference, English or Spanish for instruction. Courses could be
made interactive by computer mediated communications. Students
at remote sites could respond with the instructor over the computer.
These innovative telecommunication programs will not
prosper without the active support of educators and government
leaders in both the United States and Mexico. There is today a
general recognition of the value of mediated education, particularly
in supplying materials and courses to relatively remote locations. I
assert that much of the excitement over the telecommunications of
courses and conferences along the borderlands is the direct result of
the highly sophisticated media culture that has developed in concert
with the proliferation of stations, both radio and television and
journalistic efforts, as well as the growth in using computers to
communicate binationally.
Conclusion
In this paper we have argued that the proliferation of media along
the Southwestern border has consequences for enhancing educa
tional achievement and academic success of Mexican-American
populations, as compared with Mexican-American populations
outside of the borderlands. Many communication theorists (cf.
Real: 1986) distinguish between "mass culture" and the various
subcultures in the United States. They argue that although there are
many different cultures, there is essentially a singular mass culture
as established and reinforced by the different media. Although there
are various types of language programming in urban areas, they
essentially follow the presentation formats and political ideology
represented in mass culture, and hence also reinforce the dominant
hegemony.
The United States is a diversity of cultures that
mostly reside in ethnically and culturally distinct
city neighborhoods and rural townships, and share a
national culture through participation in public insti
tutions, business, industry and the media. Because
this national culture is associated with the social and
economic benefits of post-industrial society, it is
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most strongly represented in Anglo or Euro-Ameri
can communities and in the lives of the upper in
come classes of all ethnic groups. The MexicanAmerican community as with most minority ethnic
group members, however, have had only limited
access because of a history of discrimination and the
resulting lack of social and economic resources.
Consequently, there are different perceptions of
American national culture associated with each eth
nic group's respective culture and relative economic
position in society. (As Arias & Bellman state in
1992; 2-3.)
However, the Southwest border area manifests a distinct
media structure in that it involves the interaction of contrasting
national, and concomitantly large Mexican urban border cities.
Thus, the media are oriented towards national integration within
Mexico rather than cross-border and intercultural communication.
We have discussed the proliferation of Mexican educational and
informational radio and television programming, a critical press and
an independent publishing industry. The borderlands MexicanAmerican, therefore, participates in two mass cultures, rather than
one that supports the dominant hegemony of United States society.
The consequence of this is an orientation towards a dominant
Spanish language and Mexican based mass culture, rather than a
minority subculture having differential access to a majority mass
society. This promotes a more positive attitude towards academic,
artistic and economic achievement among Mexican-Americans in
the borderlands area.
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TABLE 1
AM AND FM RADIO STATIONS OPERATING IN MEXICALI, BAJA CALIFOR
NIA
AM RADIO STATIONS
CALL LTRS
XESU
XEZF
XEAO
XEWV
XECL
XED
XEDX*
XERM
XEMBC
XEAA
XEHG
XEYX

FREQ

POWER

TYPE PROGRAM

790 KHZ
850
910
940
990
1,050
1,090
1,150
1,190
1,340
1,370
1,590

1,000 WATTS
500
1,000
1,000
5,000
10,000
500
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
10,000

POPULAR
POPULAR
POPULAR
VARIETY
VARIETY
POPULAR
POPULAR
VARIETY
VARIETY
ROMANTIC
VARIETY
VARIETY

•CIUDAD MORELOS (VALLEY OF MEXICALI)
FM RADIO STATIONS
CALL LETTERS
XHSOL
XHJC
XHMMM
XHPF
XHVG
XHBA*

FREOUENCY

POWER

99.9
91.5
92.5
101.9
103.3
104.1

20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
100,000

•RADIO UNI VERS IDAD

TABLE 2
TELEVISION (T.V.) STATIONS OPERATING IN MEXICALI
CALL LETTERS
XHBC
XHAQ
XHBM

Notes

FREQUENCY

POWER

CHANNEL 9
CHANNEL 5
CHANNEL 14

65,000
30,000
55,000
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This paper was presented at The Fourth Annual TexasMexico Conference on Higher Education at The University of
Texas-Pan American, Edinburg, Texas, March, 1992. The research
conducted for this study was funded by a grant by The Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of
Education, Grant No. G00851121.
1

In August, 1985, US World & News Report ran a major
cover story in which they demarked "borderland" as an almost
separate economic and political entity.
2

A border crossing card is issued to Mexican nationals by
the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. The card
permits Mexican nationals to shop and visit in the United States, but
not work or take residence there.
3

That is, the identification of Yuma Hispanic residents is
towards the United States, with relatively little interaction with the
small communities on the other side of the border.
4

This data was supplied by Dr. Herb Farrar, Superintendent
for Public Instruction in Imperial County, California.
5

C.F. Hispanics and Higher Education: A CSU Imperative,
by Tomas Arciniega and Robert Bess (1984) for an analysis and
discussion of this problem.
6

7

As cited in Rogers: 1982.

The definition of "compressed video" as we are using it
here is the interactive video service "...based on VideoTelecom
equipment and operates at one-half T-l bandwidth. It provides
interactive video service among the 14 sites on the network. The
interactive video service provides two-way video and audio both in
point-to-point and in multi-point configurations. The system sup
ports up to seven simultaneous independent teleconferences. (Source:
The Texas A&M University System Plan for Instructional Tele
communications, draft 4.2, July, 1991.)
8
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Tamaulipas: la Ausencia de
Oposicion Politica y la Persistencia de
los Factores Culturales Corporativos:
el Caso de Matamoros.
Vicente Sanchez-Mungufa*.

Summary
This article discusses the case of Tamaulipas, in which,
unlike other Mexican border states, electoral options are broadened
by a political organization ideologically similar to, but not part of,
PRI. This arrangement results in some regional disputes, though it
does not fundamentally challenge the central political power of
Mexico City. The case of political processes in Matamoros is given
special attention, where the power of labor syndicates has become
fragmented, leading to new power centers that play loyalty to PRI
against the option provided by PARM. This backup option repre
sented by PARM provides a constant pressure on the bureaucratic
structure of PRI and on the government of the S tate of Tamaulipas,
especially when candidates are named. The end result is that PARM
is able to siphon off some supporters of PRI.
*Vicente Sanchez-Mungufa, investigador del Colegio de la Frontera
Norte, Oficina Monterrey

A partir de la decada pasada los estados de la frontera norte
de Mexico se convirtieron en escenarios de cambios polfticos, que
de alguna manera adelantaban el caracter di sputado que las contiendas
electorales tendrfan anos mas tarde en casi todoel territorio nacional.
A1 respecto habrfa que acatar que si bien los estados fronterizos
aparecen como los campos donde tales manifestaciones de
insurgencia electoral se hicieron presentes tempranamente, dicho
fenomeno no se presento de la misma manera, ni tuvo la misma
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intensidad en todos los estados. Asf, mientras que en Chihuahua,
Nuevo Leon, Sonera y Baja California, fue el Partido Action
Nacional (PAN), la organizacion polftica que logro aglutinar a los
sectores de clase media y a los grupos empresariales que fueron
afectados por la nationalization de la banca y mas tarde por las
polfticas de ajuste puestas en marcha por el gobierno federal, en
Tamaulipas, los sectores descontentos estaban dentro del propio
Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI) y su descontento tenia
mas que ver con la cerrazon de la estructura del partido, que impedfa
que otros grupos accedieran al poder. Fue ese anquilosamiento el
que los llevo a decidir saltarse las propias estructuras de su
organizacion y participar a traves del Partido Autentico de la
Revolution Mexicana (PARM).
Este hecho, que a primera vista carece de mayores
significados, adquiere relevancia, si se considera que dicha formation
polftica (el PARM), ha rnantenido una presencia indiscutible en los
municipios tamaulipecos y ha jugado un papel primordial en las
acotaciones que ha sufrido el poder de las organizaciones sindicales,
que durante tanto tiempo mantuvieron bajo su control al PRI.
El hecho de que los municipios fronterizos de Tamaulipas
aparezcan con frecuencia como bajo el control de la oposicion
polftica o como formando parte de esa oleada de cambios empujados
por la politizacion empresarial y de las clases medias que votaron en
otros estados por el PAN, resulta por lo menos enganosa, toda vez
que, como podra verse, la oposicion polftica, por lo menos en el caso
de Matamoros, esta constitufda por grupos de prifstas que han
abandonado al PRI como forma de disentir de las decisiones
internas, pero sin cuestionar ni entrar en contradiction con el
gobierno del estado y mucho menos con la federation.
En este trabajo, se aborda el caso de Tamaulipas como una
situation en la cual las opciones de participation electoral, a
diferencia de los demas estados fronterizos, se canalizo a traves de
una organization polftica cercana ideologicamente al PRI, y con un
contenido que hace resaltar las disputas regionales, pero no cuestiona
de fondo el conjunto de las polfticas emanadas del gobierno federal.
En forma particular, se hace un acercamiento al proceso que ha
tenido lugar en Matamoros, en donde el poder politico sindical ha
sido fraeturado, dando paso a nuevos actores sociales que, igualmente
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giran en torno al PRI pero rnantienen al PARM como segunda
option, Esto ultimo adquiere el sentido de una permanente presion
a la estructura burocratica del PRI y al gobierno del estado a la hora
de decidir los mecanismos de nomination de candidatos, lo cual
termina generalmente por llevar cuadros prifstas a las filas del
PARM.
La Presencia Panista en los Estados Fronterizos
Aun cuando la presencia panista en varios de los estados
fronterizos del norte se remonta por lo menos a fines de la decada
de los cincuentas y principios de los sesentas, es indudable que el
repunte mas sobresaliente fue el que tuvo lugar en la decada pasada.
Es decir, si hien no es nueva la oposicion panista en los estados
fronterizos, ha sido en los ahos recientes cuando ha logrado conformar
un electorado relativamente amplio, basado en las ciudades y en los
sectores sociales de clase media,!
Una de las novedades de este crecimiento del PAN, fue la
incorporation de ciertos sectores empresariales a sus filas y la
participation abierta de empresarios como candidatos por este
partido. El primer gran salto fue el de Chihuahua en 1983, en donde
el PAN logro ganar los ayuntamientos de los principales municipios
del estado. Sin embargo, la alarma que causo en la burocracia
federal y en los altos mandos del PRI, se manifesto en una vuelta al
manejo de elecciones seguras tres ahos mas tarde, con lo cual el PRI
volvio a ganar sus antiguas posiciones.
No obstante los resultados adversos, el PAN logrd penetrar
en amplias capas de la poblacion y crearse una base social consid
erable en la mayor parte de los estados de la frontera. Esto le ha
permitido acceder como fuerza gobernante en municipios como
Ciudad Juarez, Tijuana, Ensenada, Ciudad Obregon, Hermosillo,
Monclova, Saltillo, San Pedro Garza Garcia y Santa Catarina, entre
otros, y la gobernatura de Baja California como punto culminante
de su creciente presencia.
Como se puede observar a partir de la lista de los principales
municipios que ha ganado el PAN en los estados de la frontera, la
ausencia notable son los municipios de Tamaulipas, en un sentido
que denota una cierta atipicidad dentro de esa tendencia.
En Chihuahua,el PAN logro ofrecer u n can al de participation
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polftica a los sectores de clase media afectados por los ajustes
economicos de principios de la decada pasada, y se constituyo en
opcion de rechazo a la polftica estatizante de Lopez Portillo por
parte de los empresarios, a la vez que lajerarqufa catolicacontribufa
a fomentar la crftica ciudadana a las medidas polfticas del gobierno
federal, sobre todo al manejo electoral. En Sonora por su parte, los
empresarios tenfan viejos agravios que cobrar al ejecutivo federal y
al PRI, por laafectacion de que habian sido objeto con la expropiacion
de tierras en 1976, situacion que vefanrepetirse con la nacionalizacion
de la banca por parte de Lopez Portillo, en 1982. Por su parte, el
PAN en Nuevo Leon habfa sido desde siempre, un instrumento de
presion de los empresarios en su relation con el Estado. En
Coahuila, la incapacidad del gobierno del estado para negoeiar ante
la federation una reestructuracion industrial bajo mejores
condiciones hacia los trabajadores en las plantas acereras, hizo del
municipio de Monclova un bastion panista, a la vez que los municipios
de la zona norte del estado, se mantenfan bajo el control del PRI,
pero en situaciones electorales escandalosas, como fue el caso de
Piedras Negras en 1984.
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Cuadro1
Norte de Tamaulipas: resultados de comicios para renovar ayuntamientos en el
estado, 1977-1989.

Partidos

Matamoros

Nuevo Laredo

Reynosa

1977
PRI
PARM
PAN

29 918
15 645
n.d.

n.d
n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

1980
PRI
PARM
PAN

12 891
15 524
104

6 755
13 911
691

25 528
16 284
1 015

1983
PRI
PARM
PAN

43 568

25 953

39 752

26 404

21 281

21 117

1986
PRI
PARM
PAN

00000*
00000
00000

19 231
8 013
1 664

PRI
PARM
PAN

19 335
28 770
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

15 899
20 045
1 726

1989
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

Fuente: Comision Federal Electoral, diarios de Matamoros.
* Elecciones anuladas y nombramiento de un consejo municipal.

En Tamaulipas, el PAN ha mantenido una presencia casi
simbolica, con una participation electoral muy baja que lo coloca en
situation bastante diferente a la del resto de estados fronterizos. La
exception fueron los comicios locales de 1983, cuando el PAN
logro captar las preferencias electorales de la oposicion parmista, al
carecer de registro el PARM. Desde fines de los afios setentas, las
contiendas electorales en los principales municipios del norte de
Tamaulipas se han establecido entre las fuerzas polfticas del PRI y
del PARM (cuadro 1), aunque es difi'cil desde un punto de vista
analftico, establecer la consistencia de los resultados electorales,
debido sobre todo al caracter de esos procesos y la suceptibilidad a
la manipulation de la information.
En el fondo, lo que hace diferente a Tamaulipas, no es la
preferencia electoral en si' misma, sino la presencia de una tradicion
y una cultura polftica que aleja a dicho estado del resto de sus
similares fronterizos. No es que la ausencia de factores coyunturales
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como fueron los efectos de la crisis, la devaluation del peso,
nationalization bancaria, inflacidn, etc. estuvieran ausentes del
estado o que la poblacion los hubiera resentido menos que la del
resto de los fronterizos. Hay sin lugar a dudas un electorado nada
despreciable en terminos cuantitativos, que vota a pesar de que los
partidos de oposicion no representan verdaderas opciones
alternativas. Desde este punto de vista el PAN y su ausencia en
Tamaulipas se explican en principio por el caracter de sus propios
planteamientos, mismos que dificilmente pueden prender en un
conjunto social que hadesarrollado su vidaen torno alas actividades
derivadas de la action directa del Estado. Un discurso antiestatista
y en contra de la tradicion nacionalistarevolucionaria no encuentra
aquf el asidero que necesita paia convertirse en option para los
electores. Pero es sobre todo la existencia de redes sociales
arraigadas y estructuradas en torno a organizaciones sindicales de
tipo tradicional, lo que ha contribuido a conformar a un electorado
acostumbrado a participar polfticamente en torno a las figuras
centrales de las dirigencias obreras. Es asf mismo, la ausencia de
grandes capitales privados que hayan basado su prosperidad en su
habilidad empresarial en el mercado y desvinculados de alguna
manera de la actividad econornica promovida por el Estado, ademas
de la falta de lfneas de vinculacion entre los pocos que existen. Por
ultimo, es el papel marginal que el gobierno del estado juega en los
procesos polfticos locales, en donde los principales municipios se
vuelven arena de intereses que con frecuencia trascienden el marco
de lo local, y los grupos que contienden buscan sus apoyos en la
esfera polftica federal. Estos aspectos se veran en los siguientes
apartados.
Intervencionisno Federal y Fortalecimiento de los Grupos Locales
Segun Alvarado2, la particularidad polftica de Tamaulipas
se explica a partir de la pulverization del poder ocurrida a la cai'da
del portesgilismo, la cual condujo a la dispersion del poder regional
en los diferentes grupos de interes, mismos que no han mostrado
capacidad de articularse entre si, aunque si han sido capaces de
disputar el poder a nivel local. La ausencia de elementos de
cohesion dentro del estado, motivo la articulation de grupos locales
con las instancias del poder publico federal, en un sentido vertical,
sin la necesidad del gobierno del estado como mediador.
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Portes Gil habfa logrado establecer lazos firmes con los
diferentes grupos de la entidad, pero sobre todo, logro integrar una
red de cuadros polfticos en relation estrecha con los sindicatos que
habfan establecido una considerable presencia en Tampico y en las
principals ciudades del norte del estado. Otro tanto habfa ocurrido
con las organizaciones campesinas a las que el portesgilismo habfa
impulsado. Portes Gil propicio el surgimiento de elementos cohesivos
en torno a su personalidad, creando una estructura de poder en torno
a su liderazgo politico, alimentada con cuadros originados en las
organizaciones corporativas que, daban un sentido de coherencia a
la integration del poder en el estado frente al poder central, factor
que habfa sido decisivo a la horade negociar con el gobierno federal.
Si bien es cierto que el desmantelamiento de la estructura de
poder levantada por el portesgilismo contribuyo a la dispersion del
poder en el estado o a su aislamiento en los espacios municipales,
como senala Alvarado, se puede argumentar que en el largo plazo,
ha sido la orientation y el peso de los intereses del gobierno federal
(igual que en el resto de los estados), de su burocracia, lo que ha
incidido con mayor fuerza en ese proceso. En una primera instancia
se puede hablar de desmantelamiento, pero se da una construction
de alianzas verticales en un segundo momento, lo cual corresponde
a los momentos de concentration del poder por el gobierno federal
y la absorcion de las organizaciones polfticas locales o regionales
por instancias de orden federal.
Desde el punto de vista politico, una de las formas mas claras
del desmantelamiento portesgilista, es la cafda del gobernador
Hugo Pedro Gonzalez durante el gobierno de Miguel Aleman y la
substitution de los alcaldes de filiation portesgilista. Pero dicho
desmantelamiento no se entiende si no se considera que a la vez,
tiene lugar un cuantioso flujo de inversiones del gobierno federal en
obras de infraestructura que potenciarfan la production agrfcola de
la region y contribuirian a la diversification futura de la economfa
en el norte del estado.-5 El resultado de dichas polfticas, serfa la
implantation de la burocracia federal como mediadora privilegiada
de la conflictividad regional. Entre esas intervenciones exitosas se
puede decir que a nivel urbano las Juntas Federales de Mejoras
Materiales, fueron un vehfculo de primer orden en la conformation
de lealtades y la estructuracion de alianzas polfticas.4 Para el caso
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de Tamaulipas, las Juntas Federates estaban en sus principales
municipios, lo mismo en Tampico y Madero en el sur, que en los de
la frontera.
Por otro lado, la importancia de Tamaulipas para el gobierno
federal, ha hecho de este estado un territorio permanentemente
intervenido. Ante todo, Tamaulipas ha sido una de las primeras
cajas recaudadoras del pais, al concentrar en sus h'mites a las
mayores y mas acti vas aduanas a nivel national, por lo menos desde
fines del siglo pasado? Este hecho no solo ha constitufdo un factor
que modele las relaciones intergubernamentales, sino que llego a
dar un peso extraordinario a la burocracia aduanal en los municipios
donde la aduana ha llegado a ser uno de los ejes de la actividad
economica. Esto ligo ademas, a importantes empresarios locates a
ese micleo de servidores publieos.
Otro renglon de intervention activa del gobierno federal en
el estado, ha sido el de la industria petrolera. Desde que se initio la
extraction de crudo en el pais, Tamaulipas ha tenido un papel
preponderante en ese ramo industrial y ha absorbido despues de la
expropiacion, importantes flujos de inversion. La propiedad estatal
de la companfa petrolera (PEMEX) y la magnitud de la actividad
que monto en el estado, situaron a dicha compama por encima de
cualquier instancia de poder local, incluido el gobierno del estado.
A la vez, el sindicato de trabajadores que surgio en torno a esta
actividad, se constituyo en otro factor de poder, sin ligas directas
con el gobierno del estado, pero con capacidad de disputar el poder
en los municipios donde PEMEX concentra su actividad, lo mismo
en el norte que en el sur del estado. De hecho, el sindicato llego a
ser el principal actor social que determinaba la politica en el area de
Tampico.
En el norte de Tamaulipas, desde el regimen de Lazaro
Cardenas se canalizaron importantes inversiones a la construction
de obras de infraestructura agrfcola, mismas que continuaron en los
anos siguientes, cuando se construyeron importantes embalses y
derivadoras de agua para riego, dando origen a dos de los distritos
de riego mas importantes de Mexico y convirtiendo a la region en
una de las mas importantes productoras, primero de algodon y luego
de granos.
La importancia y significado de todo este entramado de
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relaciones que surgen en torno a la actividad gubernamental en
Tamaulipas, es la substitution de los lazos que unen a los h'deres
sociales con sus respectivas bases, potenciando en su lugar a las
relaciones de corte corporativo, en donde la burocracia de las
dependencias federales prescinden del circuito de reproduction de
la legitimidad a los liderazgos.
Asf, tanto en las ac tividades primarias, como en el desarrollo
industrial del estado, se encuentra el impulso del gobierno federal.
En torno a estos impulsos, se fueron integrando amplios sectores de
poblacion, ya como empleados, ya como usuarios de los servicios
que presta la dependencia, pero formando parte de una intrincada
red de relaciones que han hecho posible la reproduction de sus
propias clientelas.
En conjunto, esta activa intervention del gobiemo federal
en Tamaulipas, en tanto que sectorialmente diversa y regionalmente
dispersa ha sido un factor de desvinculacion organica entre los
grupos de interes que en definitiva han surgido y han sobrevivido en
torno a las actividades promovidas por el gobierno federal. La
imposibilidad de los grupos locales para superar su aislamiento
tiene que ver con su relation de dependencia hacia el gobierno
federal y el papel casi marginal que juega el gobierno del estado,
incapaz de crearse una base social minima que le permita incidir en
torno a las decisiones sobre sus propios municipios. Esta situation
se ha manifestado a traves del surgimiento de poderes locales de tipo
caciquil en los principales municipios, encabezados por lo general
por las dirigencias sindicales en alianzas con algun grupo que
maneja la economia local.
El Sindicalismo como Elemento Central de la Cultura Polftica Local
Tamaulipas, en el contexto de los estados fronterizos, se
caracteriza por la fuerte presencia de los sindicatos a lo largo de su
historia polftica. El caso mas ilustrativo es el de Portes Gil;
gobernadorconunaestrecharelacioncon los sindicatos tamaulipecos.
Precisamente, desde prineipios del siglo, el sindicalismo
habfa tornado auge entre los trabajadores de Tampico, donde en
1911 se fundo el Gremio Unido de Alijadores (GUA) y ahos mas
tarde.en 1915,seinstalolaCasa del Obrero Mundial. En estos ahos,
se empezaron a organizar tambien los sindicatos de las eompanfas
petroleras que operaban en la region sur de Tamaulipas, con centro
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en Tampico .6 En los ahos veinte, los sindicatos empezaron a tener
una presencia significativa en la vidapolitica del estado, gobernado
por Portes Gil, quien did pautas para un clima propicio a su
desarrollo, mismo que se extendid a la decada siguiente en que
Lazaro Cardenas arribd al poder presidencial.
La vinculacion de Portes Gil con las organizaciones
sindicales, lo llevo a decretar un Codigo de Trabajo en 1927,
favoreciendo la seguridad de los trabajadores, en un gesto que bien
se puede interpretar como un gesto de reciprocidad al apoyo de estas
organizaciones a su gobierno. Sin embargo, hay que considerar, que
la fuerza que representaban los sindicatos se presentaba desde antes
a los ojos de los poli'ticos y militares que luchaban por mantener el
control regional, en una forma por demas contradictoria, ya que
desde antes llegaron a ver a las organizaciones obreras como las
posibles aliadas para someter a las empresas instaladas en el puerto,
y otras como adversaries, cuando los trabajadores rnostraban su
autonomia frente al poder politico y planteaban sus propias demandas.
Esto es, el gobiemo de Portes Gil y la prolongation de su liderazgo
en el estado, no se puede ver solo como el resultado del apoyo que
tenia de los sindicatos, sino en la capacidad de respuesta a estas
organizaciones desde su position como gobernante y como parte
del grupo hegemonico a nivel national.
Esa misma relation, genero una amplia red clientelar que
abrio las puertas de las organizaciones sindicales a puestos de
representation en los ayuntamientos, lo cual se tradujo en la
instauracion de verdaderos gobiernos de obreros en los municipios
donde su influencia era mayor,; Con esos antecedentes, se forjo en
Tamaulipas un movimientoobrero que no limito su lucha a demandas
de caracter laboral, sino que incorporo a sus practicas de lucha, la
busqueda de posiciones en la estructura politica local. Lo que hace
Portes Gil es vincular dichas redes a su personalidad politica y
fortalecer su capacidad de negotiation frente a un poder federal en
vias de centralization.
Lo que ocurre en los afios cuarenta, es el desmantelamiento
de los circuitos que vinculaban a Portes Gil con esas redes clientelares
representadas por las organizaciones sindicales, y la substitution
del papel mediador que el ejercfa en el estado. En su lugar se situa
la presencia directa de las dependencias del gobierno federal que
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profundizan la centralization que las organizaciones sociales de
caracter corporativo habfan iniciado para mantener bajo su control
al conjunto de los sectores politicamente activos. Ello no implied,
sin embargo, que las organizaciones sindicales abandonaran sus
practicas de lucha, aunque su legitimidad empezd a depender mas
de su relacidn con esas dependencias, abandonando el caracter
plebiscitario que habfan tenido antes. Por su parte, el gobierno del
estado paso desde ese momento a jugar un papel cada vez mas
marginal en los procesos polfticos locales, salvo en los municipios
de menor importancia.8
El propio caracter que asume el desarrollo economico del
estado, empujado por la inversion publica y la relacidn tan estrecha
entre el gobierno federal y los grupos ligados a las actividades
promovidas por el, impidieron que la lucha sindical adquiriera en
Tamaulipas, el significado ideoldgico que llegd a tener en otras
partes.9 Ademas, el caracter mismo del sindicalismo que arraigo en
el estado, hizo posible que se mantuvieran abiertos los canales de
legitimation de los liderazgos, con lo cual el concepto mismo de
sindicato quedo asociado al de garantfas para el trabajo, mejorfa
laboral y acceso a varias prestaciones sociales, para sus trabajadores.
Si se considera que en los municipios donde se localiza la actividad
economica promovida por el gobierno federal, dicha actividad es el
motor de toda la actividad economica local o regional, se puede
tener una idea mas clara del peso politico e influencia que han
llegado a tener las organizaciones sindicales en Tamaulipas.
La Debilidad del Desarrollo Empresarial
En contraste con la presencia sindical y la activa presencia
del gobierno federal en la economfa del estado de Tamaulipas, pero
quizas tambien debido a ellas, la inversion privada no logro arraigar
ni constituir en su geografia, enclaves de poder economico, ni
coaliciones de intereses capaces de disputar el poder y la conduction
ideologica al discurso nacionalista surgido del control estatal por la
burocracia federal, ni antes al grupo lidereado por Portes Gil. Por
el contrario, los grupos empresariales existentes en el estado,
cualquiera que sea su peso economico, nacieron ligados a la actividad
del gobierno federal. Los negocios que se han logrado montar por
parte de esos grupos, han surgido como producto de las propias
redes clientelares promovidas desde el gobierno federal o
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indirectamente beneficiados de la promotion del desarrollo re
gional por la federation, como es el caso de los empresarios de
servicios en la frontera norte.
En ninguno de los casos, se puede ver la figura de un
empresariado capaz de articular un proyecto economico e incidir en
las directrices de la politica regional, y mucho menos que elabore un
discurso crftico o proponga alternativas distintas a las del Estado.
Mas bien ha ocurrido que, por el origen mismo de sus fortunas, los
empresarios tamaulipecos oscilen entre la poh'tica y sus negocios,
en una relacion de mercado poli'ticamente estructurado y de politica
con caracter patrimonialista.
La Iglesia Ausente
A diferencia del papel que ha tenido la Iglesia catolica en
otros estados de la frontera norte, en donde recien se ha convertido
en una importante y activa voz contra la manipulation electoral, en
Tamaulipas se ha mantenido en una actitud traditional y casi
imperceptible. Siguiendo las directrices de la jerarquia central, ha
hecho los llamados a la participation electoral, pero se ha abstenido
de efectuar crfticas contra los vicios comiciales. Esta actitud parece
guardar una relacion estrecha con el caracter abierto de la propia
sociedad tamaulipeca, en donde el liberalismo llego a constituir
bastiones importantes y la tolerancia hacia las otras iglesias permitio
una presencia significativamente mayor que la lograda en otras
partes del norte del pais. Presencia que se remonta por lo menos a
principios de la segunda decada del siglo pasado.!lJ Mas aun, la
Iglesia catolica no encuentra organizaciones poh'ticas o sociales
que, como el PAN en Chihuahua, sustenten una ideologia mas o
menoscercana a suspostulados. Aun cuando lacorriente cansmatica
ha tornado cierta presencia en algunos municipios, su base social es
minima y la jerarquia se encuentra bajo el control del ala traditional.
Matamoros: Ascenso y Caida del Poder Sindical
Como se ha senalado antes, el gobierno de Portes Gil habia
propiciado en los anos veinte un clima apto para el surgimiento y
desarrollo de las organizaciones sindicales. En Matamoros, se
organizo el primer sindicato en 1928. No es casual que hayan sido
empleados de restaurantes los prirneros en organizarse sindicalmente,
toda vezque unaparte considerable de laeconomfa de este municipio
ha girado en torno a los servicios, como en casi todas las ciudades
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fronterizas. En 1930, se organizo el Sindicato de Trabajadores de
la Musica, impulsados por la Union Sindical de Meseros, que
compartian con ellos los mismos espacios de trabajo, aunque con
especialidad diferente. En 1932 se fundo el Sindicato de Jornaleros
y Obreros Industrials (S JOI), que surgio corno sindicato de oficios
diversos, dando origen a otros sindicatos en la localidad.1 j Con el
tiempo se convertirfa en el sindicato mas poderoso del municipio,
gracias a su membresia y a la habilidad de sus dirigentes para
mantener la hegemonfa sobre el resto de organizaciones sindicales.
Hasta esos anos, el poder politico en el municipio era
detentado por los comerciantes y agricultores organizados en torno
alacamaramercantily agrfcoladelaciudad, fundadaen 1917. Las
ligas campesinas habi'an logrado acceder a posiciones dentro del
ayuntamiento, pero los trabajadores sindicalizados estaban aun
lejos de adquirir la fuerza que les permitiria anos mas tarde contar
con la mayoria de regidurfas y posiciones en la administracion
municipal.
En efecto, fue hasta despues de que los grupos portesgilistas
fueron desplazados de las posiciones de control que mantenfan en
los municipios del estado, cuando se presento la coyuntura para que
los lideres sindicales de Matamoros,lograran su acceso aposiciones
delaestructuradel poder local. FueprecisamenteAgapito Gonzalez
Cavazos, el primer h'der obrero en conseguir acceder a una regiduria
en el ayuntamiento, quien serfa el artifice de la insersion sindical en
la lucha por llevar al sindicato al logro de posiciones politicas.
Desde el Congreso de unidad obrera impulsado por la CTM
nacional en 1952 12 en que se obligo a la unificacion de todos los
sindicatos de Matamoros en torno a una sola central adherida al
cetemismo, quedo claro que la nueva organizacion centralizada
jugaria un papel relevante en la conformacion del poder local. Asi
lo entendieron los lideres obreros. Ademas, por el caracter que
asumia la unificacion, con el respaldo del gobierno del estado, la
Federation Regional de Trabajadores de Matamoros (FRTM) que
entonces se fundo, inicio una relation de colaboracion, propia de su
insersion como sector obrero del PRI. La estrategia de los lideres
sindicales para ganar presencia en el gobierno local, fue la de
mantener un frente unico, como organizacion inclusiva de todos los
sindicatos agrupados en torno a la FRTM, pero sin disputar la
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presidencia municipal, reconocida como position de los empresarios
locales en su relation con el gobernador del estado.
Para esta epoca, la region del bajo no bravo ya se habfa
convertido en un importante enclave de la economia agricola del
pais, y era fundamental en la production algodonera de exportation.
En torno a las actividades de siembra, empaque, y comercializacidn
de la fibra, asicomo en las actividades derivadas o accesorias, habia
surgido un grupo de empresarios con un considerable peso en la
economia regional, que por su presencia en el municipio, mantenia
bajo su control el poder politico local. Tanto la Camara de
Comercio,como la Asociacion de Algodoneros y mas tarde la
CANACINTRA, serian organismos copados por el mismo grupo de
empresarios. A1 frente de este grupo destacaba desde principios de
los anos cincuenta, Jose Carretero Balboa, quien con un grupo de
sooos fundaria en 1951 el principal diariode la ciudad. Atravesde
este diario el grupo extendia sus nexos con la comunidad, proyectando
la imagen de sus miembros mas conspicuos. De hecho, este diario
ha sido el canal a traves del cual se ventilan las personalidades de los
posibles candidates del PRI a los puestos de representation, en lo
que se puede interpretar como un intento de influir o de mantener
una oferta de precandidatos para ese partido.
Carretero Balboa y el grupo que el ha encabezado, son
fundamentales para entender el poder que alcanzo la FRTM y en
particular el SJOI en Matamoros. Por un lado, Carretero no solo se
convirtio en cabeza del grupo por la magnitud de sus negocios, sino
por su capacidad para desarrollar vinculaciones hacia los centros de
decision politica relacionados con las actividades agrfcolas y la
comercializacion de la production. De este modo, la llegada de
dependencias federales a la region, se hacia en consonancia con la
expansion de esos negocios y en perfecta coordination, los
responsables a nivel federal, con Carretero Balboa. El ejemplo mas
claro fue el de CONASUPO, el cual se convirtio en uno de los
proveedores mayores de tapas para los furgones que transportaban
los granos de la region. La comercializacion de semillas, su
participation en la urbanization de la ciudad y la creation de los
primeros parques industrials para maquiladoras, se hacen bajo la
certeza de los compromisos surgidos en la relacion con politicos de
primer nivel.
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Este papel central en las actividades mas importantes de la
ciudad, harian adernas, que Carretero Balboa fuera un interlocutor
privilegiado para la puesta en marcha de polfticas especificas hacia
este municipio. Pero por otro lado, su position de empresario a la
cabeza del grupo economico mas fuerte en la ciudad, lo situaba
tambien como contraparte logica de los h'deres obreros en las
relaciones laborales. En este segundo aspecto, Carretero y su grupo
mantendrian siempre una actitud dispuesta al dialogo y en busca de
la colaboracion sindical, lo cual favorecio al liderazgo obrero, que
recibioimportantesconsecionesapartirdeesapoliticadeconciliacion
que en forma simultanea legitimaba la personalidad de Agapito
Gonzalez como lider obrero y la de Carretero Balboa como
empresario preocupado por el progreso de la region.
Desde el punto de vista politico, la relacion se traducia en el
apoyo que las organizaciones sindicales daban a los candidates
surgidos de entre el empresariado para ocupar cargos politicos, a
cambio de ser incluidos en posiciones dentro del ayuntamiento y
algunos cargos dentro de la administration municipal.
Esta relacidn fructified sus mejores dividendos para el
liderazgo sindical justo con la instalacion de industrias de maquila
en la ciudad, pues apoyado por los empresarios locales que promovian
este tipo de inversiones, el SJOI logro el monopolio de lacontratacion
colectiva de todos los trabajadores que ingresaban a esas plantas
industriales, con la colaboracion abierta de parte de los empresarios
locales.1*' Asi, este sindicato reafirmd la hegemonia que venia
ejerciendo dentro de la FRTM, a la cual pertenecian unos 48
sindicatos de diferentes especialidades y oficios en la ciudad.14
El crecimiento de la membresia sindical del SJOI y de los
sindicatos de la construction y oficios afiliados a la FRTM, como
producto directo del incremento de la actividad industrial en
Matamoros, fueron la base del impulso politico de Agapito Gonzalez
en la busquedade unadiputacion federal, posicion a la cual llego en
dos ocasiones, en lo que se puede entender como un reconocimiento
de la burocracia cetemista national al poder del lider matamorense
y un premio al logro de la contratacion colectiva en condiciones
relativamente ventajosas para los trabajadores.
Sin embargo, todo indica que Agapito Gonzalez carecio de
la capacidad suficiente para administrar adecuadamente el poderfo
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que representaba, toda vez que como diputado se enfrcntaba al
poder del gobernador en turno, para imponer como candidato a la
presidencia municipal de Matamoros, a un adepto del lider obrero,
en los comicios locales de 1977. Nuevamente en 1980, Data de
imponer a su candidato con resultados adversos.
En si, Agapito Gonzalez y la burocracia obrera por el
dirigida, se habian convertido en el nucleo central del PRI munici
pal, dejando fuera de posibilidades a otros sectores del propio
partido. En 1980 un grupo de militantes se unieron a Jorge
Cardenas, una vez que este no logro ser postulado por ese partido,
para buscar la postulacion a traves del PARM. La ventaja de Jorge
Cardenas es que en ese momento su hermanoera au n gobernador del
estado, y a traves de el se podia cobrar los agravios del lider obrero.
Pero ademas, el propio candidato del PARM, contaba con una
trayectoria que lo hacia ser personalidad publica ampliamente
reconocida en Matamoros, toda vez que habia estado al frente de la
Junta Federal de Mejoras Materiales, presidio el Comite de la Cruz
Roja, pero sobre todo porque era dueno de una estacion de radio de
amplia audiencia.
La campana de Jorge Cardenas se centro en el ataque
sistematico contra la personalidad de Agapito Gon zalez, acu sandolo
de la quiebra urbana de la ciudad, que pasaba por un deficit muy alto
de servicios publicos, agravada por los efectos de la destruccion que
dejo un ciclon en 1978. Mas aun, Cardenas ataca el liderazgo de
Gonzalez Cavazos, acusandolo de perpetuarse en el poder sindical
sin el aval de los trabajadores y de apoderarse de las cuotas de estos.
Ese desafio abierto, daria resultados espectaculares, ya que el
candidato del PARM lograria movilizar a la poblacion en la defensa
de su triunfo, en contra de las tentativas de la dirigencia sindical de
apoderarse por la fuerza de las urnas electorales.
El saldo final de la perdida del ayuntamiento por parte del
PRI y de la dirigencia obrera, fue la movilizacion de la comunidad
en torno a las nuevas autoridades y laremocion de Agapito Gonzalez
como f actor central de las decisiones del PRI local. Sin embargo,
este partido inicio una etapa de franca descomposicion a nivel local,
con un fuerte desprestigio promovido por sus exmilitantes ahora en
el PARM y en el municipio.
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El descalabro politico para Agapito Gonzalez, signified
practicamente su fin como factor real de poder, pero a cambio se
volco sobre su propio sindicato, reforzando el papel de su
organization en la consecution de mejores contratos colectivos con
las maquiladoras, en donde ha tenido buenos resultados.15 A la vez,
otros actores sociales que han surgido con la urbanization del
municipio y la diversification economica de la ciudad, han
encontrado espacios mas propicios para participar politicamente,
una vez quebrado el monopolio ejercido en este campo por el grupo
Carretero y la dirigencia obrera. Hay que destacar el hecho de que
las formaciones polfticas en Matamoros han sido copadas por
exmilitantes del PRI que al perder la posibilidad de ser postulados
por ese partido, han buscado otras siglas para lograr participar
(cuadro 2). Esto parece indicar no solo la ausencia de autentica
oposicion, sinolaincapacidaddel PRIparamantenerciertadisciplina
entre sus militantes locales, pero tambien la ausencia de mecanismos
internos de selection elaros y participativos en su base.
Por otro lado, esta el hecho de que el PAN, que ha sido capaz
de ganar presencia en los otros estados de la frontera y de disputar
el poder al PRI, no tiene en Matamoros, ni en los demas municipios
de Tamaulipas, una base de militantes o de cuadros capaces de
presentar una option alternativa. En el fondo, la base de esta
ausencia notable se encuentra en el caracter de la relation de sus
miembros mas connotados con el conjunto de la sociedad y con el
poder politico. En Matamoros, un grupo de panistas han sido socios
de la empresa editorial de Carretero Balboa desde su fundacion, y
uno de los ultimos lfderes en el municipio y en el estado, ha sido el
tesorero municipal en las dos administraciones de Jorge Cardenas.
Esto muestra que a diferencia de otros estados, en Tamaulipas, los
miembros del PAN son muy dependientes de las polfticas estatales
y participan con los mas prestigiados actores sociales, de los
beneficios del apoyo a los candidatos del PRI.
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Matamoros: parUdosycandidate apreskfentesmunlclpalesy dlputados locales, 1974-1989.

Afio

Candidate

1974

Gutlermo Guajardo*
Bernardo Finales

PRI
PRI

1977

Antonio Cavazos*
Francisco Vega

PR
PRI

PRI
PRI

Enrique Siller*
Jos£ de la Paz

PARM
PARM

PRI
PARM

Francisco Cobamibias*
Bernardo Reyes

PRI

PRI

PRI

PRI

Jorge Cardenas*
Jos6 de la Paz

PARM
PARM

PRI
PARM

J. Roberto Guerra*
AgustuiLoa S.

PRI
PRI

PRI
PRI

Ruben Rubiano R.*
Jose de Jesus Hdez.

PAN
PAN

PAN
n.d.

1980

1983

Partido que postula

Parlido de militancia
anterior (1)
PRI
PRI

Gonzalo Martinez S * CI (2) PRI-PARM
Enrique Rossainz
CI

PC-PSUM

Jesus G, Villareal*
Faustino Avalos

PRI
PRI

PRI
PRI

Sonia Martinez de V*
David Ramirez M.

PARM
PARM

PRI
PSUM

Italia Pdrez de R.*
Guillermo Bissnes

PSUM
PSUM

PSUM
PC-PSUM

Miguel Angel Azuela*
Romualdo Hernandez

PDM
PDM

n.d.
n.d.

Argelio Hinojosa
Francisco Hdez.

PAN
PAN

PAN
n.d.

Javier Muzquiz C.*
Guadalupe Flores

PRI
PRI

n.d.
PRI

Jorge Cardenas
Bernardo Pinales

PARM
PARM

PRI-PARM
PRI

Rolando Garcia C.*

PRD

PRI-PARM

Enrique Siller*

PAN

PRI-PARM

Fuenle: Elaborado con informacion hemerografica de diversos diarios de Matamoros,
entrevistas y datos de la Comisidn Federal Electoral.
* Candidates a presidentes municipales.
(1) Partidos a los que han pertenecido antes de ser postulados al cargo que sc indica.
(2) CI= Coalision de Izquierda (PSUM-PRT).
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Nuevos y Viejos Actores Sociales
A partir de los anos ochenta, con el triunfode Jorge Cardenas,
se produce una apertura significativa a la participacidn politica de
los nuevos actores que estaban en gestation en la etapa cumbre del
poder ejercido por la dirigencia sindical, pero carecian de la fuerza
para permanecer en una arena dominada por Agapito Gonzalez.
En realidad, el conjunto de actores sociales nuevos, es
producto de la diversification economica que ha tenido lugar en
Matamoros con el auge tornado por la industria de maquila. A ello
hacontribuido tambien lacreciente urbanization de lapoblacion del
municipio, que muestra una poblacion con acceso a information y
con niveles relativamente altos de education formal. Este conjunto
de transformaciones es notable en la multiplication de negocios de
servicios al publico, asi como los que han surgido en torno a las
demandas de laindustria de maquila, incluido el sector de empleados
de niveles medios de mando y tecnicos de production que, en
conjunto han venido a engrosar a los sectores de clase media urbana.
A nivel empresarial, el antiguo grupo de Jose Carretero
Balboa, compite ahora con otros grupos de empresarios dedicados
a las actividades que antes solo el y sus socios ejerci'an, como la
promotion industrial y la apertura de parques industriales, el
fraccionamiento urbano de clase media alta, la compra y venta de
semillas, la industria editorial, etc. Es significativo que dentro de la
propia CANACINTRA local, este grupo haya sido desplazado de su
papel dirigente, por los nuevos empresarios agrupados en la
Asociacion de Maquiladoras y al promotor industrial de mayor
empuje en estos momentos en Tamaulipas. El propio Jorge Cardenas,
ha sido desde su llegada a la presidencia municipal en 1980, un actor
clave no solo en la politica, sino en los negocios de todo tipo,
incluida la concesion de un canal de television local, lo cual lo
coloca en situation propicia para prolongar su infiuencia a traves de
su familia.
Por otra parte, se encuentra un conjunto de actores que han
visto disminuir su capacidad de influir en las decisiones polfticas.
Entre ellos tenemos por supuesto, a Carretero Balboa, quien sin
embargo, tiene aun una fuerza considerable en la escena. Sin
embargo, todo el sector ligado a la agricultura, tanto ejidatarios
como propietarios privados y la burocracia que coordina esas
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actividades en la region, esta en franco proceso de contraction en su
capacidad de influir polfticamente, debido tanto al
redimensionamiento del Estado, que traspasa ciertas funciones a los
productores agrfcolas, como a la liquidation de organismos como
CONASUPO o BANRURAL en sus funciones de grandes
compradores de granos o monopolios del credito agrfcola. Ademas,
porque la region a pesar de su importancia en la production de
granos, no lo es tanto en terminos de capacidad productiva, en un
marco de apertura comercial del sector. Con lo cual, pasa a
depender mas de la protection que pueda brindarle el Estado.
Otro tanto ocurre con la burocracia aduanal, que ha visto
desvanecerse el poder que llego a acumular y su capacidad de
exaction sobre la ciudadama, y asi sucesivamente en diferentes
areas de la administration publica federal, que habfan tenido una
presencia mayor en el municipio.
El propio Agapito Gonzalez, ha visto afectado su poder
sindical, al ser obligado a dejar la dirigencia de la FRTM en manos
de sus antiguos companeros, que han fundado con el apoyo del
gobierno del estado y los empresarios de la industria de maquila, un
nuevo sindicato para la contratacion colectiva con ese tipo de
industrias. No obstante, Agapito Gonzalez mantiene bajo su control
al SJOI que detenta casi todos los contratos con las empresas
establecidas en Matamoros. Sin embargo, la ofensiva del grupo de
empresarios encabezados por Sergio Argiielles para afectar el poder
del dirigente obrero, aislo a este de todo apoyo externo, incluido del
propio Carretero Balboa, quien intento hasta ultimo momento de
medlar en las tensas relaciones obrero patronales, pero termino por
romper su alianza con el viejo lider.!f>
Sin embargo, esevidentequedentrode su sindicato, Agapito
Gonzalez cuenta con apoyo, aunque su organization carece de la
flexibilidad para transformar ese tipo de relation en un mecanismo
dinamico que genere nuevos dirigentes e innove alternativas a la
polftica laboral. No obstante, su sobrevivencia a la ofensiva
empresarial esta sustentada en la tradition laboral de un sindicato
cuyo lfder mantiene una relation personal con sus bases y ha
conseguido para estas mejores condiciones de trabajo, pero sin que
los trabajadores se hayan tenido que movilizar o hayan tenido una
minima participation en ello.
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Todo este conjunto de transformaciones en la sociedad, no
ha encontrado en las organizaciones polfticas un canal que sea
considerado el adecuado para canalizar sus inquietudes. El unico
partido que mantiene una actividad mas o menos permanente es el
PRI, debido ante todo a que sigue representando para algunos
grupos de jovenes, un vehfculo de acercamiento a los polfticos
tamaulipecos en activo a nivel federal. Por su parte el PARM,
carece de una estructura permanente, pero aparece cada tres alios,
antes de las elecciones, muy ligado al candidato en turno, quien por
lo general tiene su origen politico en el PRI.5 7
La conclusion que se puede sacar de las anteriores
consideraciones, es que hay una ausencia total de propuestas polfticas
viables en un conjunto social ligado a tradiciones de cultura polftica
diferentes a las de los otros estados del norte de Mexico. Los
partidos (inclufdo el PAN) han sido incapaces ademas de calar en la
comunidad e incorporar a su discurso propuestas atractivas a los
nuevos actores sociales que han surgido en los ultimos ahos. En su
lugar, tienden a buscar la incorporation a los viejos actores que
habfan detentado el poder politico en los municipios tamaulipecos
y han sido desplazados del lugar que ocupaban.
Por otro lado, la cultura polftica esta sedimentada por una
historia social regional, en la cual los sindicatos han jugado un papel
central. Este hecho que puede parecer sin importancia, en momentos
en que los sindicatos son vistos con tanta renuencia y hasta desprecio,
adquiere una dimension diferente si se considera que justamente la
mayor parte de la sociedad tamaulipeca esta integrada por
trabajadores que mantienen alguna relation con las organizaciones
sindicales y estas son vistas aun como los vehfculos para el
mejoramiento de las condiciones de vida. Hay que hacer notar que
mientras que en otras partes del pais la crisis y los cambios
tecnologicos fueron motivos para golpear a las organizaciones
sindicales, en Tamaulipas y particularmente en Matamoros, la
principal organization sindical lograba la firma de contratos
colectivos bastante ventajosos para los trabajadores.
Por ultimo, es notoria la ausencia de factores que se puedan
tener como la base de una ideologfa antiestatista o crftica del orden
politico vigente, con posibilidades reales de movilizar a la sociedad.
Esto tiene que ver con el hecho mismo de la debilidad de los actores
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que pudieran dar origen a ese tipo de elaboraciones, pero sobre todo,
por el caracter de su relacidn con el Estado.

Notas
Segun Soledad Loaeza, el avance electoral del PAN se
relaciona en forma directa con las mayores tasas de desarrollo
economico, las cuales se han observado en los estados del norte del
pais, en donde ademas este partido ha concentrado sus mayores
esfuerzos. Por otro lado, el PAN, segun esta autora, ha actualizado
sus tesis tradicionales de defensa de la democracia electoral y
rechazo al intervencionismo estatal. Loaeza, (1989), pp. 241-272,
y Loaeza (1979), pp. 352-274.
1

2

Alvarado(1990), pp. 11-17

Para un analisis del comportamiento de la inversion
publica federal por entidad federativa a partir de 1971, Palacios
(1989), pp. 265-280; sobre inversion en infraestructura de riego,
Appendini (1988); sobre programas federales en la frontera norte,
Mendoza Berrueto (1982), pp. 40-83
3

Las Juntas Federales de Mejoras Materiales llegaron a
contar con mayor capacidad financiera que los municipios, por lo
cual mediante la ejecucidn de obras y la concesion de contratos,
logro tener mayor influencia que los ayuntamientos, conviertiendose
en un gobiemo local paralelo o en plataforma para alcanzar el
control del municipio.
4

La aduana fue el primer enclave federal en Matamoros
desde el siglo pasado, habiendose tornado en importante centro
estrategico para los diferentes bandos que a mediados de siglo se
disputabanladireccionpoh'ticadelpafs, quienes buscaban asegurarse
la lealtad de los empleados aduanales a fin de asegurarse el ingreso
de recursos. A cambio, los empleados aduanales se fueron
convirtiendo protectores de las mafias del contrabando y crearon
poder propio a a nivel local, vease Lopez Camara (1980), Miro
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Flaquer (1985) y Sanchez Gomez (1976).
Sobre el nacimiento de las organizaciones obreras en
Tampico, Adleson (1984) y Alvarado (1986).
6

7

Alvarado, Ibid.

8 Tanto desde el punto de vista economico como del

politico,
los gobiernos del estado de Tamaulipas, despues del
desmantelamiento del portesgilismo, hanjugadounpapel marginal,
ya que la magnitud de las inversiones federales en el desarrollo de
la industria petrolera, asi como el caracter estrategico que asumieron
los programas para la frontera, hicieron que fueran las dependencias
federales las que se encargaran de disenar y ejecutar los programas
de inversion, en una relacion directa con los grupos regionales
(incluidos los sindicatos).
Aun ahora que se habla del "federalismo activo", las
inversiones en el complejo industrial Altamira-Tampico corren a
cargo del gobierno federal, sin que el gobierno del estado tenga en
ello la menor ingerencia, ni la capacidad de influir en la orientacion
de ese desarrollo.
9

Alberto Hernandez, ha estudiado la presencia de los
grupos religiosos no catolicos en la frontera norte, y ha encontrado
que en particular Tamaulipas, ha sido un estado donde se puede
hablar de una aparicion temprana de este tipo de manifestaciones
religiosas. Vease su ponencia, presentada en Madrid, 26 de
noviembre de 1991.
10

11

Ribera Saldana, s/f.

12 Sobre los pormenores del Congreso de Unidad Obrera,
que en 1952 dio origen a la FRTM, "La Voz de la Frontera",
Matamoros.
El senor Jaime Villareal, empresario socio de Carretero
Balboa, senala que en su despacho se aleccionaba a las futuras
13
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empleadas de las empresas de maquila y luego las enviaban para que
se afiliaran al Sindicato de Jornaleros y Obreros Industriales (SJOI),
lo cual hace patente el caracter de las relaciones laborales en la
ciudad. "Mitos y realidades de la industria maquiladora" periodico
El Bravo, marzo de 1990.
Cirila Quintero: "Conflictos laborales en Matamoros
1970-1990, el caso de las maquiladoras", Monograffa (mimeo), El
Colegio de Mexico, 1991.
14

Agapito Gonzalez emprendio una serie de acciones que
se tradujeron en paros laborales para presionar a las empresas
maquiladoras para la firma con el SJOI de un contrato colectivo que
incluyera la semana laboral de 40 horas y una serie de prestaciones,
que finalmente logro. Arturo Zarate Ruiz: "^Matando a la Gallina
de los Huevos de Oro?", reportaje publicado por el periodico El
Bravo, septiembre de 1983.
15

Al agravarse el conflicto laboral entre la dirigencia del
SJOI y los directivos de las maquiladoras en 1989, a rafz de la
revision contractual, los empresarios encabezados por Sergio
Argiielles encontraron la oportunidad de presionar para echar del
sindicato a Agapito Gonzalez y tratar de poner al frente a uno de los
dirigentes que fuera mas flexible en las negociaciones. Dado que no
pudieron lograr el objetivo porque Agapito reacciono con una
reestructuracion sindical que quito a los posibles competidores,
ademas que planted demandas salariales por encima de lo que habfa
convenido el PECE, las relaciones se hicieron mas tensas. En ese
momento Carretero Balboa trato de mediar en el conflicto, para
tratar de mantener su alianza con el Ifder obrero, sin embargo,
cuando en 1990 Agapito Gonzalez perdio la direccion de la FRTM,
era obvio que esa alianza habfa sido rota, ya que el periodico de
Carretero Balboa se hacfa eco de la campana contra su antiguo
aliado.
16

Lo que demuestra la ausencia de un proyecto alternativo
por parte de los partidos polfticos como el PARM, e incluive el PAN
en Tamaulipas, que al carecer de cuadros polfticos, juegan al
17
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oportunismo politico postulando candidatos que hasta poco antes
han estado en el PRI. El caso mas ilustrativo es el de Ernesto G6mez
Lira en Reynosa, quien llego a presidente municipal por el PARM,
apoyado por el ex gobernador Enrique Cardenas, en oposicion a la
candidatura del entonces lfder petrolero. Gomez Lira ya habfa sido
presidente de un concejo municipal. En su segunda administracidn
se deflnio a si'mismo como "hombre del sistema", al ser presionado
por los dirigentes del partido que lo habian postulado, para que
cumpliera las promesas de campana.
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Sindicalismo Tradicional
en Maquiladoras:
el Caso de Matamoros.
Cirila Quintero Ramirez*

Summary
This study analyzes union efforts in the maquiladora indus
try of Matamoros. They will be surveyed in the following context:
(1) Maquilas are located in a state where unionization has historical/
political support through municipalities and other structures. (2)
The efforts are reflective of Mexican union efforts at the national
level, and (3), pressured by modernization programs and greater
flexibility, promoters of maquila capital are adjusting their re
sponse.
*Cirila Quintero Ramirez. Investigadora de El Colegio de la Frontera
Norte, Oficina Matamoros.

Este trabajo analiza el caso del sindicalismo en las
maquiladoras de Matamoros, como ejemplo de un sindicalismo
reivindicacionista, en una region con trayectoria sindical, que pese
a su intento de modernizacion no logra del todo integrarse con los
requerimientos empresariales actuales, antes bien parece eonstituirse
en obstaculo del desarrollo industrial.1
I.- Algunas consideraciones en tornoal sindicalismo maquilador.
De los estudios sobre sindicalizacion en las maquiladoras
pueden desprenderse dos conclusiones: primera, el dominio del
sindicalismo oficial en las maquiladoras.2 . Especialmente de la
Confederacion de trabajadores de Mexico (CTM) y la Confederacion
Regional Obrera Mexicana (CROMj.3
Segunda, la distincion de dos tipos sindicales, al interior de
maquiladoras. El sindicalismo tradicional que presenta las mismas
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caractensticas del sindicalismo mexicano: lucha reivindicativa
negociada en la esfera poh'tica, liderazgos ininterrumpidos, ausencia
de vida sindical, etc. Pero con un respeto mfnimode las prestaciones
laborales.4
El sindicalismo subordinado5, cuyas caractensticas
esenciales son: instancia sindical construi'da por una central obrera,
las autoridades laborales locales y el sector empresarial; politica
abierta de colaboracion con la empresa y desconocimiento total de
la parte trabajadora. Su especificidad sindical radica en el papel
funcional que desempena en un esquema de modernizacion
productiva, tanto a nivel industrial, como fabril,
Ambos tipos sindicales reflejan posturas sindicales distintas.
Por lo mismo, conviene aclarar que el sindicalismo tradicional, no
es sinonimo de anquilosamiento, inflexibilidad, aunque lo puede
ser, sino representa una forma especifica del sindicalismo
reivindicacionista en un momento de reestructuracion.
El sindicalismo tradicional responde a requerimientos
actuales, pero no da marcha atras en sus conquistas logradas, no por
falta de entendimiento, sino por su imposibilidad de desligarse de un
pasado de negociaciones laborales.
La consigna actual en el sindicalismo, especialmente en
industrias claves, no solo es buscar una reestructuracion y flexibilidad
sindical, sino una funcionalidad maxima, en donde el sindicato
juege un papel de colaborador, controlador, pero no cuestionador.
En tal esquema, los sindicatos con una trayectoria tradicional,
pese a presentar una flexibilizacion en su comportamiento, estan en
desventaja, en comparacion a los sindicatos que adoptan unapolitica
servicial o que carecen de una historia sindical. El caso de Matamoros
es un buen ejemplo de ello.
II.- Tamaulipas: entidad con trayectoria sindical
Previo al analisis de Matamoros conviene mencionar su
pertenencia a una entidad con una amplia trayectoria de respaldo al
movimiento obrero, como lo han demostrado tres momentos
relevantes en la historia tamaulipeca: primero, el apoyo temprano,
en los anos veinte, de gobernantes al sector obrero, como una
manera de legitimarse, que a su vez constituyo un ascenso politico
de la clase obrera en la region, (Alvarado, 1985).
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Segundo, la campana de afiliacion cetemista, realizada a
finales de los anos cuarenta por el gobierno estatal en la frontera
tamaulipeca, que la constituyo en una excepcionalidad en la region,
(Trabis, 1989, p. 129).
Tercero, la instauracion de una polfticade caracter tradicional,
bajo las siglas cetemistas, en donde la lucha reivindicativa, por
cuestiones salariales y prestaciones, en la esfera polftica y la
consecucion de puestos polfticos, mediante el maridaje sindicatopartido oficial, fueron elementos centrales.
La polftica cetemista parecio no presentar problemas, hasta
los inicios de la actual administration estatal. Momento en el que
se cuestiono a los h'deres sindicales tamaulipecos, mediante el
argumento de privilegiar intereses personales antes que objetivos
economicos nacionales. Los caciquismos sindicales empezaron a
ser destruidos, en el caso de permanencia, como podrfa ser Agapito
Gonzalez, se les margino del terreno politico.
El sindicalismo tradicional se enfrenta a los designios de un
gobierno national, que pretende la atraccion de nuevos capitales,
sin importar los costos sociales que ello implique. La experiencia
de Matamoros muestra el caso de un sindicalismo tradicional que a
pesar de su reestructuracion no encaja en el modelo sindical actual.
HI.- Matamoros: ia consolidation de un poder sindical
La hegemom'a sindical en Matamoros, al igual que en otras
localidades tamaulipecas, la tiene la CTM. El sindicato local mas
importante, desde los anos treinta, es el Sindicato de Obreros y
Jornaleros Industriales (SJOI). La importancia del SJOI se explica,
en parte, por el dominio de la actividad economica central, primero
del algodon luego de la maquila.
Ahora bien, la hegemonfa del SJOI no podrfa explicarse
totalmente sin 1a referenda al liderazgo de Agapito Gonzalez
Cavazos, figura primordial en la conformation de una polftica
sindical matamorense, aunque no eje central de tal polftica.
En una investigation mas amplia (Quintero, 1991)
consideramos al sindicalismo como reflejo de una realidad social,
en donde participan caracterfsticas industriales y obreras, y no como
producto de una persona.
Desde esta postura, no fueron los lfderes sindicales los que
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conformaron un tipo de sindicalismo sino el contexto social el que
permitio el fortalecimiento obrero y la subsecuente cimentacion de
caciquismos sindicales. Asf pues, los lfderes tamaulipecos
aprovecharon el contexto pro-laboral para cimentar su poder,
mediante la implementacion de tacticas especificas.
En el caso de Agapito se pueden distinguir dos elementos en
su consolidacidn: primero, la exterrninacion de ladisidencia obrera,
luego la practica de una poh'tica sindical reivindicacionista, en
donde la negociacion del contrato colectivo, por mejores condiciones
salariales y laborales, ocupa un lugar central.
El poder sindical de Agapito se tradujo en el dominio del
sindicato hegemonico, el SJOI, al que dirije desde 1952, y en la
dirigencia de la Federation Regional de Trabajadores de Matamoros,
desde 1960.
Asimismo, el maridaje poder sindical-politico no estuvo
ausente del caso de Matamoros, Agapito Gonzalez ocupo la
diputacion federal en 1972 y 1977.6 Finalmente, la obtencion del
control sindical en las maquiladoras habna de asegurarle su
hegemonfa en el contexto matamorense.'
IV.- Los confiictos maquiladores: un problcma mas allude la
restructuracion sindical
Este ultimo apartado busca una posible explication a la
conflictividad actual entre sindicalismo e industria maquiladora en
Matamoros, sustentandose en las ideas anteriores.
Las maquiladoras matamorenses constituyen la exception
sindical en la ffontera mexicana, ellas nacieron con sindicato. Esta
industria surge en un momento en que el poder sindical esta
consolidado. Los tramites administrativos de la instalacion
maquiladora, se hicieron paralelos a la afiliacion sindical. Lo que se
constituyo en un triunfo partial del sindicato.
Otros elementos complementaron este triunfo: la fortaleza
del lfder sindical y la poh'tica pro-laboral estatal, quienes impidieron,
al empresario, presentar un programa sindical alternativo, teniendo
que aceptar la contratacion sindical con el SJOI, como un requisito
obligatorio para instalarse.
En los inicios maquiladores, la relacidn sindicatomaquiladora parecio favorecer mas que obstaculizar la inversion
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extranjera. La polftica gonzalence fue factor primordial en la
retention de maquiladoras en la epoca de recesion economic a en
Estados Unidos.8
Mas aun en los inicios de los anos ochenta favorecio el
establecimiento de mayores inversiones, conformando una industria
maquiladora distinta a otrasregiones,9 Ixjs primeros estudios, sobre
maquiladora, expresaron: "En Matamoros (el control sindical) ha
permitido un entendimiento muy estrecho y singular entre la CTM
y las empresas. Es el unico lugar donde los empresarios y las
autoridades gubernamentales 'elogian' la actividad sindical. Se
habla de 'programacion en conjunto', segun eso, esta situacion ha
sido un factor decisivo para la rapida evolution de la maquila seria
en el lugar", (Murayama, 1979).
Sin embargo, a finales de los ochenta la situacion se modified.
Las fricciones entre el lider y los empresarios se hicieron mas
frecuentes.10 La consigna fue la ineficacia de la polftica sindical
para la industria maquiladora.
La presion empresarial se agudizo en 199011, culminando
con la destitucion de Agapito de la FRTM, mas no del SJOI, y la
conformacion de un sindicalismo maqui lador mas flexible, dirigido,
por el ex-secretario adjunto de Agapito.12
La no funcionalidad del SJOI, argumentada por los
empresarios, era por demas incongruente con la posicion anterior.
Si la polftica de entendimiento entre sindicato-empresario habfa
funcionado, hasta entonces, ^quien habfa roto la alianza?.
El analisis de la situacion matamorense demuestra que la
polftica sindical sigue siendo la misma: revision contractual,
demanda de peticiones laborales, etc. Incluso los enfrentamientos
mas agudos como el de 1989 con los empresarios del parque
industrial FINS A fue por peticiones derivadas de las misma situacion,
como fue la demanda del cumplimiento de contrato colectivo.
No obstante, los conflictos maquiladores se han
incrementado. Asf lo demuestra, el no establecimiento de nuevas
plantas, el cierre y el traslado de maquilas a otros territorios
fronterizos, como lo muestra la prensa local de 1990 a la fecha.
Si no han existido cambios en la polftica sindical entonces
la respuesta parece estar mas allade los lfmites regionales,
estrechamente vinculada con la realidad nacional.
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Sepodriapostularunarespuesta hipoteticaalaconflictividad
sindical: elexitodelapoliticareivindicacionistadel SJOIen tiempo
de estabilidad econdmica, y de apoyo gubernamental, y su
cuestionamiento en momentos de recesion econdmica.
En donde por su naturaleza reivindicacionista, se convierte
en anquilosada, al no poder dar marcha atras en sus conquistas,
frente a otros territorios, que con faccionalismo sindical o sin
historia sindical adoptan una poh'tica flexible, que raya en la
subordinacion. Es claro que no es lo mismo un sindicalismo
tradicional reestructurado, que un sindicalismo que nace flexible.
Asf pues, lo que esta en juego en la conflictividad
matamorense no es la flexibilidad o inflexibilidad sindical sino una
forma de realizar sindicalismo.1' El momento actual permite
realizar unaprimera hipotesis de la funcionalidad del sindicalismo
matamorense en los inicios y la desvinculacidn, o disfuncionalidad
en la actualidad.
El sindicato maquilador de Matamoros fue funcional, en sus
inicios, a losempresarios porque se flexibilizo y se ha flexihilizado,
antes de que se teorizara sobre tal comportamiento, en momento
problematicos de la maquila. Es poco conocido, el papel central que
Agapito desempeno en 1977 para retener las empresas. Entonces el
lfder: "en su afan por conservar las plantas y las fuentes de empleo,
Gonzalez Cavazos, did muchas facilidades a las empresas, para que
solamente trabajaran hasta tres dfas rotando a todo el personal. Esto
ayudo mucho a la conservacidn de las empresas...", (El Bravo, 8/
sept/1990).
Pero tal actitud no fue solo entonces, sino cada vez que las empresas
han presentado problemas de mercado o produccidn. Agapito ha
expresado que antes de las exigencias sindicalesesta laconsolidacion
de la fuente del trabajo.
En materia laboral, el lfder, tambien, ha sido razonable. No
exige de entrada, todas las conquistas sindicales ganadas, sino que
existen graduaciones.
"...a las empresas nuevas les damos un plazo de gracia
(cinco afios) para que paulatinamente vayan absorbiendo esos
cargos. Nos interesa primero consolidar la fuente de trabajo...",
(Nosotros, abril 1989).
Incluso entre las maquiladoras establecidas existen
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graduaciones. Las clausulas contractuales de salarios, prestaciones,
incentivos, premios, son generales pero el pago depende del tamano
y solvencia economica de cada planta maquiladora.
En epocas criticas, para las filiales matamorenses, a nivel
mundial, como lo han sido los ultimos anos, 1990-1991, Agapito ha
flexibilizado su comportamiento, siempre y cuando no afecte al
trabajador. Por ejemplo, se ha permitido el recorte de personal, pero
el mismo sindicato hacolocado a los trabajadores en otra maquiladora.
La flexibilidad del SJOI fue"pagada" con reivindicaciones
contractuales, que las empresas otorgaron en un momento de auge
maquilador: revisiones anuales de tabuladores y bianuales de todo
el contrato; pago de impuestos de trabajadores; la jornada de 40
horas con pago de 56 horas; el pago de delegados sindicales, etc.
Prestaciones que en ningun momento fueron "arrancadas"
violentamente, sino negociadas entre empresarios y sindicato.14
Todas las concesiones, en torno a salaries, prestaciones,
manejo de personal, etc. fueron estipulandose en un contrato
colectivo, y adecuondose de acuerdo a las necesidades requeridas.
Sin embargo, con la crisis economica mundial, las empresas
experimentaron aumentos en sus costos, y estas concesiones aunque
mfnimas parecieron representar un obstaculo en su busqueda de
mayor tasa de ganancia, en comparacion a otras regiones sin
trayectoria sindical.
Paradojicamente, las conquistas anteriores negociadas se
convirtieron en la principal desventajadel sindicalismo matamorense,
pues existe una imposibilidad de dar marcha atras en las conquistas
anteriores, de manera defmitiva. El lider ha enfatizado que las
actitudes flexibles no son elcomundenominadorde supoh'tica, sino
medidas emergentes en una etapa cntica: ".. .luego de terminar (el
momento crftico) se batallara para normalizar la situacion en la
industria maquiladora (aunque sabemos que) los mercados
internacionales tardaran para normalizarse..(El Bravo, 26/1/91).
Desde esta postura, se entiende que los problemas con el
SJOI no sean solo el lider, sino la polftica sindical, que fija
condiciones y restricciones, en cuanto a salarios, manejo de per
sonal e incluso de maquinaria, al empresario: ".. .el desarrollo de
la industria maquiladora no depende de liderazgos, el problema
central es cuando el dirigente sindical limita las libertades del sector
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industrial, cuando no hay dialogo y no se escucha, cuando no se
tienen soluciones y no se adecua a las condiciones cambiantes de
Mexico...", (El Bravo, 26/1/91).
Para los dirigentes empresariales, aunque se quite Agapito,
los problemas seguiran existiendo. Para ellos, lo fundamental es un
cambio de mentalidad, en donde los dirigentes sindicales tengan
como prioridad el desarrollo y crecimiento de Matamoros, del pais,
anteponiendolo a cualquier interes, (ElBravo., 26/1/91), incluso el
del trabajador.
Ante tales requerimientos, el SJOI esta en desventaja. Las
flexibilidades ofrecidas, de suspension de labores temporal, de
recorte de personal, etc., son mfnimas en comparacion a otras
ciudades fronterizas, como Tijuana, Nogales, u otra. En donde el
sindicalismo reivindicacionista no esta presente o ha sido
subordinado, y por lo mismo pueden ofrecer la colaboracion sindical,
para el crecimiento industrial de la zona.
Las demandas empresariales de complemento del salario
monetario con bonos de despensa, cornida, etc, en lugar de aumentos
economicos; el no pago de impuestos de los trabajadores, seguro
social e impuesto sobre el trabajo, y sobre todo la disponibilidad
libre de la mano de obra y del proceso productivo, no s61o implica
una reestructuracion sindical sino el planteamiento de una nueva
relacion laboral. En donde el sindicato parecen'a tener el riesgo de
perder su papel de interlocutor, subordinandose, cada vez mas, a
deseos empresariales.
En este sentido, la reestructuracion sindical parece estar
apoyando a sindicatos mas funcionales con la modernizacion
economica, en donde la atraccion de nuevos capiiales maquiladores
es fundamental, y marginando a los sindicatos que por su historia
permanecen atados a un pasado de conquistas reivindicacionistas,
realidad de la que no pueden separarse, como podrfa ser el caso
matamorense.
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Notas
El Bravo, revision sistematica 1985-1991.
Contratos colectivos de la mdustria maquiladora en Matamoros,
1970-1990, Archivo de la Junta Especial num. 8 de Conciliation y
Arbitraje, Matamoros, Tamaulipas, enero 1991.

Esta ponencia forma parte de un trabajo mas amplio,
titul'ddoReestructuracion Sindical en las Maquiiadoras Mexicanas
1970-1990, Tesis de doctorado en Sociologi'a, que la autoraprepara
para el Colegio de Mexico. En donde se realiza un estudio
comparativo entre el comportamiento sindical tijuanense,
denominado sindicalismo subordinado, y el matamorense, llamado
sindicalismo traditional.
1

El sindicato independiente es exceptional en las
maquiiadoras. En Tijuana, en Ciudad Juarez y en otras ciudades ha
sido exterminado. Habrfaque analizarel caso de Piedras Negras, en
donde parece existir algunos reductos de ese tipo sindical.
2

La CTM dene el dominiode las maquiiadoras tamaulipecas,
(100%). En la ciudad de Chihuahua cuenta con el 19%, y en Acuha
Coahuilacuentaconell6%. Asimismo,compartecreditossindicales
con la CROC en Piedras Negras y en Ciudad Jurez. La CROM tiene
importancia en Agua Prieta 45%, Tijuana 28%, Nogales 14% y
Mexicali, 5% (Carrillo, 1989).
3

Un primer intento para caracterizar el comportamiento
sindical en las maquiiadoras lo realizaron Guadalupe Murayama y
Maria Elena Munoz, "Empleo de la mano de obra femenina en la
industria maquiladora de exportation", Cuadernos Agrarios,
Mexico, 1979. Aunque Carrillo y Alberto Hernandez, Mujeres
Fronterizas en lalndustria Maquiladora,SEP/CEFNOMEX,1985;
Dos Decadas de Sindicalismo en la Industria Maquiladora, tesis de
Maestrfa, 1988 habrfadeprofundizarmas en el tema, esbozandoesta
conclusion.
4
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No existe un acuerdo aun en torno a la denominacidn
que habna de recibir este nuevo tipo sindical: Gambrill, 1987 lo
llamo regresivo, Carrillo 1988, regresivo-funcional y la autora le
llama subordinado (Quintero, 1990).
5

Norberto Calvario, "Fin de un Liderazgo", El Bravo, 8
de septiembre de 1990.
6

Desde 1964, el SJOI detenta un dominio entre las plantas
maquiladoras. Aunque es poco conocido la existencia de otro
sindicato, de la rama qufmica, que agrupa a las maquiladoras
qufmicas. Asimismo, desde 1990, existe un sindicato maquilador
alternativo: el Sindicato Industrial de Trabajadores de la Maquila,
(SITM), dirigido por Leocadio Mendoza, ex-secretario adjunto de
Agapito Gonzalez.
7

s

Norberto Calvario, op. cit.

En el sentido de que la maquiladora de Matamoros se
caracteriza por una alta estabilidad, mas del 30% de las plantas
tienen mas de 10 anos, algunas flliales de empresas tan respetables
como la General Motors, ademas de que si bien no han surgido
nuevos establecimientos, si han existido ampliaciones por parte de
las maquiladoras ya establecidas, creando industrias con una alta
capacidadempleadora, en promedio de450 trabajadores por planta.
9

Especialmente en las revisiones contractuales de 1989 y
1990 la tension entre ambos fue evidente. Otros eventos como el
enfrentamiento entre empresarios, del Parque Industrial FINSA y
sindicato, en 1989, en demanda del cumplimiento del contrato
colectivo, agudizaron la situation conflictiva.
10

A tal grado que instancias laborales y sindicales, estatales
y nacionales tuvieron que tomar cartas en el asunto. Aunque, los
resultados fueron parcialmente favorables al SJOI, pues la Junta
Estatal en Victoria fallo en su favor y Fidel Velzquez no destituyo
a su h'der.
11
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En realidad ese podrfa ser el meollo del asunto, la
explicacion de porque sigue manteniendo su liderazgo Agapito
Gonzdlez y no ha sido destitufdo. La autora (1991) ha manejado la
idea de que el lfder se sustenta en el apoyo real que tiene de las bases
obreras por las conquistas reivindicacionistas que obtuvo en el
pasado, y por la estrecha relation que guarda con el lfder nacional
cetemista.
12

A si parece corrobar el hechode que el SITM, dirigido por
Leocadio Mendoza, que si bien ha aceptado la flexibilizacion
contractual, en cuanto a turnos y movilidad laboral, ha sido claro en
cuanto a no dar marcha atras en conquistas laborales: como
revisiones salariales y prestaciones. Incluso ha manifestado que de
no cumplirse las peticiones se puede utilizar la huelga. Ante esta
situation los empresarios prefieren seguir negociando con el SJOI,
que probar con el nuevo sindicato.
13

La autora realizo una revision sistematica de los contratos
colectivos maquiladores de1970 a 1990, y constato que las principales
concesiones fueron conseguidas entre 1970-1985, y de manera
gradual. Los principales conflictos y posibilidades de estallamiento
de huelga se dieron por aumento salarial. Aunque no fue hasta 19901991 cuando estallaron realmente las primeras huelgas, de1970-1989
solo habfan estallado dos huelgas.
14
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Estancia temporal de migrantes
indocumentados en Tijuana.
Una estimacion sobre su aportacion a la
economfa de la ciudad.
Maria Eugenia Anguiano*

Summary
This paper calls attention to a fact of life in Tijuana, and
possibly, with some variation in type, amount and intensity, in other
Northern Mexico border cities. Migrants travelling through these
cities use lodging, food services, transportation and other services
not officially recognized. The unrecognized utilization of these
services is an economic drain that grows or diminishes in proportion
to the flow of migrants through these cities. In the case on Tijuana,
the flow is greatest in the summer months, and lowest during the
winter. Countering the view that the flow of migrants produces a
drain on a wide variety of social service sectors (the social problem
view), this paper also discusses their contributions to the economy
of the city, where the flow of migrants has been a primary cause of
economic and demographic growth.
*Marfa Eugenia Anguiano, Investigadora del Departamento de
Estudios Sociales, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte, Tijuana.

Introduccion
En su corta historia de cien anos de vida, Tijuana ha sido un
lugar estrategico para el transito de los migrantes indocumentados
que se dirigen hacia los Estados Unidos en busca de empleo, y un
destino para los migrantes nacionales que encuentran en la frontera
norte de Mexico alternativas laborales a las existentes en sus lugares
de origen. Las migraciones interna e internacional han formado
parte central en la complejidad de los procesos que se entretejen en
la vida cotidiana de una de las ciudades mas dinamicas de la frontera
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norte y de Mexico. Actualmente, Tijuana representa el lugar de
cruce de indocumentados mas intenso de toda la frontera entre
Mexico y Estados Unidos. Como senala Jorge A. Bustamante;
"El 48 por ciento del total del flujo de migrantes
indocumentados que cruzan por algun punto de los
tres mil kilometros de la frontera Mexico-Estados
Unidos, lo hace a traves de la ciudad de Tijuana. Esta
concentraeion se debe al dinamismo de la econorma
del estado de California, donde se concentran en
cualquier epoca mas de 50 por ciento del volumen de
migrantes indocumentados mexicanos, apesar de la
distancia que hace de Tijuana la ciudad fronteriza
mas lejana de las regiones desde donde
tradicionalmenteprovienelamigracionhaciaEstados
Unidos".5
Comparativamente con otras ciudades fronterizas del norte
del pais, Tijuana representa un espacio social, economico,
demografico y cultural de intenso intercambio con el vecino condado
de San Diego, el estado de California y los Estados Unidos;
intercambio caracterizado por la frecuencia y magnitud de los flujos
de capitales, mercancfas, servicios, visitantes y fuerza de trabajo
que se desplazan de un lado a otro de la frontera ealiforniana. Las
caractensticas de esos flujos, su dinamica interna como ciudad
fronteriza, el intercambio que establece con las ciudades
norteamericanas aledafias y con el vecino estado de California -el
mas prospero de los Estados Unidos- son motivo de investigaciones
recientes en ambos pai'ses. Las particularidades de la frontera
Tijuana-San Diego, y aquellas otras derivadas de la vecindad entre
los estados de Baja California y California son temas de analisis
recientes, no solo por la ubicacion de instituciones de investigacion
localizadas en la region, sino tambien y sobre todo por la importancia
constante y creciente de esa interaccion.
En el terreno de las investigaciones sobre las implicaciones
socioeconomicas del fenomeno de la migracidn hacia la frontera
norte y hacia los Estados Unidos, los analisis han enfatizado las
causas y los efectos del desplazamiento poblacional en los lugares
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de expulsion y en los de reception. Las repercusiones de la estancia
temporal de los migrantes en las ciudades utilizadas como puente
internacional, en el traslado geografico entre el lugar de origen y el
de destino, y sus implicaciones socieconomicas y demograficas
recientemente han recibido mayor atencion en la investigation
sobre el fenomeno migratorio.
En el presente ensayo queremos llamar la atencion sobre un
hecho: durante su permanencia estacional en la ciudad de Tijuana
-y posiblemente en otras ciudades fronterizas del norte de Mexico,
aunque con diferente intensidad, frecuencia y caracterfsticas- los
migrantes hacen uso de servicios de hospedaje, alimentation y
transporte, y otros no registrados en las estadfsticas oficiales,
generando una derrama economica pocas veces eonsiderada, que
varfa a lo largo del ano en proportion directa con el movimiento
creciente y decreciente del flujo migratorio -que en el caso de
Tijuana se incrementa en los meses de verano y disminuye en los de
invierno. En oposicion a la creencia ampliamente difundida en
distintos sectores sociales, que plantea la presencia de los migrantes
en las ciudades fronterizas como un problema, como un mal social,
en este ensayo se destaca su aportacion a la economia de una ciudad
en donde la migration internacional ha sido un aspecto central de su
crecimiento economico y demografico.
Para sustentar nuestra hipdtesis, en el texto se senala la
localization estrategica de los servicios de hospedaje y alimentation
de los que hacen uso los migrantes Internationales que cruzan por
la ciudad de Tijuana se elaboraron una serie de estimaciones
indirectas para apoyar el argumen to sobre la magnitud de la aportacion
economica que representa la presencia temporal y ciclica de una alta
proportion de trabajadores mexicanos que tienen como destino
laboral los Estados Unidos y que hacen uso de servicios diversos
durante su permanencia estacional en esta ciudad,
1. Flujos migratorios
Historicamente, Tijuana ha sido escenario de dos tipos de
fenomenos vinculados con la emigration de mexicanos a la frontera
norte y a los Estados Unidos. En el contexto de la migracion
internacional, durante el primer lustro de la decada de los anos
treinta, y en otras coyunturas criticas para la economia
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norteamericana, esta ciudad albergo a cientos de trabajadores
mexicanos repatriados o expulsados de los Estados Unidos por su
condicidn migratoria no legalizada. En el contexto nacional, las
conientes migratorias que han tenido como destino la ciudad de
Tijuana han sido atrafdas por el desarrollo, crecimiento y
diversification de sus actividades economicas. La intensa actividad
turistica, el constante crecimiento del sectorcomercial, la expansion
de los servicios publicos y privados, el auge de la industria de la
construction y, en epoca mas reciente, el establecimiento de industrias
maquiladoras han sido importantes generadores de empleos, a la
vez que los principales sectores de ocupacion en que se ha ubicado
esa fuerza de trabajo migrante procedente del interior del pais.
Adicionalmente, una considerable proportion de los migrantes que
tienen expectativas de cruzar hacia los Estados Unidos en busca de
empleo, al no conseguirlo, se han asentado en esta ciudad,
inicialmente en forma temporal, y en muchos casos en forma
permanente.2
Como senalo el investigador aleman Lothar Witte: "La
migracion temporal tambien aporta -aunque de un modo menos
espectacular- a la expansion del mercado de la ciudad. Por lo
general, los migrantes permanecen en la ciudad algunos dfas o
semanas, viven en hoteles, en casa de familiares o amigos. De este
modo se encuentra temporalmente en Tijuana un cfrculo de migrantes
que fluctua constantemente y en verano su numero puede elevarse
facilmente... por el consumo que realizan son de gran signification
para la economfa urbana." 3
Considerando la distribution del gasto que estos migrantes
realizan en Tijuana, es posible estimar su aportacion monetaria a la
economfa de la ciudad. En primer termino, en el siguiente esquema
diferenciamos los espacios socioeconomieos y geograficosen los se
realizan los gastos que estos trabajadores efectuan por el costo
monetario de la migracion.4
Distribucion, en los diferentes espacios geograficos, del
gasto mfnimo que realizan los migrantes que se trasladan del interior
del pais a la frontera norte, en busca de empleo en los Estados
Unidos.
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Espacio geogrifico

Gasto en:

MEXICO:
Del interior a Tijuana:

En Tijuana:

Transporte
Alimentacion
Transporte urbano
Alimentacidn
Hospedaje
Cruce fronterizo

ESTADOS UNI DOS:
De la firontera al destino
final:

Transporte
Hospedaje
Alimentacion
Cruce fronterizo

En este ensayo interesa considerar unicamente aquellos
gastos realizados por los migrantes en la ciudad de Tijuana.
2. Localization de servicios de hospedaje y alimentation
Los potentiates migrantes indocumentados que permanecen
temporalmente en la ciudad son usuarios de servicios incluidos en
los registros estadfsticos en los rubros derestaurantes, bares, hoteles
y comercio. Por el uso eventual y cfclico que hacen de bares y
restaurantes populares y hoteles de calidad economica, en su gran
mayorfa localizados en la Zona Centro de la ciudad, podemos
considerarlos como clientes estacionales de servicios de alimentation
y hospedaje.
Los restaurantes populares incluyen establecimientos
modestos, loncherfas, torterias y taquerfas. En 1989, este tipo de
establecimientos de alimentos preparados concentraban el 80 de la
oferta restaurantera de la ciudad.5 En el mismo ano, existfan en
Tijuana 72 hoteles de clase economica con capacidad total de 1,810
habitaciones, 32 hoteles de una estrella con un total de 943
habitaciones y 28 de dos estrellas con 1,104 habitaciones.6
Como podemos observar en el cuadro 1, los hoteles clase
economica concentraban el 41.3 por ciento de la oferta hotelera de
la ciudad, mientras que agrupados los de clase economica, una y dos
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estrellas concentraban el 75 porciento de la infraestructura hotelera
de la ciudad.

Cuadro 1
Numero de hoteles establecidos en Tijuana, por categoria y zona
Categoria

Zonas
Centro

Centro- Z. Rio
norte*

Economica
1 estrella
2 estrellas
3 estrellas
4 estrellas
5 estrellas

61
26
14
6
1

54
19
10
4
1

Total

108

—

1
—

—

—

—

—
—

1

—

88

Agua
Tijuana**
Caliente

1

3
1
1
6

72
32
28
25
7
1
165

FUENTE : Elaboracion propia con datos de la Delegacion Federal de Turismo, 1989.
* La zona centro-norte incluye las calles localizadas de norte a sur entre Intemacional y
Segunda y de este a oeste entre Madero y Mutualismo. La Zona Norte esti comprendida
en la Colonia Centro (Vease mapa anexo).
** Incluye el numero total de hoteles establecidos en la ciudad, en las Delegaciones de La
Mesa, Playas de Tijuana y Rosarito.

Estos hoteles se encuentran ubicados de norte a sur entre las
6 primeras calles adyacentes a la lfnea que limita la frontera
intemacional.7 Estas calles tienen una localizacion estrategica para
los migrantes indocumentados, por lo menos en tres aspectos: 1) se
encuentran paralelas a la zona popularmente conocida como "El
Bordo", area de mayor concentracion de inminente cruce de
indocumentados en Tijuana; 2) concentran el mayor numero y
proportion de hoteles economicos y cuartos de renta, bares y
cantinas populares, taquerfas, lonchenas y restaurantes populares,
que ademas de prestar servicios de alimentation y hospedaje, 3)
funcionan como centres de information y contacto para los migrantes
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que desean pasar al otro lado.
Estos datos nos permiten mostrar la importancia numerica y
proporcional de los servicios populares de hospedajey alimentacion
y realizar un ejercicio estimando el gasto monetario potencial que
por su uso realizan los migrantes estacionales.
3. Una estimacion sobre gastos de los migrantes en servicios de
hospedaje, alimentacion y cruce de la frontera.
1) IJsuarios poteneiales o clientes estacionales
De acuerdo con la informacion sistemaiizada en el siguiente
cuadro, el 42.6 por ciento de los indocumentados poteneiales,
entrevistados al momento de intentar cruzar la lfnea fronteriza por
laciudad de Tijuana, declararon haber llegado el mismo dfa; lo que
indica que una alta proporcion de ellos intenta cruzar la frontera casi
inmediatamente. Segun esta misma estadfstica, el resto, mas de la
mitad de los migrantes, tendran que esperar mas de un dfa para
tener exito en el intento.

Cuadro 2
Tiempo de estancia en Tijuana de los inminentes indocumentados

Temporalidad

Porcentaje

Llego hoy
Llego ayer
3 a 7 dsas
8 a 15 dfas
16 a 29 dfas
3 a 6 meses
mas de 6 meses

42.6
20.2
22.3
6.3
3.7
1.1
3.3

FUENTE; Encuesta Continua Proyecto Canon Zapata, 1987-1989.®

De acuerdo con la misma encuesta, el 20.2 por ciento de los
aspirantes a indocumentados habfan llegado a la ciudad un dfa antes,
por lo que pudieron pasar la noche con algun familiar o conocido,
en un hotel, en la central de autobuses o en la via publica. Un 22.3
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por ciento tenia entre 3 y 7 dfas de estancia en la ciudad. Entre estos
dos grupos de entrevistados serfa factible encontrar a usuarios de
hoteles y restaurantes populares localizados en la zona centra de la
ciudad.
Del resto de los entrevistados, el 10 por ciento tenia entre 8
dfas y un mes de estancia en la ciudad. Si eonsideramos que el costo
de hospedaje representa para ellos un gas to que merma su economfa,
seguramente aquellos que declararon una estancia en la ciudad
mayor a 7 dfas no estaban haciendo u so de hoteles y habfan recurrido
aotras alternativas de hospedaje, relacionadas con las redesfamiliares
y de amigos.
Finalmente, el 4.4 por ciento declaro tener mas de 3 meses
en la ciudad. Seguramente estos migrantes tenfan una residencia
diferente a un hotel, la central de autobuses o la via publica. En estos
casos, las redes familiares y comunitarias de apoyo o la posibilidad
de un trabajo transitorio y temporal en la ciudad son factores que
permitfan una estancia tan prolongada. La altemativa de una
ocupacion temporal es muy viable en la ciudad de Tijuana, donde el
sector formal esta en crecimiento, pero sobre todo el sector informal
seencuentra en expansion: si el sector formal cierra lasposibilidades,
el sector informal las abre.
Del total de los entrevistados, un 35.5 por ciento declaro
haber pasado la noche anterior a la entrevista en hotel, como muestra
el siguiente cuado.

Cuadro 3
Alojamiento de los inmlnentes indocumentados en Tijuana

Tipo de alojamiento

Porcentaje

Hotel
Familiares
Amigos
Autobus
Central de autobuses
Tren
En la calle
Otro

35.5
12.9
2.1
20.2
4.8
^
6-4

FUENTE: Encuesta Continua Proyecto Canon Zapata, 1987-1989.
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Comparando este dato con los costos de los hoteles clase
economica, cuyas tarifas varian entre 8 y 20 dolares por cuarto por
noche, pero cada cuarto puede ser ocupado por un numero no
limitado de personas9, es factible pensar que poco mas de la tercera
parte de los entrevistados teni'an posibilidades de pasar la noche en
los hoteles populares establecidos en la ciudad, en particular en las
zonas norte y centro dadas su cercania con la linea fronteriza y las
posibilidades de establecer los contactos necesarios para el cruce de
la frontera. El pago del hopedaje en un hotel, por una o dos noches,
a razon de 5 dolares promedio por noche, puede estar incluido entre
los gastos previstos o incluso imprevistos.10 El gasto de hotel en la
ciudad de Tijuana por un numero mfnimo de dias, puede ser
contemplado entre los gastos del trayecto, incluso como uno de los
de menor importancia.
Sin embargo, si la estancia de los migrantes se prolonga,
debido sobre todo a las dificultades crecientes que presenta el cruce
de la frontera sin documentos rnigratorios, las redes familiares, de
amigos y aun aquellas que se establecen entre "paisanos' (por
provenir de la misma comunidad, localidad o estado) posibilitan su
permanencia en la ciudad. Un 20 por ciento de los migrantes
entrevistados habfa recibido alojamiento de familiares y amigos.
Las opciones del restante 44.5 por ciento implicaron una estancia
menor de un dfa antes del momento de intentar cruzar, entre ellas se
encontraban el autobus y el tren, la central de autobuses y la via
publica.
Si consideramos que aquellos que se hospedaron en hotel y
aquellos otros que no recibieron apoyo de familiares y amigos,
tuvieron que realizar gastos para cubrir su alimentacion durante su
breve estancia, tenemos un grupo amplio de usuarios potenciales de
servicios populares de alimentacion.
Si consideramos 1) que poco mas de la tercera parte de estos
migrantes son usuarios de hoteles, lo que significa correlativamente
gastos en alimentacion y posiblemente transporte al interior de la
ciudad, y 2) que aun los migrantes que pasan algunas horas en la
ciudad realizan gastos en el consumo de alimentos (entre el 62.8 por
ciento que llegaron un dfa antes o el mismodfa, el rango puede variar
entre 1 y 3 alimentos; entre el 12.8 por ciento que pasaron la noche
en la central de autobuses y la via publica, suponemos que al menos
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realizaron una comida), y 3) que en el verano, particularmente en
los meses de junio a agosto, el flujo de migrantes indocumentados
puede incrementarse hasta un numero promedio diario de 1,200 a
1,500personas, mientras que en los ultimos meses del ano, noviembre
y diciembre, decrece a un mfnimo promedio entre 2(X) y 300,11 la
permanencia temporal de estos migrantes en la ciudad deja ano con
ano una derrama economica nada despreciable, como puede
apreciarse en las estimaciones que a continuation realizamos.
2) Estimation sobre gastos de hospedaie
Haciendo un ejercicio sobre la posible aportacion monetaria
de este flujo migratorio por uso del servicio de hospedaje en la
ciudad, tendrfamos la siguiente situation:
a) En los meses de menor flujo, cruzan un promedio diario
de 250 migrantes indocumentados. Si consideramos que poco mas
de la tercera parte (35.5 por ciento) tiene posibilidades de pasar la
noche en hoteles populares, y por noche cada indocumentado podrfa
gastar un promedio de 5 dolares, los migrantes internacionales
aportarfan, conservadoramente, a los servicios de hospedaje de la
ciudad 13,756.25 dolares en un mes de "temporada baja".
b) En los meses de mayor flujo, cruzan un promedio diario
de 1,350 migrantes indocumentados. Con las mismas cifras del
inciso anterior, la suma ascenderfa a 74,283 dolares en un mes de
"temporada alta".
c) En los meses de flujo medio, estimando un promedio
diario de 400 migrantes indocumentados, tendrfamos una aportacion
mensual de 21,300 dolares.
d) Si agrupamos los meses del ano de acuerdo a las variaciones del flujo, tendrfamos la siguiente situation:12
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Cuadro 4
Estfnsaciones sobre el gasto promedio de los potenciales migrantes int1ocument«dos,
por concepto de bospedaje

Tipo de flujo

Gasto promedio
mensual

Gasto total
por periodo

Alto
Medio
Bajo

73,283
21,300
13,756

219,849
106,500
55,024

Total anual

381,373

FUENTE: Estimaciones basadas en los datos del Proyecto Caiidn Zapata
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3) Estimacion sobre gastos de alitnentacion
Los migrantes procedentes del interior del pais que
permanecen en Tijuana en tanto logran cruzar "al otro lados,!
durante su breve estancia en la ciudad destinan parte de su gasto para
su alimentation, Del total de los entrevistados, un 96 por ciento
deelaro haber cruzado anteriormente por esta misma ciudad en su
intento por llegar a los Estados Unidos; esto es, casi la totalidad de
los migrantes indocumentados que cruzan por la ciudad de Tijuana
han cruzado anteriormente por ella.14 Esto significa que conocen
las opciones que ofrece la ciudad para cubrir sus necesidades
basicas durante su permanencia estacional, o bien que tienen redes
sociales establecidas que les serviran de apoyo en su transito hacia
el vecino pais. En todos los casos, los migrantes consumen
alimentos al menos en una ocasion antes de cruzar la frontera, "para
estar preparados para emprender el trayecto."
Si estimamos que los potenciales indocumentados 1)
consumen en promedio dos alimentos durante su estancia en la
ciudad, 2) que ese consumo representa un gasto promedio total de
5 dolares (gasto cubierto por ellos mismos o por las redes de apoyo);
con los mismos datos sobre el movimiento estacional del flujo,
tendrfamos la siguiente situation:
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Cuadro 5
Estimaciones sobre el gasto promedio de los potenciales mlgrantes indocumentados,
por concepto de allmentacion

Tipo de flujo

Gasto promedio
mensual

Alto
Medio
Bajo

202,500
60,000
37,500

Total anual

Gasto total
por periodo
607,500
300,000
150,000
1'057,500

FUENTE: Estimaciones basadas en los datos del Proyccto Can6n Zapata

4) Estimation sobre gastos por cruce de la frontera
En Tijuana, el costo del servicio de cruce migratorio ilegal
ofrecido por los llamados "polleros" fluctua entre 60 y 350 dolares,
dependiendo el lugar de destino, la seguridad ofrecida durante el
trayecto y los servicios correlativos como uso de autotransporte,
hospedaje nocturno, etc. En su columna "Frontera Norte", publicada
semanalmente en Excelsior, Jorge Bustamante ha insistido en
multiples ocasiones en los riesgos que representa cruzar la frontera
sin apoyo de un "experto": el rango de variabilidad fluctua entre
robos y asaltos, detention del individuo o del grupo por parte de las
autoridades policiacas o migratorias de ambos lados de la frontera
hasta... la vida misma. Cruzar tiene por ello un alto costo; el
monetario puede ser tan alto o mayor a la inversion total en los
gastos de transporte, hospedaje, alimentation y pago de extorsiones
desde el lugar de origen hasta el destino final en los Estados Unidos.
Con los misrnos datos sobre el movimiento estacional del
flujo y el mismo esquema de estimacion anterior para el calculo
sobre el gasto de los potenciales indocumentados en servicios de
cruce de la frontera y estimando a) un costo promedio de 200 dolares
por persona por el servicio y que b) un 90 por ciento de los
indocumentados que hace uso del mismo, tendrfamos los siguientes
cifras:
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Cuadro6
Estimaclones sobre el gasto promedio de los potenclales migrantes indocumentados,
por servlclo de cruce de la frontera

Tipo de flujo

Gasto promedio
mensual

Gasto total
por periodo

Alto
Medio
Bajo

7'290,000
72,000
45,000

21 '870,000
10'800,000
5'400,000

Total anual

38'070,000

FUENTE: Estimacioncs basadas en los datos del Proyecto Canon Zapata

Es necesario senalar que el monto de esta cifra se distribuye
entre los distintos costos del cruce, entre otros, pago a los agentes
involucrados directa e indirectamente en la prestation del servicio,
asf como transporte y hospedaje nocturno en el otro lado de la
frontera. Por ello, resultapertinente relativizar la proportion de esa
cantidad que ingresa a la economfa de la ciudad. En primer termino,
el pago individual por servicio de cruce de la frontera se distribuye
entre los diversos agentes involucrados en el "negocio", a saber:
a) el enganchador, que se encarga de promover en las
centrales de autobuses y puntos de concentration de potenciales
indocumentados el servicio y sus ventajas15,
b) el reclutador (que puede o no ser el mismo enganchador), que
se encarga de concentrar a la gente en los lugares establecidos para
iniciar el cruce,
c) el '"pollero', apelativo que popularmente designa a la
persona que se encarga de dirigir a los indocumentados durante el
trayecto hacia 'el otro lado" de la frontera a traves de las areas bajo
jurisdiction de las autoridades migratorias, cercanas a la lfnea
fronteriza,
d) el conductor del vehiculo, que transporta a los indocumentdos hacia un nuevo lugar de concentration en el otro lado de
la frontera, sitio en el quepasaran la noche en caso necesario,
e) la persona que traslada a los migrantes al destino final
convenido.
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Dependiendo de los destinos finales y la formas en que los
migrantes hayan establecido los contactos para cruzar, las situaciones
particulares vanan. Lo que aquf interesa destacar es la existencia de
una economfa informal bien organizada que gira en torno al
ofrecimiento del servicio de cruce de la frontera, que ha generado
formas diversas de empleo informal para un buen numero de sujetos
involucrados en las distintas fases del proceso.
De acuerdo con informacion no estadfstica proporcionada
por informantes claves, la gran mayorfa de los prestadores de
servicios involucrados en el cruce de la frontera viven en la ciudad
de Tijuana, por lo que el ingreso que perciben por su trabajo forma
parte de los sueldos, salarios y honorarios de la economfa de la
ciudad, seguramente no registrados en las estadfsticas oficiales. La
generacion de empleo informal en el lado mexicano de la frontera
y de ingresos nodeclarados o informales (e incluso extras, en el caso
de extorsiones), para aquel sector de beneficiarios directos e indirectos
involucrados en el negocio, genera una suma nadadespreciable por
el servicio de cruce de indocumentados hacia el vecino pat's.
Hipoteticamente, considerando que un 20 por ciento del
costo del servicio de cruce se destinara a los gasto de transporte y
hospedaje nocturno en el otro lado de la frontera y que el restante 80
por ciento se distribuyera entre aquellos sujetos directa e
indirectamente involucrados en el "negocio", la aportacion de los
migrantes por el uso de este servicio informal es aun bastante
considerable: mas de 30 millones de dolares.
Aunque no podemos establecer con exactitud la cantidad
que ingresa a Tijuana como resultado de la presencia estacional de
estos migrantes, es un hecho que su estancia temporal, cfclica y
recurrente, que no deja de presentarse aho con aho, ha creado toda
una infraestructura de servicios expresamente dirigidos a esta
poblacion, en los sectores formal e informal de la economfa de la
ciudad.
5) Generacion de empleo v otros ingresos no estimados
El servicio de transporte utilizado por los migrantes cubre
dos aspectos: el servicio for&neo que permite el traslado del interior
hacia la ciudad y el servicio urbano que permite el movimiento al
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interior de la ciudad. En ambos casos, la demanda de servicios de
transporte generada por esta poblacion flotante mcremen a la
magnitud normal de la demanda creada por la poblacion residente
Y por el acceso de viajeros a la ciudad.

De acuerdo con Tito Alegrfa, este flujo de personas demanda
servicios en Tijuana "inyectandole dinero [a la economia de a
ciudad] producido fuera de sus limites y por ello contnbuyendo a su
crecimiento".16 Esta demanda de servicios creada por las1unciones
de puente internacional que cumple la ciudad para la migracion
entre Mexico y Estados Unidos, ademas de generar tngresos,
incrementa el empleo local. En el caso del transporte publico, si
consideramos que la mitad de los indocumentados cruzan por esta
ciudad, y de esa proportion casi la totalidad lo hace recurrentemente
por ella, su presencia cfclica incrementa, por una parte, la demanda
de los servicios foraneo y urbano en terminos de unulades que
cubren los viajes desde otras ciudades hacia Tijuana y al interior de
la ciudad, y, por otra, el numero de empleos por encima de la
demanda normal generada por la poblacion residente y los visitantes
temporales ocasionales.
Consideraciones finales
Es innegable que los migrantes indocumentados han
constituido parte importante del crecimiento de la economia urbana
en Tijuana. Paradojicamente, a pesar de que estos trabajadores
estacionales aportan ano con ano a la economia de la ciudad
cantidades nada despreciables por gastos en servicios de hospedaje,
alimentacion, transporte y cruce de la frontera, constantemente son
sujetos a abusos y actos discriminatorios. En un rapido recorrido
por los establecimientos de hospedaje y alimentacion de calidad
economica o considerados como populares de los que hacen uso
estos migrantes, ubicados principalmente en la Zona Norte de la
ciudad, pude observar las condiciones tan deplorables en que se
encuentran. Para sus duenos seguramente los migrantes son,
ademas de un buen negocio, personas de calidad tal que no merecen
trato de huespedes. Sumado a las agresiones y extorsiones de que
son objetopor los agentes migratorios y policiacos norteamericanos
y mexicanos, a abusos,asaltos y robos dentro y fuera de la legalidad,
los migrantes deben suffir tambien durante su estancia en la ciudad,
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en su calidad de usuarios iemporales de servicios.
La vecindad de Tijuana con los mercados laborales del
estado de California, "cuya tasa actual de crecimiento econdmico
rebasa el tres porciento anual... [y] donde se concentraen cualquier
epoca mas de 50 por ciento del volumen total de migrantes
indocumentados mexicanos",17 ha determinado en gran medida el
intenso transito y cruce de trabajadores indocumentados por esta
ciudad; situacion que a mediano plazo no parece observar una
tendencia a modificarse, a menos que, como senala Jorge Bustamante,
la economfa de Estados Unidos entrara en una situacion de receso
y aumento de desempleo, particularmente California. Ello significa
que Tijuana continuara albergando temporalmente a un buen numero
de trabajadores mexicanos en su transito hacia "el otro lado", y,
consecuentemente, que la economfa de la ciudad continuara
beneficiandose por la derrama que esta poblacion genera durante su
estancia temporal, cfciica y recurrente, y en particular por el uso y
consumo en los establecimientos de hospedaje, alimentation y por
los servicios de transporte y cruce de la frontera.
Aunque Tijuana es, como ya senale, la ciudad fronteriza de
cruce mas intenso de migrantes indocumentados de toda la frontera
norte de Mexico, otras ciudades localizadas en inmediata vecindad
o adyacencia con los Estados Unidos—como la define Tito Alegrfa, tambien son beneficiarias de la aportacion economica de corrientes
migratorias similares. La estancia temporal, cfciica y recurrente de
los migrantes i ndocumentados, que permanecen por cortos periodos
de tiempo en ellas, "inyecta dinero" a la economfa urbana, aportando
cantidades diferenciales en cada caso. Posiblemente la situacion
mas espectacular acontece en Tijuana, pero no es exclusiva de ella.
Como mencione, el analisis de las repercusiones economicas e
implicaciones sociodemograficas de la presencia estacional de
migrantes en las ciudades utiiizadas como puente international
puede aportar nuevos conocimientos sobre el fenomeno migratorio
y sobre la dinamica particular de esas ciudades, diferentes entre sf
y con otras del interior del pais.
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Notas
Bustamante, Jorge, "Vision desde el limite. La migracion
de indocumentados", El Cotidiano, numero especial 1, pp. 21-22.
1

"En su marcha hacia el vecino pais, a menudo los
migr antes permanecieron durante un tiempo prolongate eii ciudades
fronterizas como Tijuana. El consumo de los migrantes
internacionales llevo al incremento de la demanda de bienes y
servicios, y creo ocupacion para un numero cada vez mayor de
individuos. Una parte de estos migrantes se radico finalmente en
forma mas estable en Tijuana. De este modo, la migracion
internacional brindo su aporte al rapido crecimiento demografico de
Tijuana desde la decada de los anos cuarenta . Kusel, Corinna,
Tijuana: "^una ciudad donde fluyen leche y miel?" Desarrollo de
la economlay de las condiciones de reproduccion, en Clagsbrunn,
Victor (comp.), Tijuana, cambio social y migracion, Tijuana,
COLEF, 1988, pp. 15 y 16. Cf. Bustamante, Jorge, Historia de la
Colonia Libertad, Tijuana, CEFNOMEX, 1986, (coleccion
Cuadernos).
2

Witte, Lothar, "No solo los mas pobres entre los pobres:
migrantes en Tijuana, Baja California. Trasfondo socioeconomico
y position en el mercado de trabajo", en Klagsbrunn, op.cit., p.64,
[Negritas mias].
3

En este esquema no consideramos aquellos otros gastos
realizados por los migrantes por concepto de extorsiones requeridas
por diversas autoridades policiacas y migratorias.
4

En 1989 habfa776restaurantes populares, 62 taquenas, 25
especilizados en polio, 30 decomida oriental, 18 vegetarianos y 113
internacionales. 'Otorgo el cabildo de Mexico, la primera licencia
para vender comida y bebidas", Diario ABC, julio 11, 1989,
suplemento especial,
5

Informacion proporcionada por la Delegacion Federal de
Turismo en Tijuana.
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De man era mas precisa, entre las calles que forman la
llamada Zona Norte (de norte a sur Michoacan, Baja California,
Coahuila, Primera, y de este a oeste Revolucion Norte, Constitucion
y Mutualismo) se concentran 83 hoteles de las tres categorias, 54 de
elios pertenecientes a la clase economica. En terminos porcentuales
estas cifras nos indican que mas del 60 por ciento de los hoteles de
clase economica, una y dos estrellas se localizan en el cuadro que
forman dichas calles; mientras que los hoteles clase economica
ubicados en ese mismo espacio representan el 40 por ciento del total
de las tres categorias, y mas del 75 por ciento dentro de los de su
categorfa.
Encuesta continua del Proyecto Canon Zapata a inminentes
migrantes indocumentados que cruzan por la ciudad de Tijuana,
1987-1989. La encuesta se levanta en cinco ciudades fronterizas, en
los puntos de cruce, lugares y centres de reunion de virtuales
trabajadores indocumentados. En el caso de Tijuana, el cuestionario
se levanta en los lugares de mayor cruce de indocumentados
localizados justo en la lfneafronteriza, y se aplica previo al momento
en que los trabajadores mexicanos se convierten en virtuales
indocumentados al internarse hacia los Estados Unidos de manera
ilegal. Laseleccionmuestralesaleatoria. Eluniversoloconstituyen
todos aquellos migrantes que tienen como meta cruzar a Estados
Unidos en plan de trabajo o por algun otro motivo y para lo cual no
posean documentation oficial de cruce intemacional que acredite
su permanencia laboral, vacacional o de estudios, o aun poseyendola
deciden no hacer uso de ella.
8

De acuerdo a information obtenida de manera directa, los
hoteles clase economica ubicados en las zonas norte y centre tienen
tarifas que varian entre 20,000 pesos por noche en habitacion con
una cama grande (matrimonial) a 40,000 pesos por noche en
habitacion con dos camas grandes. El costo del hospedaje es por
habitacion y el numero de huespedes por habitacion no se encuentra
restringido. [Las cantidades en dolares fueron establecidas en
proportion de 2,500 pesos por un ddlar, julio 1989].
9
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Considerandounahabitacioncuyocostopromediosea tie
15 dolares la noche y en la que se hospedaran 3 personas.
10

"Desde hace varias decadas se repiten en el Canon Zapata
los mismos patrones: en los meses de noviembre y diciembre, el
flujo de indocumentados desciende a sus niveles mfnimos del ano,
con un promedio diario de 200 a 300 individuos. En los meses de
junio, julio y agosto, el flujo sube a sus niveles maximos con un
promedio diario de 1,200 a 1,500 con un 80 por ciento de hombres,
un 18 por ciento de mujeres y un 2 por ciento de ninos , Sect ion
especial Proyecto Canon Zapata. El correofronterizo. Ano II, no.
2, p. 3. Tijuana, COLEF, 1987.
11

Se consideran meses de flujo alto a junio, julio y agosto,
de flujo medio a enero, febrero, marzo, abril y septiembre, y de f lujo
bajo a mayo, octubre, noviembre y diciembre
Section especial Proyecto Canon Zapata, El correo
fronterizo. Anos II y III. Tijuana, COLEF, 1987-1989.
13

Me parece pertinente senalar que la pregunta sobre la
reeurrencia en el cruce no se refiere a los intentos sucesivos
ocurridos en la misma temporada, sino a la ciudad que se toma como
ultimo punto de transito hacia el destino laboral en los Estados
Unidos.
14

Debo mencionar que para elaborar estas estimaciones se
ha hecho omision de los casos en que los trabajadores son
enganchados directamente desde sus lugares de origen y cuya
dinamica de cruce adquiere otras modalidades.
15

Cf., Aiegria, Tito, "Crecimiento y estructura urbana de la
ciudad de Tijuana. Situation actual y perspectivas", Tijuana,
COLEF, 1990 (manuscrito inedito).
16
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Bustamante, "Vision desde el li'mite..pp. 15 y 21.
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Latin America: Illusions and Reality
Rafael A. Lecuona*

Resumen
La Primera Reunion Iberoamericana de Jefes de Estado de
Espaha, Portugal y la America Latina hispana tomo lugar en
Mexico. Resoluciones acordadas son ilusorias y las tragica realidad
socioeconomica y politica de Latinoamerica es documentada.
*Rafael A. Lecuona is a Professor of Political Science,
Laredo State University of the Texas A&M System.

On July 18-19,1991 the chiefs of state and government of
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nica
ragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Dominican Republic,
Uruguay, and Venezuela met in Guadalajara, Mexico for the first
time in the history of their respective nations.
The meeting was known as the "First Ibero-American
Summit," in recognition of the presence of the Iberian nations,
Spain and Portugal, who claim historic ties with Latin America.
Ironically, the poorest and least developed nation of the Western
Hemisphere, Haiti, was not included. Neither were Belize and
Guyana. These non-Iberian nations could not claim any roots going
back to Spain or Portugal.1
The idea of a united Spanish America can be traced, initially,
to Simon Bolivar, the great leader of the independence of northern
South America, who promoted and worked for the total unification
of Spanish America. The concept of Bolivar's americanismo called
mainly for the "close cooperation of former Spanish colonies for
their mutual development and protection."2 However, geographic
barriers as well as political and nationalist considerations proved to
be insurmountable obstacles to the americanismo idea, which really
was based more on the perceived insecurity of the nations involved
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than on any real desire to form a union,
More recently, after World War II, the empha^s on Latin
American unity changed from political to economic integration.
Due to the apparent success of the European economic integration,
including the European Free Trade Association established in I 960,
some Latin American nations decided at one timeor another to bring
about a closer economic union. Thus, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua formed in 1960 a common
market in Central America (CACM), while Mexico and most South
American nations formed the Latin American Free 1 rade Associa
tion. By 1967, LAFTA included the original group formed in 1961
(Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Paraguay, Mexico, and Uruguay)
plus Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, and BoliviaE
In Central America, the idea of a unified market a Central
American Common Market (CACM)—has been a natural exten
sion of the historic attempts by the nations of the region to form a
political union since, at least, 1821. The original United Provinces
of Central America established in 1824 lasted no more than 14
years, although the federation idea still lingers on, to this day. In
fact, "on at least twenty-five different occasions formal and official
steps were taken to reconstitute the states into some single form of
government. No attempt lasted more than a few months (and) there
has never been anything resembling success. * Economic reasons
could be cited as one of the main factors for the breaking up of the
Central American unifying efforts. The fact that economic gains
were not equally shared by CACM members, for instance, led to the
eventual collapse of the whole idea of a common market. In
addition, war between El Salvador and Honduras in 1969 led to the
imposition of tariffs by one member or another and the expected
retaliation by others. However, Karnes pointedly indicates that,
basically, the failure of Central American unity is due to"the failure
of representative government," and an exaggerated feeling of na
tionalism in the region.5 Similar to the CACM, but in a larger scale,
the Latin American Free Trade Association was established to
gradually develop a Latin American common market, with tariffs to
be reduced in the hope that a large market and capital accumulation
would stimulate economic development.
In 1969, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and
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Venezuela decided to form the Andean Group, which called for the
establishment of a free trade area with the eventual elimination of
tariffs among members.6 Not unlike its former counterparts,
CACM and LAFTA, the Andean Group has experienced many
economic and political problems. For instance, exceptions to basic
agreements have been overused, and the limited size of members'
markets precludes effective competition with outside industries.
Also, continuing historic political animosities among members
(Peru and Bolivia vis-a-vis Chile) due to previous losses of territory,
plus existing periodic border conflicts between Ecuador and Peru,
and Colombia and Venezuela have plagued the group. In fact, Chile
withdrew in 1976 due to differences over foreign investment
policies.
Most if not all of these organizations experienced many
economic and political problems and, by 1980, the Latin American
Integration Association (ALADI), replaced LAFTA. The new
association placed less emphasis on free trade and more on eco
nomic integration and development.7
In the Caribbean basin, the Caribbean Common Market
(CARICOM)was founded in 1973 with the intention of removing,
eventually, all tariffs among the group members while establishing
a common and protecting external tariff. Obviously, the dream of
the economic integration of Latin America has been an ongoing
proposition for a long time. The latest attempt at unification would
include, for the first time, two European nations: Spain and
Portugal. The idea of an Iberian Commonwealth was "the brain
child of Colombia's (President) Alfonso Lopez Michelsen," who
proposed the scheme to King Juan Carlos of Spain in 1967.8
However, it was not until Mexico's President, Carlos Salinas de
Gortari proposed the Guadalajara Summit, known as La Cumbre in
Spanish, that the new and unprecedented meeting took place. The
proposed conference was suggested by Mexico's President at the
Rio Group meeting of October, 1990 6
Illusions
The concept or idea of a unified Latin America, politically
or otherwise, has been the on-and-off dream or illusion of the
region's leaders ever since it ceased to be the colonial prey of
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European first, and of United States of America s second, imperi
alist designs. The illusion of a unified Spanish America or a Latin
America, depending on whether Brazil and/or other nonhispanic
nations are included, is the product of aromantic and largely illusory
notion of a communality existing among the diverse people and
subregions of the area.10
A colonial past during which most Latin American nations
were subservient and subordinated to the whims and exploitation of
a European or "American" (meaning the United States of America)
power is part of the illusion that Latin America is unified by its
colonial heritage. Similarly, the apparent cultural affinity of its
people, who speak Spanish or the linguistically related Portuguese,
to say nothing of their religious experience under an also apparent
monolithic (Catholic) church, tends to make Latin-americans be
lieve in the e pluribus unxtm concept: the single nation made by the
union of many states.
The reality seems to be that Latin America is as diverse—
socioeconomically as well as politically— as, say, Europe. 1 here
is as much difference between Spain and Italy, or Germany and
France, as there is between Mexico and Costa Rica, or Peru and
Argentina, or Cuba and Bolivia. The disparity among Latin Ameri
can political systems is probably larger than any found between the
political systems of Europe. The fact that it has taken Europe over
30 years to come close to forming a real common market, in which
all barriers are eliminated between and among its members, reflects
the unreal nature of a European economic integration.11 Ironically,
one of the factors leading to the formation of the European Commu
nity was security, not economics. The countries bordering on
Germany wanted to force German industries to serve the common
needs of the community, rather than German national might.12 A
Latin American integration—economically or otherwise—ought to
take twice as long as it has taken Europe to become fully integrated.
Another illusion of the collective expression of Latin America
would include the integrated expression of the Iberian nations,
Spain and Portugal, which participated in the Guadalajara gather
ing. The illusion is that there is an affinity of interests and
communality between Spain and Portugal in one hand, and the rest
of Latin America in the other.
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The reality is that, Spain, with the acquiescence of Portugal,
wishes to bring under its aegis the support and acceptance of a Latin
America not too excited about Spain's 500th anniversary celebra
tion of its "discovery of America." By participating in the first
Ibero-American Summit, Spain believes—another illusion—that
Latin America will quietly join Spain and rejoice in the celebration
of an event that, today, is seen by many a Latin American nation as
a shameful undertaking, rather than as an epic account. Rather than
a "discovery," the notion is that what transpired 500 years ago was
nothing but an * encounter" between two different civilizations, one
European and the other "American," in which the latter suffered
irreparable losses. According to Dan Carlinsky, the Columbus
story today is likely to be discussed in terms of "racism" and
'exploitation" of the Native American. In fact, the National
Council of Churches "has gone even further... calling for a rethink
ing of the Columbus legacy," indicating that the 500th anniversary
in question should not be celebrated at all! On balance, Carlinsky
reminds us that '" the native populations of the Americas were hardly
noble people living peacefully with full civil rights for all. Aztec and
Inca lords were long known to be just as cruel and murderous as
even the worst Spanish governors." In all fairness, he points out,
"the 'invaders' brought more good than bad to the New World."13
Where La Cumbre participants became most illusory is in
some of their basic pronouncements.14 One of these proclaims that
the Ibero-american community is based on democratic principles, a
respect for human rights, and a commitment to supporting funda
mental freedoms.
Among the latter, the "declarations" of the
participants mentioned their unswerving belief in the principles of
sovereignty and of no intervention in the internal affairs of nations,
and in the right of each to freely establish a peaceful, stable, and just
political system.15 The reality is that such a pronouncement was
signed by the representatives of political systems, such as Cuba and
Nicaragua among others, whose political culture reflects a tradition
of authoritarianism, militarism, and violence totally incompatible
with the basic tenets of the signed declaration. The fact is that most
if not all of the La Cumbre signatories represent political systems
in which the daily practice of the fundamental freedoms mentioned
is not observed.
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Other pronouncements or declarations are as illusory or
unrealistic as the one above. For instance, there is a call for a joint
operation," in which the "interests and objectives" of the Iberoamerican nations are taken into account, in order to create an
"international culture of cooperation" to eradicate poverty, wars,
intolerance, hunger, sickness, ecological deterioration, and igno
rance among the participating nations.*
Again, the reality is that the interests and objectives: of any
one of the Ibero-american nations are, most likely than not, incom
patible with the interests and objectives of any other. The economic
development of Mexico, for instance, might well depend upon a
high-priced barrel of oil, which in turn would tend to retard or even
stop the economic growth of the non-oil producing Ibero-american
nations. Or, in the case of narcotics, the curtailment of the produc
tion of drugs in the drug-producing Ibero-american region might
conflict directly with the principles of sovereignty and non-inter
vention promulgated by the signatories or La Cutnbre,
It is in the economic development field, however, where the
illusions and reality of Latin America become confounded. One of
La Cutnbre declarations indicates that the external or foreign debt
experienced by the Ibero-american members is "one of the principal
obstacles to the growth and stability of the region" and that, for
many of (our) countries a fundamental economic development
factor of a clearly political dimension, !f The reference to the
external debt among the Ibero-american members really refers
mainly to Latin America in general and to Brazil, Mexico and
Argentina in particular. Most Latin American nations are consid
ered by the World Bank to be "severely indebted economies," with
the three mentioned being the most indebted.16 Spain and Portugal
are not so considered.
It is paradoxical for La Cumhre participants to refer to the
Latin American indebtedness as being clearly political. In the case
of the second largest debtor, Mexico, for instance, the debt crisis
"was the result of years of bad economic policies... such as
irresponsible public spending, which inflates the economy and
discourages private investment, an overvalued peso, which reduces
exports, and an excessive protection of local industries, which
stimulates investment in the wrong sectors."19 At the same time,
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however, it is not illusory to believe that the Latin American debt
is a tremendous obstacle to economic development to most of the
indebted nations, particularly Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina. As
Table 1 shows, the external debt of each of the Latin American
nations as or 1990, latest figures available, is staggering, with
Brazil owing over 116,000 million dollars, and Mexico and Argen
tina owing over 96,000 and 61,000 million dollars, respectively.
Table 1
Total External Debt, 1990 and as % of GNP; 1990 Total Debt Service and 1990 TDS
as % of Exports of Goods and Services; 1990 GNP (Millions USA Dollars.)

Arg*
Bol. *
Braz.*
Chile
Col.
C.Rica
Dom R.
Ecuad *
El Sal.
Guat.
Haiti
Hond *
Mex *
Nica *
Pana.
Para.
Peru *
Urug.*
Ven.

Total External Debt
Long & Short-Term
Public & Private
Used IMF Credit
Mil USA $
as % of GNP
1990
1990

Total Debt
Service
Mil USA S
1990

Total Debt
Service as %
of Exports of
Goods and
Services
GNP
Mil USA S
1990
1990

61,144
4,276
116,173
19,114
17,241
3,772
4,400
12,105
2,132
2,777
874
3,480
96,809
10,497
6,676
2,131
21,105
3,707
33,305

5,142
397
7,405
2,730
3,655
501
239
1,082
214
211
32
432
12,121
445
227
209
474
976
4,339

34.1
39.8
21.8
25.9
38.9
24.5
10.3
33.2
23.7
13.3
9.5
40.0
27.8
4.1
4.2
13.0
10.8
41.0
20.9

61.7
101.0
22.8
73.6
44.3
69.2
63.3
120.6
40.4
37.5
36.1
140.9
42.1
n/a
152.4
38.8
60.1
46.9
71.0

99,135
4,235
510,239
25,981
38,959
5,448
6,956
10,033
5,280
7,398
2,418
2,469
230,151
n/a
4,380
5,489
35,100
7,896
46,934

*Severely indebted economics when 3 of 4 key ratios are above critical levels:
Debt/GNP is 50%; Debt/Export of Goods & Services is 275%; Accrued Debt Service
to Exports is 30%; and Accrued Interest/Exports is 20%. (NonAsterisks=Moderately indebted).
Source: The World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1991-92: External Debt ofDeveloping Countries, vol. 2 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, December, 1991).
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Table 1 also indicates other and as astonishing figures. The
total debt service of Brazil in 1990, for instance, amounted to over
7,000 million dollars, while the debt service of Mexico reached
over 12,000 millions and that of Argentina over 5,000 million
dollars, respectively. The rest of Latin America show also the debt
service in millions and thousands of millions of dollars, for one year
only!
In addition, Table 1 demonstrates vividly the devastating
burden the debt must be in terms of the potential economic devel
opment of each of the heavily indebted Latin American nations. As
a percentage of the nation's exports of goods and services, a most
important factor in a nation's economic development and growth,
the debt service appears as a real obstacle to development. In the
case of Brazil, for instance, Table 1 shows that over 21% of that
nation's exports went to service its debt in 1990. That is, for every
dollar earned through its exports, Brazil had to use twenty-one cents
to reduce its external debt.
Similarly, to service its debt in 1990, Mexico had to use over
twenty-seven cents of every dollar earned from its exports, while
Argentina had to allocate over 34 cents of each of its export dollars
for debt reduction. In this respect, other Latin American nations,
such as Bolivia, Colombia, Honduras, and Uruguay, to name a few,
were as bad or worse off as the three cases mentioned.
Finally, Table 1 shows the misallocation of resources expelienced by Latin America in 1990, in terms of the percentage that
each nation's debt represented in relation to its gross national
product (GNP). In the cases ot Argentina and Venezuela, for
instance, their external debts in 1990 represented about 67% and
71%, respectively, of their individual GNP! Other cases shown, of
course, are almost as bad. That is, each Latin American nation's
gross cost of its products and services, in 1990, included a relatively
large percent representing the cost of the nation's external debt.
1 hus, in the case of Argentina, in 1990 its debt amounted to 2/3 of
its GNP! In the case of Mexico, (42.1%) its external debt during"the
same year amounted to close to a half of its GNP.
In terms of the economic development of Latin America,
tables 2 and 3 show, on an annual basis, other and more troublesome
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figures. As 'Fable 2 indicates, Latin America's total external debt
in 1984 amounted to $371,565 millions (USA dollars). By 1990,
and after having paid over $327,000 million dollars in the ensuing
seven years, Latin America1s debt had reached the staggering sum
of $421,959 million.
Table 2
Latin America's Total External Debt, 1984 and 1990, Principal and Interest
Paid, 1984-90
Total
External Debt

Principal
Paid

Interest
Paid
1984-90
(mil USA S)

1984
(mil USA $)

1990
(mil USA S)

1984-90
(mil USA $)

371,565

421,959

121,037

Principal &
Interest Paid
1984-90
(mil USA $)

206,223

327,260

Table 3
Argentina & Mexico, Total External Debt, 1984 and 1990, Principal and Interest
Paid, 1984-90.
Total
External Debt

Principal
Paid

Interest
Paid

Principal &
Interest Paid

1984
1990
(mil USA $) (mil USA S)

1984-90
(mil USAS)

1984-90
(mil USA S)

1984-90
(mil USA $)

Arg

8,857

61,144

12,969

25,857

38,826

Mex

94,822

96,809

35,696

63,475

99,171

Source (both tables): The World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1991-92: Externa!
Debt of Developing Countries, vol. 2 (Washington, D.C., Dec., 1991).

Table 3 shows Argentina and Mexico as illustrative ex
amples of the harsh reality of the Latin American economies. As
Fable 3 demonstrates, Mexico had an external debt of $94,822
million (USA) dollars in 1984. After payments of over $99,000
million in seven years,Mexico'sexternaldebtin 1990 still was over
96,800 million dollars. This, in spite of the fact that Mexico has
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been used by the United States of America as the prime example of
how a debtor nation can reduce its indebtedness, and prosper
economically. To this end, Mexico's debt negotiations m 1989
"became the first private debt reduction agreement to be supported
by official finance."
The consequences of such an agreement, according to
International Monetary Fund analysts, were not necessai ily a major
reduction of Mexico's debt, but "a substantial reduction in Qvgrall
uncertainty (my emphasis)."20 In other words, not being able to
claim that a significant debt reduction had been accomplished, the
analysts decided that the removal of "uncertainty," whatever that
means, was a worthwhile objective. Presumably, one is to surmise,
this would bring about a flood of new investment funds to Mexico.
Similarly, Argentinahad in 1984 an external debt of $48,800
million dollars. However, by 1990 Argentina's debt amounted to
more than $61,000 million! These are the realities of Latin America
that the leaders of the First Ibero-American Summit failed to point
out to the people of Latin America. The reality is that Latin
America's economic development is a function of an unpayable
external debt, notwithstanding the "Brady Initiative" and the plight
of the Latin American people.21 Ironically, Spain is one of the only
two donor countries (Austria is the other) which, as of October,
1991 have refused to forgive "any Official Development Assistance
loans" to developing nations.2"1
It might be possible for some Latin American "heavily
indebted nations" (Argentina, Brazil, Mexico) to continue piling up
their respective debts, while paying off huge amounts of dollars in
interests. However, the suppressed inflationary forces of demand
for higher prices and salaries will, eventually, force the Latin
American nations to come to terms with their untenable situation.
The Mexico-United States border will be the first to reflect
the economic and negative impact: strikes, international trade
disruptions, "anti-Yankee" demonstrations, social unrest, and po
litical instability will exert a tremendous pressure on most if not all
of the municipalities along the 2000-mile border.
Local, state and federal governments on both side of the
border will need to re-evaluate their respective and historical
relations to ameliorate the undetermined consequences. Somehow,
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the less-restrictive if not free flow of goods, people, and capital must
be seriously considered by both parties, Mexico and the United
States, if a catastrophe of unknown magnitude is to be averted.
Solutions, of course, are not easily available. Atone extreme, a well
known political writer and pretender to the United States presidency
has suggested that Latin American nations should be allowed "to
default if they wish (and) let the banks take the hit (and) let the
people of Latin America choose Peromstas or generals or populists
or socialists to rule them—and let them face the consequences of
their decisions."23 At the other extreme, another writer suggests
that, "as a friendly neighbor gesture" the states bordering Mexico,
such as Texas and California, "offer to purchase some of the
sparsely populated and undeveloped Mexican land if the Mexican
government was willing to sell it to help fund Mexico's economic
development."24
In between, the World Bank and the Brady Plan have taken
the "reduction with growth" approach. Obviously, the first two
extreme solutions reflect the ignorance that the writers have about
Latin America and its politics. Either suggestion would bring about
chaos and/or revolution to Latin America, and unknown social,
economic, and political consequences to the United States in gen
eral and to the border area in particular. The middle ground solution
does not seem to be working that well either, as witness the appalling
indebtedness still experienced by Latin America after years of debt
servicing.
The real solution still hinges on the fact that the indebtedness
of these nations, regardless whose fault it is, remains unpayable and
must be reduced, at least in half, one way or another. With the
reduction one would also expect the nations in question to abandon
the decades old government intervention in the economy, and allow
the free market forces to operate as freely as possible. The
privatization of state-owned enterprises would eliminate the huge
financial losses and government debts, corruption of government
officials, and declining living standards traditionally associated
with Latin-american polities.
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South of Mexico, but still relatively closer to our border
area, Central America is not only politically undeveloped, but
economically bankrupt. In 1990 (latest figures available), the total
external debt of two of the Central American nations (Guatemala
and El Salvador) amounted to almost 1/3 and 1/2 of their respective
gross national product (GNP), and over 70% of the GNP of Costa
Rica. In the cases of Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama, their total
external debt exceeded their individual gross national product, 25
Like the rest of Latin America, these nations must devote a rela
tively large percent of their export earnings to service their external
debts, which represent an unsurmountable barrier to their economic
development. If we consider that the terms of trade are usually
negative to the exporter of primary commodities, i.e., the selling
price of primary commodities tend to be less relative to the cost of
manufactured and/or industrial goods, then, Central America and
most other Latin American nations would not be able to utilize their
exports as much as the industrialized nations do to further develop
ment.
Reduction of the debt per se, of course, is not enough. A
recent report by the World Bank concerning the complexities of
development defines the latter in terms of the quality of life, which
"encompasses, as ends in themselves, better education, higher
standards of health and nutrition, less poverty, a cleaner environ
ment, more equality of opportunity, greater individual freedom, and
a richer cultural life."26 At first glance, these are, or ought to be,
given policy objectives. But, in Latin America in general and
around the US-Mexico border in particular, they are far from being
either proposed seriously or implemented. A recent and new index
of development, Human Development Index, published by the
United Nations indicates the relative rank of Latin American
nations among the 160 ranked.27 The index takes into account the
human aspect of growth in terms of longevity, knowledge, and
income. As Table 4 indicates, Latin America is greatly in need of
development, and La Cumbre representatives failed to mention the
reality of the region. It is interesting to note that Central America
and Mexico, the Latin American nations closest to the US-Mexico
border rank relatively low in terms of human development.
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Table 4
Human Development Index: Latin America Among 160 Nations, Highest to
Lowest Rank, 1991. (lowest index number, highest rank).
Rank

Nation

Rank

Nation

32
38
40
43
44
45
54
60
61
62

Uruguay
Chile
Costa Rica
Argentina
Venezuela
Mexico
Panama
Brazil
Colombia
Cuba

73
77
78
80
85
94
100
103
110
125

Paraguay
Ecuador
Peru
Dominican Rep.
Nicaragua
El Salvador
Honduras
Guatemala
Bolivia
Haiti

Source: United Nations Development Programme, Human Development
Report 1991 (N.Y.: Oxford University Press, 1991), pp. 139-40.

The US-Mexico border has a great stake in the human devel
opment of Latin America. It behooves us to bring the realities of the
area into the open. Illusions might be necessary as beacons to point
the way to progress, but reality is needed to see the road. As recently
indicated by Toshihiko Kinoshita, Loan Department Director of The
Export-Import Bank of Japan, Latin America's debt problem is not
only a financial one. Its solution requires an economic growth
sustained by domestic and foreign investment, political stability,
good management, and the necessary infrastructure coupled with an
also good educational system,28 Ironically, and to some extent, the
last three conditions for economic development can be said to be
lacking in the border region. The socio-economic conditions along
the US-Mexico border is not the subject of this essay. However,
suffice it to say that, poor management on the part of both, Mexico and
the United States, has resulted in the lack of a basic infrastructure at
the border—roads, sewage and water-treatment plants, adequate
bridges, air, rail and road border connections, pollution of the Rio
Bravo, etc., while educational and health facilities have been and are
awfully inadequate.
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The Cumbre magistrates, from Salinas de Gortari to Fidel
Castro, including Spain's King Juan Carlos, and even our own
ruling elites along the border, must bring to our people a clearer
notion of the realities of Latin America. Perhaps, then, we at the
border and "they" south of it, can begin to meet thechallenge ahead.
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George Baker's
"Mexican Labor is Not Cheap":
a Rejoinder and Critical
Commentary
Ellwyn R. Stoddard*

Resumen
En el primer volumen deRIO BRAVO el Dr. Baker presenta
unaperspectivacrftica del Tratado de Libre Comercioentre Canada,
Estados Unidos de America y Mexico. El autor difunde la tesis de
que la inversion extranjera en Mexico transferira costos indirectos
en terminos de infraestructura y de control del medio ambiente.
Costos que alguien tendra que pagar. El presente trabajo discute las
bases logicas y empfricas de dicha tesis haciendo especial enfasis en
el verdadero papel que juega la industria maquiladora en el espacio
fronterizo Mexico-Estados Unidos.
*Ellwyn R. Stoddard is a professor of sociology & anthropology at
University of Texas at El Paso.

In Volume 1 of Rio Bravo, Professor Baker (1991: 7-26)
comments on the complex scenario of a Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) involving Canada, the U.S. and Mexico. In doing so, he
promotes the thesis that foreign economic investors who take their
processing operations to Mexico as a labor-cost saving procedure
cause Mexico to assume an indirect burden transferred to its
infrastructure and environment. Baker claims that passage of the
FTA will further accelerate this "hidden exploitation" rather than
being a positive impact on Mexico's communities, people and
economic future.
The article begins by stressing the political nature of the
FTA and many aspects which need be considered in assessing its
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potential impact on the Borderlands. Baker then suifts from this
descriptive segment to a "position paper"on the inability of Mexico s
border city infrastructures to handle increasing demands from rapid
industrial development in their region; intermingling the region s
environmental problems and lack of social services with maquiladora
growth in recent years. Based upon this alleged social cost
transfer in social services and environmental cleanup, Baker projects
a cost-accounting model which incorporates his cost estimates of
these alleged new burdens into the hourly wage rates of maquiladora
workers as if maquila owners were forced to assume their portion of
these additional economic hardships they force upon border com
munities. Indeed, if his initial assumptions and logical inference
were correct, Mexican maquiladora labor is not cheap for those who
pay the latent consequences of exploitive foreign enterprises.
Ostensibly pointing out the expanding costs of public ser
vices and environmental problems on both sides of the border and
the inability of political centrism in both nations to deal with them,
the "hidden agenda" of Baker's cost analysis places the entire blame
for Third World conditions in Mexico on the maquiladora sector oi
border development! His conclusion that community residents
where maquila plants are located will be worse off with an FTAenhanced expansion in maquilas summarizes his initial ideological
position. It does not reflect any data presented. Additionally, his
contention that companies who bring their operation to the area will
lose because of the FTA contradicts his previous arguments of
foreign exploitation of cheap border labor.
My research experience does not support a large number of
Baker's assumed causal relationships nor his descriptive account of
environmental conditions and practices by the maquiladora indus
try. Moreover, Baker's own "hidden agenda" reflects a selective
ideological perspective common to other groups of writers (See the
international symposium on this topic in Stoddard, 1990 to identify
some of these groups). They focus on the evils perpetuated by large
multinational corporations without acknowledging the differences
of Mexican vs foreign ownership, type of product, plant location
and the like. Thus, to give some balance to his assertions I have
drafted this rejoinder with the dual purpose of clarifying some of
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these allegations and to point out alternative explanations for
problems which Baker attributes solely to the presence or expansion
of the maquiladora industry during its last decade.
Scientific Perspectives on Border Issues
An attempt to balance out Baker's downside presentation
within a framework of scientific objectivity will require adding
coextensive data giving positive aspects of Mexico's border maquila
operations, with the latent consequence of appearing to be "promaquila,' which I am not. I desire only to subject all maquila-type
ventures to the same evaluative criteria—without prejudicial con
demnation of multinational corporations per se.
Nostalgic memories often serve as evaluative standards of
change from former "Good ol' days" (which possibly never were
good, just selectively remembered). Such occurs when Baker
discusses the abrupt shift toward "tercermundicization" on our
southern border. He laments the
...shift in the composition of the community tax
base from one largely made up of middle-income,
consistent tax-payers to one made up of low-income, prospective tax-payers (Baker, 1991: 10)
Descriptions of border poverty (Stoddard and Hedderson, 1987)
over many decades show the perennial presence of low-income,
prospective tax-payers in the Borderlands since the early decades of
this century. Baker identifies it as a somewhat recent phenomenon
caused by maquiladora development. In a similar vein, journalists
writing feature items or tourists who experience the "penny capital
ists" selling cigarettes and candy in the streets, the mothers dressed
in rags begging with their children, and graphic accounts of poor
hygienic conditions, would be even more surprised to learn that Cd
Juarez has the highest wage rate per capita of any of the 111
economic areas of the Republic (with the exception of Mexico,
D.F.).
Border communities with a maquila industry should be
compared to those throughout the Republic which have no such
developments. To compare the border Mexican cities with Ameri
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can middle-class criteria is hardly an objective framework within
which to assess the impact of maquiladora development. The
demand that Mexican quality-of-life be improved to the level of
American standards in short order and by one industry is Baker's
Utopian dream. By his illustration of "burdened wages" it sends a
message of a"quick fix" situation. Realistically, economic needs in
Third World nations do not afford such countries the luxury of
ideological speculation enjoyed in surplus societies such as our
own. Rather, improved conditions can only be obtained by carefully
defining today's reality and, beginning at that point, create policies
or procedures specifically designed to work toward readily attain
able goals.
Baker links current border environmental problems with
social services burdens, both of which were alleged to have been
shifted from the expanding maquiladora industry to the over
whelmed community infrastructure. These issues will be explored
separately as perennial historical phenomena existing prior to the
arrival of the maquiladoras and as problems which were, in some
cases, exacerbated by the growth of maquiladoras in Mexico's
northern border region.
Border Environmental Issues
Throughout his article, Baker ignores any pre-maquila ex
istence of current border environmental issues preferring instead to
treat them as phenomena of fairly recent origin. Yet his basic
"cleanup cost" of $10 billion dollars includes all current environ
mental problems regardless of how long they have been festering.
From the most noteworthy problems, a few cases of water quality,
air pollution and toxic contamination will be examined to determine
how (or if) they are related to the maquiladora industry. Some which
have been festering for decades have become publicly visible only
recently, creating the erroneous assumption that they are of recent
origin.
Mexico and theU.S, have had adversarial dealings with both
the Rio Grande and the Rio Colorado watersheds. In 1S95, Mexico
initiated a legal suit to claim their share of the Rio Grande water
being stored upriver at Elephant Butte. The debate was centered on
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access to water usage, not water quality. The resolution of this
dispute led to the creation of a new federal entity, the Bureau of
Reclamation, to handle international aspects of what began as a
local dispute over dams and water. In 1944, this longstanding
dispute was resolved by treaty and is now administered by the
International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC).
Border communities which rely on Rio Grande upper basin
water utilized this resource almost exclusively for agriculture, with
some limited industrial use. But when dwindling ground water
reserves forced expanding border urban centers to utilize surface
water as a potable water alternative, city officials became increas
ingly aware of the sewage and industrial materials dumped into the
river by upstream populations. This inexpensive disposal of refuse
and contaminants ceased as an institutionalized practice only when
stringent rules of waste discharge were established by governmen
tal action. These water pollution battles flourished long before the
first border rnaquiladora was conceived. Still, local Rio Grande
pollution problems are blamed entirely on maquila development.
The Rio Colorado flows for hundreds of miles through its
channel within the U.S., leaching saline deposits from desert lands
and depositing them in the Mexicali valley rendering much of its
farmlands useless (Moberly, 1964; Oyarzabal-Tamargo,1976). De
cades ago, corrective measures were sought including the moni
tored "mixing of sweet and saline U.S. water resources to lower the
heavy salt content and restore some of the Mexican farm produc
tion. Recent remedies include a desalination project.
During the 1960s, environmental issues in the U.S. became
an outlet for political activism eventually becoming a major politi
cal movement with a following of its own and a federal bureaucracy
for enforcing pollution control. When concerns for border environ
ments hit their zenith, the border maquila industry was in its greatest
expansion phase. Although maquila growth and border environ
mental problems became popular issues synchronically, they were
not causally related. However, environmentalists found it conve
nient to link them together as a political issue with popular appeal.
By 1978, the Environmental Protection Agency and Mexico's
health department initiated an agreement to clean up border waters,
including the Tijuana river, an agreement which was never ratified.
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In 1979, the chronic problems of border water pollution were
assigned to the IBWC. It promptly negotiated an agreement with
Mexico to clean up the heavily contaminated New River (in the
Calexico-Mexicali area). Now, after a decade it is still polluted and
those responsible must still continue their endless battle with
sewage, toxic industrial wastes and pesticides (Metzner, 1988).
In 1983, Presidents Ronald Reagan and Miguel de la Madrid
Hurtado sponsored the "La Paz agreement" which placed the
regulation of all water resources within 63 miles of the border under
bi-national jurisdiction (Mumme, 1988:1-3). As a follow up,
Presidents George Bush and Carlos Salinas de Gotari have ordered
the EPA and Mexico's equivalent, SEDUE, to draw up a bilateral
environmental policy which would more clearly spell out criteria
forpollution standards and procedures for enforcement. Within this
context, concerns about the FTA and its potential impact on border
pollution will be dealt with in the future.
To aver that the entire price tag for border cleanup will be
shouldered by Mexico is to overlook the many projects funded by
private sources, including those by maquiladora owners through
their member organization. For more than three decades I have
personally observed the open sewer drainage canals leading away
from Cd. Juarez downriver alongside the Rio Grande. At present,
100 million gallons of raw sewage flow daily through miles of open
drains paralleling border surface water channels. It would take ten
years for the city to raise their one-third share of $63 million dollars
(a three-plant treatment system) so the Juarez Maquiladora Asso
ciation committed $12 million dollars as the city's share of the
project beginning in February 1992 (Besick, 1992).
Parenthetically, another half-million dollars from the pri
vate sector (maquiladoras) has been pledged to reinforce a deterio
rating international bridge between the cities of El Paso-Cd. Juarez.
Also, the local General Motors subsidiary, through its border
maquiladoras, ini tiated a successful "United^Way" campaign (never
before done in northern Mexico), asking for voluntary donations
from both management and workers. It was so successful that
community leaders eagerly joined the campaign its second year.
Funds collected are designated for specific social service agencies,
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monitored and evaluated for subsequent year grants. Such coopera
tive efforts to alleviate the strain on existing public services is
commendable. Whether or not such efforts are universally sup
ported by foreign maquila owners, at least the data reveals that some
maquiladora owners (most often the American multinational corpo
ration managers) are concerned for the welfare of their workers and
the communities in which they do business —a marked departure
from the popular media stereotypes or the proposition advanced in
Baker's article.
Pollution in maquiladoras varies considerably by ownership
as well as by products being processed, A recent article compared
worker benefits and contributions to local quality-of-life by Ameri
can, Japanese and Mexican owners of border assembly operations.
Foreign multinational corporations (both American and Japanese)
make the greatest contributions toward the country, community and
families. They were also the most diligent in following environ
mental regulations and procedures. Least conforming were small
contract plants, either U.S. or Mexican leasees, and Mexicanowned maquiladoras (Stoddard, 1991). The variability among
different maquiladora owners forces objective scholars to dismiss
the stereotypical notion of a homogeneous, unidimensional
maquiladora industry, and the blatantly ideological label of multi
national corporations as greedy, uncaring entities which is now
being questioned. These comparative studies do not seem to fit the
graphic scenario depicted by Baker in his wholesale denunciation of
the maquiladora industry as one entire sector of the economy.
Perhaps with greater precision, classifying each maquiladora opera
tion according to ownership, product, or location, we could rind
some generalizations which would be more accurate for some types
and not others —for electronic operations vs apparel, for example.
Then complaints could be converted to policy and implemented
more precisely for the future protection of Mexico, its border
communities and its maquiladora workers.
Media reports of hazardous wastes and pollution violations
by border maquiladoras have come to be journalistic labels, sym
bolic of environmental indifference and blatant disregard for worker
or community health. Yet, a careful perusal of the Low Points in
El Paso-Juarez Environmental History" (El Paso Times, 1991)
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shows that maquiladoras are only one contributor among many to
border pollution. This news summary covering the last 20 years
selects the following seven events as those more clearly revealing
current environmental disasters and non-conformity.
1) 1972- Lead pollution in Smeltertown (a section of El Paso
adjacent to the ASARCO smelter). Because of high levels
of lead in the soils surrounding these sub-standard dwell
ings, the 15 square block area of Smeltertown was razed; in
1985, ASARCO stopped smelting lead in this plant. NOT
MAQUILA RELATED.
2) 1979- El Paso lower valley colonias, being beyond the
city limits, were refused water and sewage services. The
policy was reversed December 1990 and some federal funds
made available for extending lines and for limited local
hookups. NOT MAQUILA RELATED.
3) December 1983- Cobalt-60 spill. A small vial of cancertreatment radioactive material was left in a junk car and
processed into construction steel at a Cd. Juarez plant.
Discovered in the U.S. on a truck bound for California, the
source was tracked and all contaminants were buried in a
concrete bunker in the Chihuahua desert. NOT MAQUILA
RELATED.
4) May 1989- Cancer-causing toluene from Outboard Ma
rine Co. de Mexico (maquila) dumped in Juarez land fill,
being used by Juarez youths to "get high." MAQUILADORA
VIOLATION;
5) October 1989-175 barrels of PCBfound in a truck parked
in downtown El Paso, possibly bound for Mexico to be
illegally dumped from a Denver electronics plant. NOT
MAQUILA RELATED.
6) October 1989- El Paso fined by EPA for pollution
(industrial sewage). NOT MAQUILA RELATED
7) April 1991- El Paso listed as worst air, water and sewage
quality among 204 U.S. large cities by Zero Population
Growth, an environmentally-sensitive organization. NOT
MAQUILA RELATED.
In sum, maquiladoras should not be absolved of environmental
misconduct, but neither should they be erroneously labeled as the
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sole or major cause of environmental problems when they are but
one of many contributors to a very grievous problem. Any other
approach is simply unfair and scientifically dishonest, perhaps as
flagrant a violation of ethical standards as environmental lawbreak
ers are to quality-of-Iife issues.
Paul Salopec (1991) raised another issue further complicat
ing the assessment of blame for border pollution. He reported that
maquilas in industrial parks (where most American multinational
corporations locate) are less likely to be polluters than plantslocated
in residential or peripheral areas, inasmuch as government-ap
proved services for handling waste materials can be obtained
through the industrial park. However, local investigative reporters
from time to time have encountered some of these disposal contrac
tors (Mexicans) who, after picking up the toxic materials, transport
them to other locations within the city and indiscriminately dump
the contents directly into the city sewers or drainage canals. Others
took their loads to nearby desert outskirts and unloaded their
contaminants there. The question arises, should such actions be
blamed on maquiladora management who in good faith use existing
approved services or on Mexican officials whose system is not
developed enough to adequately monitor these "authorized" dis
posal outlets? (Sanchez, 1989:2-3). It is not an issue which seeks
publicity nor are data readily available to know how extensive are
such practices.
Baker erroneously links the problem of deteriorating air
quality with border maquila growth. Strictly speaking, approxi
mately 80 percent of the air pollution problem has been traced to
motor vehicles and the ozone/carbon monoxide particulates which
are emitted. The expenditures of the State of Texas vehicle
inspection program should be removed from Baker's cost of air
cleanup inasmuch as its belated implementation began the local
reduction in particulate emissions (Applegate and Bath, 1989).
Also, a new program in Cd. Juarez requiring exhaust emission
testing of all public and private vehicles by January 31, 1992 is an
effective measure to clean up this region's border air pollution.
Indeed, as the air-quality director of the El Paso City-County Health
District, Jesus Reynosos stated "We could see a 50 percent decrease
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(in airborne carbon monoxide)" with the inauguration of the emis
sion control policy in Cd. Juarez. Because vehicle emissions
comprise four-fifths of the El Paso-Cd. Juarez air basin pollution
problem and only marginally related to maquiladoras (their workers
sometimes own cars or ride buses) the direct link between border air
quality problems and the maquiladora industry alleged by Baker
should be reexamined in the context of healthy skepticism.
Other public and private efforts to clean up the border
environment are ongoing and should be removed from Baker's $20
billion dollar cost of pollution cleanup. Special treatment plants for
border water/sewerage, special equipment to eliminate toxic wastes
in the air, or special equipment used in industrial manufacturing
designed to meet EPA standards should be credited. For example,
an acrid sulfur smell from the nearby ASARCO smelter was an
annoying characteristic of UTEP's campus for decades. A volun
tary project was instituted by ASARCO at a cost of $53 million
dollars consisting of the world's tallest chimney, to dissipate the
sulfur fumes high into the atmosphere. Subsequent standards of the
EPA required an even more expensive alteration which produced
sulfuric acid as a smelting by-product to maintain a clean air basin
(Schatzman, 1977). The discovery of high levels of lead in the soil
and air close to the smelter caused ASARCO to discontinue the
smelting of lead and zinc. These were major border air problems but
completely unrelated to the recent growth of maquiladoras across
the river.
A similar problem of increasing air pollution along the
Tijuana-San Diego border in the 1960s led to a combined publicprivate organization to focus on this specific problem. The
Conferencia de las Fronteras was organized in the early 1970s with
dramatic results from voluntary efforts by all who were identified as
sources of air pollution. As maquiladoras gained increased visibil
ity, some of these problems were ascribed to them. But on balance,
maquiladoras generally are not major polluters and those specific
plants who are potential contaminators could be easily identified
and their record followed by objective researchers interested in
policymaking associated with this vital issue. But as long as we
continue to use sweeping, vague generalities about a "category" of
production plant known as the Maquiladora industry as if it were a
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homogeneous entity, the more emotional stereotypes and allega
tions will obstruct the view of those who are less concerned with
ideology and more with realistic programs to clean up border
pollution.
Lastly, these environmental problems occurring on the U.S.
(industrialized)-Mexico (developing Third World) border should
not lead to the mistaken notion that only in such an economically
unequal context could bi-national pollution and toxic accumula
tions happen. The most severe environmental problems in the world
are faced by the five million inhabitants of the wealthy and highly
industrialized region, Euregio, which encompasses the borderlands
of Holland, Belgium and West Germany (Harle, 1991:165-17).
This exceeds the environmental problems of the U.S.-Mexico
border manyfold. Such comparisons are not made to minimize our
own border pollution problems but only to point out the danger of
using abstract "purist" ideals against which to measure local condi
tions as if they have been completely ignored until now and
discovered by environmental activists in this decade.
Infrastructure Capacity/Development in Mexico's
Border Cities
A scholarly approach to the infrastructure in northern
Mexico's communities shows that although they have developed
more rapidly than other regions of Mexico, they have always lagged
behind those in the U.S. Indeed, the urbanization of Mexico's
northern border is a product of economic development along our
southern border and thus represents a regional condition quite
different from the rest of Mexico. Variations exist in the U.S. to the
same extreme as reflected by social services available in rural
Eastern Tennessee with those currently dispensed throughout the
State of California. These regional differences should be described
and analyzed to determine the differences attributable to the pres
ence of Maquiladoras. Far less productive are the invidious com
parisons between the U.S. and Mexico (using American middle
class standards for evaluation) which tell us more about U.S. ideals
than about Mexico's current problems. When Mexico's northern
frontier is compared with the rest of the Republic, its infrastructure
and level of public services are better than those generally available
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elsewhere in large part due to the direct and indirect involvement of
the maquiladora industry. As pointed out in historical detail
(Stoddard, 1987:1- 15), this frontier region has always been the
economic leader of Mexico due to its having been integrated into the
U.S. economic system since the time of its early development.
Currently, of Mexico's 111 economic areas for which minimum
wage levels are computed (with the exception of that nation's
capital) its highest wage rates are found in those urban centers
adjacent to the U.S. (the highest being Cd. Juarez). Although
available social services in these areas have been overwhelmed with
migration patterns over five decades, the growing number of
maquiladora workers have exacerbated, not initially created, the
problems of community services' inability to respond to local
resident clientele. This is common within any country experiencing
massive population dislocation, and is as true during "The Grapes
of Wrath" era of U.S. history as it is of northern Mexico during this
decade.
All countries throughout the world which experience large
population relocation and rapid urbanization suffer from extreme
shortages in community infrastructure including housing and trans
portation. Communities on Mexico's northern frontier are no
exception. Beginning in the mid-1930s when Mexico's large rural
population shifted to urban centers (especially its northern border
cities), Mexico found its public services and utilities insufficient to
handle the new waves of people arriving each day. Prior to the
establishment of maquilas in border locations, this population
relocation had swelled areas of Baja California and Chihuahua by
150-250 percent in a single decade (Stoddard, 1984). Followingthe
maquiladora growth in the early 1970s, the addition of any families
drawn by the positive economic development on the northern
frontier further aggravated the already critical shortages of social
services, transportation and housing. But the local impact of
maquiladora development had an "up side" also —the direct sup
port of local community service systems.
The total budget for Cd. Judrez relies on the maquiladora
"head tax" for slightly more than one-half of its normal operating
costs and infrastructure maintenance. That may not pay all costs
incurred but border communities are in far better economic condi
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tion than they were two decades earlier with the massive population
growth and no maquila taxes. Also, perceptions made might have
been important in determining the expected role of the early
maquiladoras in Mexico's overall economic development. During
those early years of maquiladora growth, los Federales were enjoy
ing huge revenue increases from natural gas and petroleum and were
highly critical of the maquilas. Not only did their presence create
the threat of economic independence in northern states, but the
national government received only a small share of maquila tax
revenue. They were still unable to keep pace with the growing need
for social services in northern border cities. Today the maquiladora
industry has increased its respect and has gained new allies in
Mexico City because the centrists depend more on maquiladora
growth to sustain their economic development than they did during
the times of the "oil boom."
Baker failed to make distinctions between these federal and
local impacts, so there is confusion about possible positive
contributions made by maquilas to local social services and national
economic welfare. Rather, his anger is principally directed toward
the large foreign-owned multinational corporation with a border
maquila which he claims are merely "cost centers for parent firms
and therefore pay no real taxes on profits from operations in
Mexico" (Baker, 1991:12). Whether Baker intended this statement
in any technical sense or had his own definition of "real taxes" is
unknown; but taxes are now paid to federal, state and local entities.
However, to be honest to Baker, this apparently was not always so.
Just three years ago Fernando Montemayor Lozano, Presidente
Municipal of Matamoros complained that although the maquiladoras
in his city paid one percent of their profits to Mexico's Federal
government, and two percent more to the state, his community
received no direct assistance for the expanding needs of Matamoros.
That oversight has long since been rectified. Other border cities
established an annual "head tax" levy which come to be the largest
economic resource in their operating budget.
Baker's contention that Mexico's environmental conditions
and community infrastructure should be raised to the level of U.S.
standards is an ideological ploy prohibiting the objective analysis
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and amelioration of real border problems. How maquiladoras are
perceived is often the determinant of how data will be understood.
A recent international symposium concluded that analysts with
differing ideologies, utilizing the same research data from
maquiladora research may arrive at totally different conclusions
(Stoddard, 1990). Sometimes, in a similar vein, media writers will
employ their liberal American values to a popular issue as the
acceptable standard for evaluation. This, I assume, is what has
happened in the Baker article. By assuming an antagonistic stance
toward multinational corporations, his selective arguments did not
fit existing empirical data as well as if he had begun with all existing
data and made his analysis from that.
Writers who take it upon themselves to lay out a blueprint
for solving Third World problems assume a corresponding respon
sibility to make it operational and somewhat acceptable within the
standards and culture of the target culture. In Mexico, when norms
involving central planning do not coincide with international regu
lations on specific issues (i.e., environmental control) little progress
ensues due to the obstacle each position makes for the other
(Mumme and Nalven, 1988). Unless we are familiar with their
procedures and policy-making structures, we may give Third World
peoples false hope or unrealistic expectations as we ethnocentrically
analyze their problems within the context of our culture, not theirs.
Areas of Agreement/Areas of Controversy
Similarities and differences between Baker's conclusions
and this rejoinder can be compared by reducing Baker's allegations
to parsimonious statements followed by commentary as appropri
ate. Four major areas will be covered as follows:
1) The Free Trade Agreement(FTA): Attitudes/Impacts
2) Maquilas and Local Community Infrastructure
3) Maquilas and Border Environment
4) The Role of Ideology in Border Studies
The Free Trade Agreement (FTA): Attitudes and Impact
BAKER- The FTA will lend support to Mexico's Federales
in their domestic power struggle with political leaders and industrial
entrepreneurs on its northern border.
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REJOINDER- Although the jury is not in yet on the FTA,
it is quite possible that Baker's commentary is valid. However, if
increased border trade enhances the economic power of Mexico's
"industrial real estate entrepreneurs," the currentisolation of north
ern Mexico could intensify creating a more equally balanced
polarity of economic and policy-making poles of power. But
factors external to Mexico are adding another dimension. Rubio
(1991) suggests that President Salinas is no longer in a position
politically or economically to turn his back on a future FTA
because of global pressures forcing him closer and closer to the
U.S., a position traditionally shunned by former Mexican presi
dents.
BAKER- The FTA will spawn a flood of new maquiladoras
which will continue to hire impoverished workers, transfer social
costs of workers to Mexico, and initiate massive impacts on border
systems of both sides.
REJOINDER- The FTA is currently political rhetoric and
if implemented will probably not radically change existing patterns
of "underground" trade but may expand some of it into the "legal"
trade sector. It is more likely that gradual changes will occur as
existing institutionalized patterns and structures allow new enter
prises and work out new procedures and relationships. If the "rules
of origin" are successfully included in the FTA regulations, it will
thwart Japanese maquiladoras currently using Mexico as an "end
run" to U.S. markets. They would have to alter their sourcing
systems and by doing so would necessarily increase Mexicanowned enterprises as resources. However, if "added value" criteria
remain as the basis for trade privilege, a surge of Japanese plants
will transfer to Mexico will overwhelm all of its opposition,
whoever that might be.
Maquiladoras and Local Community Infrastructure
BAKER- Because of a lack of adequate infrastructure to
handle an expanding maquiladora sector, communities attracting
such plants will be worse off.
REJOINDER- Baker is correct with regard to housing and
transportation. However, foreign multinational maquilas are cur
rently responsible for expanding community infrastructure both
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directly and indirectly. These furnish many social and economic
benefits to workers including in-plant cafeterias, recreational leagues
and play areas, health facilities, training for job skills, enhanced
forms of precision and accuracy, opportunities for completion of
formal education requirements, long-term savings programs, com
munity betterment projects and other middle- class American
practices.
However, if Mexican-owned or local contract units expand
their maquiladoras, their workers (receiving no services at the plant)
will increase local pressures on public and social services and scarce
community resources.
Multinational corporation policies are extremely varied
concerning border-directed company policies. General Electric and
General Motors allow some flexibility in meeting local problems or
of becoming active participants in community betterment; North
American Phillips and A.O. Smith are reported by executives as
being more subservient to their American headquarters with tighter
controls over innovative worker benefits and community involve
ment. As the extreme model of absolute control, Japanese compa
nies outdo all others with their exclusionary personnel policies and
rigid quality control procedures.
Maquiladoras and Environmental Issues
BAKER- Massive ecological and environmental problems
are created by the expanding number of maquiladora plants.
REJOINDER- An expanding number of Industrial plants
and greater population densities will exacerbate but not cause
greater water, air and toxic waste problems than are historically
associated with border life. Multinational corporations are far more
committed to adhere to environmental policies (once they know
what they are) than are smaller companies. They also have the
manpower to complete the endless number of reports/forms which
monitoring requires. As maquilas move from the Industrial parks to
outskirt colonias and residential neighborhoods, they will put less
pressure on housing and transport services but be more difficult to
monitor for environmental violations.
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Summary
In sum, the overall maquila industry continues to expand.
The problems of inadequate infrastructure were not created by
foreign investors, nor are border air and water pollution problems a
mere function of maquiladora plants. Adding industrial growth and
population density to any community creates additional environ
mental problems and strains in the local infrastructure and makes it
more difficult to furnish adequate care for its citizens.
If spuriouscausal relationships between thegrowing maquila
operations and chronic border problems are flawed in their assump
tions, then any set of policies designed to ameliorate them will be
invalid as well.
Finally, solutions to Mexico's difficulties can never be
defined as long as we persist in evaluating Third World issues by
standards, resources and technology common to the more prosper
ous and wealthy industrialized (G-7) nations.
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Ellwyn R. Stoddard's Rejoinder and
Critical Commentary of
"Mexican Labor is Not Cheap"
George Baker*
Resumen
Con el proposito de inscribirse en la vocation de RIO
BRAVO, instruments de intercambio y de debate academicos de
interes binacional, el presente trabajo constituye una suscinta
respuesta a las crfticas del Dr. Stoddard presentadas en este mismo
volumen. Distinguiendo los argumentos empfricos de los argumentos
eticos desarrollados por el Dr. Stoddard, se intenta mostrar que el
razonamiento principal segun el cual no hay vmculos -o son
irrelevantes- entre la industria maquiladora y el deterioro de las
condiciones ambientales en la frontera Mexico-Estados Unidos es
limitado y superficial.
*George Baker is a Visiting Scholar, UCLA Program on Mexico

First, I wish to thank Professor Stoddard for his going to the
trouble to comment on my article (Baker 1991b).
To help me Find the right approach to responding to Profes
sor Stoddard's criticisms I consulted with a border sage known only
as Pepito1. Pepito made the following two comments:
Just because Stoddard says there's little or no con
nection between border environmental problems
and the maquiladora industry doesn't mean there is.
Further, just because the majority of border-residing
Mexicans on both sides of the Rfo Bravo presently
live in poverty doesn' t mean that FTA policymakers
in Washington and Mexico City are not responsible
for planning equitable taxation programs and thereby
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raise their standard of living through providing
adequate levels of public services and regional in
frastructure.
I find Pepito's pithy observations quite pertinent in the
present circumstances, for it seems to me that Professor Stoddard's
arguments are of two distinct types, one is empirical, the other
moral.
Stoddard's empirical argument
Professor Stoddard is completely correct in saying that my
paper did not provide an empirical basis for reaching the conclusion
that the maquiladora industry is solely, or even principally, respon
sible for the border's environmental problems.
What is responsible for these problems is the absence of
adequate fiscal attention to the infrastructure needs of the border, as
I have argued repeatedly since the VI Border Governors Conference
held in Las Cruces in December 1987 (See references). The failure,
in turn, obeys three considerations.
One of these is the political centralism that exists on the
federal levels in Mexico and the United States. It is no secret that
policymakers in Mexico City and Washington have little knowl
edge or interest in the U.S.-Mexican border. For those of us who
live, or have lived, in the Greater El Paso Area (GEPA), it is also no
secret that this centralism is replicated on a smaller scale in Austin's
Republic of Texas. As GEPA and Valley residents know, Austin
policymakers know or care little about the southern and western
counties which, as far as they are concerned, are on the fiscal as well
as geographical periphery of the state. How else are we to account
for the statistic that seven of the ten poorest counties in the United
States are located on the U.S.-Mexican border?
The second political consideration concerns fiscal policy on
the Mexican side. We know that fiscal authority lies in Mexico City,
with the effect that the border state governments are what Pepito
calls adornments (adornos), not public institutions of self-govern
ment. There are two results: One is that the Mexican state is an
eternal fiscal beggar in Mexico City, and barely has enough money
to cover the governor's helicopter budget, with little left over for
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soft line items like public health services, education and housing.
The second result is that the taxes maquiladoras do pay, mainly in
the form of an INFONAVIT tax on wages for a public housing fund,
go straight to Mexico City and seldom return in the form of housing
units2.
A third related consideration concerns the special tax treat
ment given to the maquiladora industry, which, with regard to Fiscal
matters, Pepito refers to as "la industria peculiadora". The maquilas
operate as cost centers for their parent companies, not as stand-alone
profit centers. In Mexico, however, in order to comply with the
letter, but not the spirit, of the Mexican Federal Labor Law, which
requires annual profit sharing, maquilas report razor-thin amounts
that, hypocritically are called profits, which, in turn, are divided
among workers and taxed. Real profits and real taxes, however, are
registered in the United States at both the federal and state levels
(Baker 1991a).
The bottom line is that the maquiladoras, for not paying
what I called -and what Professor Stoddard questioned- real taxes,
contribute to the aggravation of the infrastructure deficit and corre
sponding environmental crisis on both sides of the border. As one
GEPA resident told me in Mexico City recently, "I moved to El Paso
sixteen years ago in large part because of its clean air. Now, because
the air quality is so bad, two children in my household sleep with air
filters on their faces."
The overall conclusion that I draw is that if, for the first time
since the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, the U.S. and
Mexican federal governments are going to give joint attention to
their common border as a whole, then it is inexcusable not to
recognize, as a point of departurein re-thinking the long-term needs
of the border region, that the area lacks an adequate tax base and
instruments of local self-government.
Stoddard is therefore right: the maquiladoras did not cause
the environmental, infrastructure! and quality-of-life crisis on the
border, but the fiscal and political structures under which they
operate did. The continued operation of the maquiladoras under the
present fiscal and political frameworks, therefore, is part of the
problem, not part of the solution3.
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Stoddard's moral argument
Stoddard argues that it is a misguided exercise to talk about
low wage rates in Mexico since, considered in historical context,
low wages are the norm. To apply high-wage expectations to the
lives and conditions of low-wage people is to be guilty of projecting
one's own cultural values onto others. Considered in this light, there
is nothing reproachable in the wage levels paid by maquiladoras,
and anyone who disagrees with this conclusion is operating from
prioristic ideological values. Between the lines, Stoddard is saying
that it is immoral to apply U.S. standards of living to Mexico.
Some people -not only philosophers and ideologues- would
disagree with Stoddard on this score. They would say that on moral
grounds all policy thinking about the future must look ahead toward
bringing Mexican levels of health, housing, education-and, in short,
opportunity-up to U.S. levels.
In this connection, Stoddard refers with pride to an event
that some people regard in quite a different light (Stoddard 1990):
the 1990 symposium held in Tijuana on the historiography of the
maquiladora industry. I refer to an interview held in September
1990 with one Mexican government official, an economist in the
former Ministry of Planning and Budgeting4 (Baker 1990).
Andres asked me if I attended the meeting of the Association
of Borderland Scholars held in Tijuana in February of 1990. I said
that I would have liked to have gone, but, I was low on cash and
would have had to have funded the travel expenses myself without
any university travel support. Andres said that he had not gone
either; in fact, only through a colleague's sending him a copy of the
spring 1990 issue of the Journal of Borderlands Studies did he even
know about the existence of the Association. Andres said that he
was particularly struck by the comments of one UTEP professor
whose name he couldn't recall.
This professor, Andres said, his face and voice taking on the
tensions of anger, callously urged scholars to contextualize the
matter of the low wages and living conditions in northern Mexico.
I was struck by his use of the term "biological survival". His boiled
down argument was that since most workers are engaged in a
struggle for biological survival, anything that helped them to
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survive -as biological beings- was good; since the maquiladoras did
this, they were good for Mexico.
This individual kept insisting that criticism of maquiladora
wage rates arose from a misguided, Marxist "labor theory of value",
which exaggerated the economic contribution of the worker to the
market value of the product at the expense of the values of technol
ogy, capital and entrepreneurship. He seemed not to have heard of
the infrastructure theory of value, according to which a third to a half
of the market value of a product is attributable, neither to manage
ment nor to the workers as wage earners, but to society's invest
ments in social and economic infrastructure. Consider the logistical
infrastructure associated with the movement of products to market.
Who pays for that in most cases? Society, through taxes.
Speaking of taxes, this individual's comments made me
wonder if he had ever heard of the principle of progressive taxation,
according to which taxes paid are commensurate with the ability to
pay: he who can afford to pay more, pays more. What's truly
puzzling here is that the Mexican government has decided to close
its eyes, statistically speaking, regarding the ability of maquiladoras
to pay taxes progressively. Look, the Mexican government makes
no inquiry into the relative ability to pay-i.e., profitability-of these
plants. For not knowing a plant's profitability, no principle of
progressive taxation can be applied.
I did learn something from his article and from several
others in the same issue that I had not considered. The thrust of
everyone's comments was that since research findings on
maquiladoras were the product of the so-called frameworks, theo
retical perspectives or ideological commitments of the researchers,
everything was relative to the mind of the researcher. Nothing
apparently, could be said for sure as to whether maquiladoras were,
or were not, mechanisms that were leading to a long-term improve
ment in the standards of living in northern Mexico. What I realized
is that Mexico-the Mexican State, the Mexican people-cannot
afford the risk of not knowing for sure whether the policy course we
are following is the right one or not.
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Conclusion
I place the thrust of Professor Stoddard's criticism, which I
am sincerely glad to have,5 in a pattern that some social psycholo
gists refer to as denial (Baker 1986b).
Consider: "Baker erroneously links the problem of deterio
rating air quality (in El Paso) with border maquila growth". This
pattern of denial is common for regions and social classes undergo
ing loss of social, political and economic status. In the context of
GEPA social politics, it is very important for the non-manorial
White minority on the northern side of the border to make sure that,
thanks to an FTA, wages and standards of living on the southern side
of the border do not rise (Baker 1989a).
The only other interpretation, which,incidentally, I reject, is
that in the spirit of the Stoddard's rejoinder is the same well-known
policy promoted by a clique of pro—maquiladora supporters.
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Notes
1 Cited

by the author on a previous occasion (Baker 1989c).

In this connection, Pepito's reply to the question, Where
are the public housing units paid for by the hard-earned tax contri
butions of the maquiladoras?, was "Underground, as far as I can
see".
2

In a follow-up study I quantify the elements of the
burdened wage rate for maquiladora operators and come up with a
figure in the area of $8/hr. To reach this figure the reader need only
take, in $/hr. 1.00 for direct wages, 0.50 for benefits, 300% of the
sum in factory overhead costs (for a total of 6.00) plus a factor of risk
associated with infrastructure bottlenecks and administrative and
fiscal non-transparency on the Mexican side (Baker 1991c).
3

An entity thatPepitoreferstoas SecretariadeProgramacion
y Presumido.
4

Stoddard is Professor of Sociology and Anthropology at
the University of Texas, El Paso, and author of numerous valuable
contributions to border studies; e.g., (Stoddard 1987). Neverthe
less, I find in the spirit of this article the same well known attempt
by some academics and journal editors to suffocate dissent from the
pro-maquiladora orthodoxy.
5
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XV Simposio de Historia y Antropologia de Sonora.
Memoria. 3 Vols., Hermosillo, Sonora,
Mexico, Instituto de Investigaciones
Historicas de la Unison, 1991.

Simposio de Historia y Antropologia de Sonora, es el tftulo
escogido para presentar en tres volumenes y en 1327 paginas, los
trabajos mas diversos y heterogeneos que no siempre encuadran con
el tftulo anunciado.
Este traditional evento "en el ambiente cultural de la region ,
alcanzo los tres lustros al llevarse a efecto entre el 21 y 24 de febrero
de 1990. Tal y como nos explica la presentation de la MEMORIA,
la amplia participation institucional, convirtio a las jornadas del
SIMPOSIO en una "autentica expo de la situation que guarda la
investigation en los campos de la historia, la economfa, la literatura,
la lingiiistica, la antropologia y la sociologfa." Sin embargo, esta
euforia por la diversidad trae como consecuencia inevitable la
dispersion de los temas y por consiguiente nos deja en la diffcil
situation de sacar conclusiones concretas sobre el grado de
investigation de la region. A la dispersion se suma la enorme
cantidad de ponencias, las cuales guardan entre si diversos grados
de rigurosidad. Nos encontramos que algunas de ellas conservan los
primeros pasos vacilantes propios de la labor de investigation,
mientras otras, mas rigurosas—cientfficamente
hablando—se
fundamentan o son parte de investigaciones anejas mucho mas
amplias.
De estas ultimas, es de hacer notar que las investigaciones
de corte historico son las que presentan en general un importante
grado de elaboration. Paralelos a los estudios historicos nos ilaman
la atencion los trabajos sociologicos sobre temas que destacan una
problematica actual no solo de la region sonorense, sino del conjunto
de la frontera norte, Nos referimos a los trabajos que hacen
referencia a la industria de la maquila en Sonora. De estos trabajos
es de destacar uno intitulado "Caracteristicas del procesoproductivo
y de la fuerza de trabajo en la industria maquiladora de exportation.
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El Caso Nogales", de Lilia Orantes Galvez.
Es evidente que el interes por tan controvertido tema ha
empezado a dar frutos en investigaeiones serias. Una de ellas es la
de Lilia Orantes, que abandona momentaneamente la version gen
eral que proporcionan otros trabajos y profundiza en el conocimiento
de algunos aspectos de la industria maquiladora de exportancion
(IME). El anlisis se centra—despues de exponer brevemente las
causas que permitieron el desarrollo de la IME—en lascaracterfsticas
de su proceso productivo—altamente intensivo—y en su fuerza de
trabajo.
Es innegable que lo mas valioso del trabajo que nos ocupa,
es la incorporation de materiales encontrados en archivos locales,
como lo son los de la Junta de Conciliation de Nogales y el de la
Junta de Conciliacion y Arbitraje de Hermosillo; en el analisis de los
reglamentosinternosdelasplantasmaquiladoras; y en uninteresante
y ameno trabajo de campo. Me refiero a una encuesta directa
realizada en octubre de 1985 a los empresarios y a los trabajadores
de la IME. De estas se desprenden interesantes rasgos distintivos
que hacen de la IME un objeto de estudio totalmente disfmil al de
la industria de la transformation.
A decir Lilia Orantes, el 90% de los trabajadores—cuyo
promedio de edad es de 23 anos—manifestaron tener una minima
experiencia laboral; el 70% no experimento otro tipo de trabajo
fuera de las maquiladoras; y el 80% de la fuerza laboral—en su
mayorfa nacidos fuera del municipio de Nogales—eran mujeres. La
autora concede tambien especial atencion a las miserables
condiciones de trabajo, higiene y salud existentes en las IME.
Aun cuando el objeto de estudio se limita al municipio de
Nogales, el trabajo nos proporciona elementos suficientes para
conocer en lfneas generales rasgos distintivos de la IME localizada
en toda la frontera norte. Esta aseveracion se fortalece desde el
momento que Nogales esun municipio de referencia: esteconcentra
el 11% de los establecimientos y el 11% de los empleos de la IME
en el pais. A nivel estatal, las cifras resultan mas acusadas: el
municipio de Nogales concentra el 60% de los establecimientos y el
80% de los empleos.
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Es indudable que este trabajo que forma parte de un estudio
mas amplio y que proviene de la tesis inedita de licericiatura de la
autora titulada "La industria maquiladora y su impacto sobre la
fuerza de trabajo. El caso de Nogales (1967-1986)", se sustenta en
una investigacidn rigurosa. Su lectura es recomendable para los
interesados en el tema de la IME.
Oscar Flores Torres
Universidad de Monterrey
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La Revista Cultura Norte
En Julio-Agosto de 1987 aparecio el primer numero de
Cultura Norte auspiciado por el Programa Cultural de las Fronteras
con el proposito de "avivar la conciencia de lo que es y significa para
Mexico su Frontera Norte—incluyendo a las siete entidades que en
ella se ubican desde Baja California a Tamaulipas, y como auxiliar
de una impostergable y necesaria interrelacidn que debe
proporcionarse entre ellas." (p. 2).
En el mismo editorial Edmundo Valades, director de la
revista senala entre suspropositosde introduction quees unarevista
para todos aquellos que quieran externar algo sobre el norte del pais
y que esta abierta a los chicanos.
A1 mirar cada uno de los 14 numeros que hasta el momento
tengo la oportunidad de explorar, se puede sopesar la variedad de
temas que all! se exponen, desde cronicas urbanas, folklore re
gional, literatura, Art Noveau hasta numeros monograficos como el
dedicado a Alfonso Reyes. A traves de la historia de esta revista se
puede ir percibiendo un ascenso cualitativo en el manejo tematico,
desde mostrar solo resefias de eventos en los primeros fasci'culos
hasta presentar reflexiones sobre problemticas reales de la frontera.
El folklorismo natural de este tipo de revistas oficiales.
Siguiendo el esquema de buscar el diferencial que ofrece
esta publication podrfamos anadir que al intentar sumar toda la
frontera en una sola publication esto se vuelve sumamente dificil,
puesto que el unico elemento unificador es la frontera, pero esto no
significa que sea la misma problematica para toda la frontera. De
hecho cada estado tiene caracteristieas diferentes en cuanto a los
asuntos de frontera se refiere, pues cada ciudad fronteriza sufre
aparentemente de los mismos fenomenos, aunque con respuestas
diferentes: lo que de alguna manera inquieta a los habitantes de
Tijuana, no sucede para los de Matamoros o Reynosa,... por lo que
en este sentido la validez de las interpretaciones para toda la frontera
tendrfan que ser ajustadas a las diferentes regiones culturales.
Finalmente, solo me resta resenar que la revista de alguna
manera viene a ser respuesta a la problematica general de la frontera,
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sin embargo, es necesario pensar en el lector de los distintos lugares
nortenos del Mexico de hoy, que en cierto modo cada dia est mas
vinculado al norte mas que al centro de Mexico. Esto sin duda nos
pone incluso en lapuerta de lo que el futuro traera como consecuencia
el Tratado de Libre Comercio, como fomentador de una identidad
o simplemente como desintegrador de esta gran nation a la que
pertenecemos.
Aunque no tiene un orden logico muy evidente se pueden
rastrear una seriede elementos constantesen la serie de numeros que
tuvimos oportunidad de revisar a detalle: mirador, arti'culos sobre
historia, cultura regional, algun estado, un apartado dedicado a un
evento, alguna conmemoracion, o alguna muestra de tipo artistico,
para finalizar con un apartado llamado "varia" (varios)...
En realidad es diffcil encontrar una constante y un orden de
la revista, a lo mejor esto le da ventaja por lo inesperado de la
informacion de los numeros subsiguientes. Dentro de todo este
desorden sistematico es conveniente aclarar que en la revista
participan escritores de la talla de Federico Campell, Miguel LednPortillo, AgustinBasave, Alfonso Rangel Guerra, Carlos Monsivais.
En realidad esta gama de escritores y el conjunto de colaboradores
que para muchos de nosotros que no somos fronterizos de alguna
manera le dan un toque muy especial haciendo que la revista se
vuelva muy atractiva en alguno de sus apartados dependiendo de los
intereses del lector.
Uno de los elementos que nos parece mas relevante es el
manejo de las ilustraciones que en buena medida soportan los textos
que allf se presentan, haciendo de la revista un documento grafico
que supera, podrfamos decirlo, sin duda alguna otra cualquiera
publication que se situe en la frontera, ya que toda la informacion
nos llega del Centro o simplemente de nuestros vecinos del norte.
Cultura Norte (1987-1991) Programa Cultural de las Fronteras del
Consejo National para la Cultura y las Artes.
Roberto Rebolloso
Universidad de Monterrey
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Borderlife Project

Borderlife Project, at the University of Texas-Pan Ameri
can, involves students and faculty in research endeavors. The
project is an important vehicle for interaction by encouraging active
and cooperative learning. This process includes multicultural
concepts and acceptance, and provides out-of-classroom contact
with faculty. Faculty and students engage in research topics and
issues of special relevance to the Northern Mexico-South Texas
border community.
Starting in 1983, the University, in cooperation with the
Institutional Development and Economic Affairs Service, Inc.
(IDEAS, Inc.), sponsored a student project on research subjects
related to the border area. The project was very successful gaining
readership of student articles through The Monitor, a McAllen
newspaper with a circulation of some 35,000. Recently, faculty at
UT-PA have initiated a number of efforts and projects, revitalizing
the emphasis on borderlands—U.S.-Mexico—related research.
Student involvement is an integral aspect of the project. Since its
inception, students have provided the vast majority of interviews,
identified the major patterns in the exploratory research phase, and
participated in writing, publishing and disseminating the results.
Consistent with this approach has been an improved student
self-image. Students' perception that they influence sociohistorical
issues enhances self-image and identity with the world around
them.
Also of special consideration is that the project encourages
student-faculty contact through active involvement in the learning
process and enhances cultural diversity.
On a broader scale, the project also promotes better under
standing with our neighbor, Mexico. With growing interdepen
dence of Mexico and the United States the need for a broad
understanding of, and within, each country has never been greater.
An awareness of cultural, social and historical backgrounds that
shaped each nation's outlook creates an atmosphere of understand
ing. The University of Texas-Pan American is uniquely qualified
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in fostering such an awareness.
Major Benefits of Borderlife Project:
1. Students receive in-class and in-the-field training in interview
ing, writing, computer assisted editing, and analytical skills. Through
this process they will become more fully aware of sociological,
historical, economic and political ramifications of issues related to
this area, concerns of vital interest to themselves and various
populations.
2. Students who have often felt outside the "mainstream" due to
socioeconomic status, language, or ethnicity will be able to develop
an awareness of the rich cultural heritage of the region. This can
only enhance cultural awareness and self esteem, thus creating an
environment conducive to learning.
3. The combination of qualitative and quantitative research meth
ods will identify patterns related to current issues and cultural
patterns as well as provide a rich anecdotal file by which these
patterns can be presented to both lay and academic audiences
nationwide. This data is of historical, political and socioeconomic
significance.
4. Publication of student research will allow students a public and
academic forum. This promotes intellectual and cultural commit
ment as well as a strong commitment to public service.
Borderlife maintains an office in the Liberal Arts Building
(LA 332, UT-PA, 1201 West University Dr., Edinburg,Texas
78539-2999) with facilities for student researchers in the Center for
International Studies. The project is supervised by the Director of
the Center for International Studies, Dr. Chad Richardson, and
JuanitaE. Garza, History Lecturer. In addition, Dr. Genaro Gonzalez
(cultural psychologist), Dr. Ramon Guerra (anthropologist), Ms.
Lillian M. Salcido (photojournalist), Ms. Sonia Saldaha, Dr. Roberto
Salmon (historian), and Dr. Stacey Schaefer (anthropologist), serve
as editorial board.

Juanita E. Garza
The University of Texas-Pan American
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